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ABSTRACT
The inner region of our solar system is vast, spanning hundreds of millions of
kilometers and is driven by dynamics ranging in time scales from less than seconds
to more than centuries. Space weather originating at the Sun and impacting life at
Earth propagates through this complicated region, known as the inner heliosphere,
whose dynamics is driven by the Sun’s dynamic magnetic field. When space weather
such as interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs) impact Earth, they can induce
geomagnetic storms which cause the aurorae, cause damage to satellites, cause radio
and GPS interference, and induce ground currents which can damage power grid
infrastructure.
In order to accurately forecast space weather, we need to improve our ability to
forecast space weather propagation through the inner heliosphere. To do so we need
the ability to answer these two questions: “When observing space weather as far from
the Sun as the Earth, how do we di↵erentiate those features that are due to conditions
near their origins at the Sun from those due to propagation e↵ects as they traverse
the inner heliosphere?” and “How do we then characterize those propagation e↵ects
to improve space weather predictions?”
To address these questions this dissertation investigates three aspects of space
weather propagation through the inner heliosphere: 1) How well do heavy ion
charge distributions now-cast ICMEs at 1 AU? Relative abundances of heavy
ion charge states remain constant as ions propagate out from the Sun. Thus, obser-
vations of these charge states enable the identification of ICME plasma by a feature
xviii
which is intrinsic to the conditions at the Sun near the time of their eruption and
are una↵ected by interplanetary propagation. In a multi-year survey of observations
we find the heavy ion charge state ratios of Fe16+ to 24+/Fetot, and O7+/O6+ are most
characteristic to ICME plasma and therefore the most e↵ective at identifying ICMEs
in situ. 2) How do arrival time, velocity and intensity of solar energetic elec-
trons compare to modeled magnetic connectivity using ADAPT-WSA vs
the Parker spiral? Near-relativistic electron solar energetic particle (SEP) events
propagate through the inner heliosphere along heliospheric magnetic field lines. Pre-
vious studies have estimated the field line connections of the propagation paths of
these events using the Parker spiral approximation. In a study of six near-relativistic
electron events we find that modeling the field line connections between the observing
spacecraft and the event’s solar origins using ADAPT-WSA improves onset time and
intensity profile analysis for spike and pulse type events. 3) How often are coun-
terstreaming (CSEs) and strahl suprathermal electrons (SSEs) observed
during in situ observations of ICMEs and what are their characteristics
when compared to suprathermal electrons in the solar wind? Analyzing
the occurrence rates and quantitative features of CSEs and SSEs inside of ICMEs
compared to those observed in the solar wind outside of ICMEs o↵ers a method of
characterizing ICME magnetic topologies. Conducting a fourteen-year survey of in
situ observations, we present CSE and SSE occurrence rates using a quantitative clas-
sification scheme across a range of widths during ICMEs and during non-ICME solar
wind observations. Notably, narrow CSEs with beam widths less than 18  are found
to occur nearly exclusively within ICMEs.
In this thesis we analyze in situ observations of space weather to characterize
features and quantify correlations which are due to interplanetary propagation e↵ects
versus those which are tied to properties near the Sun. We present this analysis and
interpret the results in the context of space weather propagation to achieve significant
xix
progress in our understanding of the connection between the Sun and the near-Earth
interplanetary environment. This will enable further study that can di↵erentiate
propagation e↵ects from those of energization, acceleration and plasma conditions at
the solar origins of these space weather events. Ultimately, this research will enhance
our ability to forecast space weather propagation through the inner heliosphere.
xx
CHAPTER I
Introduction
1.1 Space Weather Propagation
1.1.1 What is Space Weather?
Exactly as it sounds, space weather is weather in space. In addition to visible
and ultraviolet light, the Sun is also continually emitting particles such as electrons
and protons (solar energetic particles), x-rays (flares), steady solar wind composed
of ionized gas (plasma), and explosive bundles of magnetically bound ionized gas
and energy (coronal mass ejections). The collective e↵ects of solar energetic particles
(SEPs), coronal mass ejections (CMEs) and solar flares as they reach the near-Earth
space environment are known as space weather. The e↵ects of space weather are not
limited to space, rather space weather can have damaging impacts on life and weather
on Earth.
Space weather is considered geo-e↵ective when the near-Earth space environment,
geospace, is noticeably disrupted by these solar influences. This disruption can detri-
mentally a↵ect both space- and ground-based systems on Earth. There are many
ways to define “geospace activity,” such as severe distortions of the near-Earth mag-
netic field, enhancement of space currents and hot particle populations, acceleration
of electrons to relativistic speeds to become part of the Van Allen radiation belts, the
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Figure 1.1: Diagram of the path of geo-e↵ective space weather. 1) A solar storm
originates at the Sun. 2) A coronal mass ejection (CME) erupts out
into the solar system. 3) The CME impacts Earth’s protective magnetic
shield, the magnetosphere. 4) Charged particles shower down as Aurora
in Earth’s atmosphere. 5) Charged particles a↵ect satellites and signals
for communication and navigation, while radiation harms astronauts and
polar flight passengers, while the geomagnetic storm damages the power
grid and electrical infrastructure. Image courtesy of NASA.
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formation of beautiful auroral displays, and changes to the chemistry and dynamics
of the Earth’s upper atmosphere. Each of these space weather conditions has an
associated solar phenomena that instigate these e↵ects.
When SEPs and solar flares arrive at Earth their energetic particles can cause
severe damage to solar panels and electronics onboard spacecraft, and they can dose
astronauts and polar flights with harmful radiation. CMEs contain enhanced mag-
netic fields, and contain billions of tons of hot plasma traveling hundreds of kilo-
meters per second. When CMEs impact Earth’s magnetic field, the clash induces
geomagnetic storms, which cause the Aurora Borealis and Aurora Australis, damage
satellites, cause radio and GPS interference, and induce ground currents which can
damage power grid infrastructure. A significant driver guiding much of space weather
research is the desire to improve forecasts of space weather events and their e↵ects
on Earth.
1.1.2 Likening CMEs to Storms
If you were asked, are you standing in a storm right now? You’d probably be quick
to give me an answer, and feel certain you were correct. Information you might use
to come to a conclusion might be whether raindrops are falling around you, whether
you see storm clouds, and whether you hear thunder or see lightning.
You might become less confident in your answer if you were asked, ”Is it a rain-
storm or a thunderstorm?” Perhaps you’d think to yourself, ”Wait, what is the di↵er-
ence?” or ”I don’t currently hear thunder so does that make it a rainstorm?” What if
the storm clouds remain but it’s stopped raining; at what point are you no longer in
the storm? What if there is thunder and lightning nearby but no rain? What if it is
still raining across the street but not directly above your head? These questions make
it quickly apparent how important your definition of a storm is in order to answer
the question, ”Are you standing in a storm?”
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So, now you need to determine what your definition actually is. Perhaps you
research what those experts before you have defined. Perhaps, you return to why
you need to know whether you’re in a storm to decide. Or maybe you choose to
focus on what observations you have available to you to decide. Current physical
understanding, the particular application, and available observational data, likewise,
determine what definition for space weather events is used.
If you are trying to decide whether to cancel an upcoming sailing trip or a sports
event, you might not cancel for a rainstorm, but you would be concerned about light-
ning, so you might cancel for a forecasted thunder storm. Likewise, when forecasting
space weather, the important features of the forecast might depend greatly on the
application. A satellite operator who is concerned about whether they need to send
their spacecraft into a safe-mode to wait out an incoming geomagnetic storm caused
by a CME, might have very di↵erent concerns than someone working for the Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) wondering if they need to send
astronauts on the International Space Station into a radiation shelter.
1.1.3 Making Sense of In Situ Observations
Returning to the comparison of a space weather event with that of a storm on
Earth, consider how limited your understanding of a particular storm might be if you
only had two points of observation. Say you have one radar measurement that can
see an approaching storm at the horizon, and you have one instrument on your roof
measuring precipitation, pressure and wind velocity. Imagine your radar measures a
huge storm where one region appears to have more heavy rainfall than the rest. Later
you compare the radar data you gathered as the storm approaches with the instru-
ment observations on your roof once the storm hit. You notice that the precipitation
levels are lower than the heaviest region of the storm. What you cannot determine is
whether the precipitation is lower because that region of the storm did not pass over
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your roof or whether the storm became less intense by the time it reached you. Re-
search in space weather is likewise made di cult by observations at limited locations.
The heliophysics community makes use of both in situ and remote observations of the
Sun to study space weather.
Remote observations of the Sun such as those seen by Solar and Heliospheric
Observatory (SOHO) and Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) make observations of
the sun in visible, radio, ultraviolet and extreme ultraviolet light (EUV). A remote
CME observation made on December 2nd 2003 is shown in Figure 1.2. The image
is a composite of a SOHO white light coronagraph observation of a CME launching
into space with an 304 A˚ extreme ultraviolet image of the Sun. Spacecraft such as
SDO and STEREO are equipped with magnetometers which are able to make remote
observations of the magnetic field at the surface of the Sun.
In situ observations of the Sun have primarily been dominated by observations
about 152 million km from the Sun, or 1 Astronomical Unit (AU), the distance of the
Earth from the Sun. STEREO A and STEREO B are spacecraft which travel along
an orbit around the Sun similar to Earth’s own orbit, traveling in opposite directions
ahead and behind Earth. Spacecraft such as the Advanced Composition Explorer
(ACE) and WIND have been taking in situ observations at the L1 Lagrange point
between the Sun and the Earth, about one hour of solar wind time ahead of Earth.
In situ observations are taken using particle, plasma and magnetic field instruments
which measure the properties of the solar wind and space weather which directly
pass over the spacecraft. Parker Solar Probe (PSP), launched in 2018, and Solar
Orbiter, launched in 2020, are new missions which are taking in situ measurements
much nearer the Sun. PSP will make it as near as 6.1 million km from the Sun’s
surface, while Solar Orbiter will get as close as 42 million km to the Sun.
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Figure 1.2: Coronal Mass Ejection (CME) observation on December 2nd 2003. This
image is a composite of two observations. The outermost image is of
a CME launching into interplanetary space observed in white light by
the C2 coronagraph of the LASCO instrument on the SOHO. The inner
image is a 304 A˚ observation of the Sun taken by the EIT on SOHO.
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Figure 1.3: X-class solar flare observation on May 13th 2013 taken by NASA’s SDO.
This is a composite image of the Sun observed in 131 A˚ and 171 A˚ EUV
light. On the left edge of the Sun an x-class solar flare can be seen.
Throughout the image glowing arcades are visible, which are coronal
magnetic loops that extend from the Sun’s chromosphere up into the
low corona.
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1.1.4 The Big Challenge
Connecting remote observations at or near the Sun with in situ measurements near
the Earth and expanding from the single point in situ spacecraft measurements to
understand these spatially vast space weather events remain a big challenge in study-
ing space weather. Without direct measurements how do we study the propagation
of space weather events such as SEPs and CMEs after they’ve left the Sun before
they reach our spacecraft near Earth? With only measurements of one path through
an event, how do we know how large the event is or how uniform these observed
properties are throughout?
The title of this dissertation refers to studying the propagation of space weather
in the inner heliosphere. The inner heliosphere, here refers to the inner region of the
solar system which contains the Sun, Mercury, Venus and Earth.
Previous space missions, such as Helios 1 (1974-1982), Helios 2 (1976-1981) and
Messenger (2004-2015), probed the inner heliosphere. BepiColombo was launched in
October 2018 as a joint European Space Agency (ESA) and the Japan Aerospace
Exploration Agency mission to Mercury. Two current missions are traveling even
closer to the Sun. The NASA launched PSP in August 2018 which aims get as close
as 9 solar radii to the Sun. While ESA’s Solar Orbiter mission, which launched
in February 2020, is set to travel to 60 solar radii from the Sun. The exciting new
frontier of in situ observations these missions are o↵ering is unprecedented and already
is confirming theories and opening up new questions (Case et al., 2020; Halekas et al.,
2020).
Another approach to studying the inner heliosphere is to model the region. This
is being done using space weather models such as the Air Force Data Assimilative
Photospheric flux Transport - Wang-Sheeley-Arge (ADAPT-WSA) solar wind model,
which is discussed further in Section 1.2.3.1, (Arge and Pizzo, 2000; Arge et al.,
2010), or the Michigan Geospace Model, which is a real-time operational version of
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the Space Weather Modeling Framework (SWMF) that was developed at the Uni-
versity of Michigan (Cash et al., 2017). The Michigan Geospace Model is currently
being used to forecast space weather at the Space Weather Prediction Center (SWPC)
of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Many additional
models for studying space weather, the inner heliosphere and the near-Earth space en-
vironment are available for public use at NASA’s Community Coordinated Modeling
Center (CCMC) at https://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/.
This dissertation uses both in situ observations and modeling to help connect
remote and in situ observations while considering the e↵ects of propagation through
the inner heliosphere on those observations. As with understanding a storm on Earth,
drawing the connections between multiple measurements across time and space are
necessary to create a solid framework for understanding the full scale, dynamics and
propagation of space weather in the inner heliosphere.
1.1.5 The Sun’s Magnetic Field
The Sun’s magnetic field extends out throughout the rest of the solar system,
to the edge of the heliosphere, its structure determines the propagation of charged
particles and plasma as they travel outward from the Sun. This extended magnetic
field is known as the heliospheric magnetic field (HMF) or the interplanetary magnetic
field (IMF). Here we will treat these two terms interchangeably.
The shape and dynamics of the HMF determine the path of charged particles such
as electrons and protons. When discussing the shape of the HMF, the topology of
the magnetic field lines is often discussed. Magnetic field lines which are open, trace
out from the Sun’s surface all the way out to the edge of the heliosphere where they
connect with magnetic field lines coming from outside our solar system in interstellar
space. Magnetic field lines which are closed loop back towards the Sun and connect
back to the surface of the Sun.
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Figure 1.4: Diagram of solar wind particle propagation leading to the formation of
the Parker spiral. This diagram represents the path of a particle of solar
wind as it leaves the Sun in three subsequent snapshots in time labeled
T1, T2 and T3. The solar wind particle is represented by a yellow dot,
while its relative path in the Sun’s reference frame is traced by a black
curve. Though the particle propagates from the Sun radially outward,
the Sun rotates out from under it as it travels the great distance to the
Earth. By the time the solar wind has reached the Earth, the traced
path of its trajectory is a curved spiral. The shape of this spiral path
depends on the velocity of the solar wind and the rotation rate of the
Sun. The heliospheric magnetic field lines are traced out by the solar
wind into this spiral shape. The averaged approximation of the magnetic
field lines, which are dragged out by the solar wind along these spiral
paths, is approximated by the Parker spiral.
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Figure 1.5: Diagram of a simplified Parker spiral HMF in the equatorial plane. Green
lines indicate away sector magnetic field lines, while purple lines indicate
towards sector magnetic field lines. A navy inner circle represents a po-
tential field source surface, beyond which field lines are assumed to be
open and following a Parker spiral. A blue outer circle marks 1 AU from
the Sun’s center. This diagram is not to scale, nor is it complete, rather
it is a simplified sketch to give a rough idea of a four sector Parker spiral
HMF with a potential field source surface.
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Sunlight travels at the speed of light, 300,000 km/s, radially outward from the
Sun, reaching Earth after about 8.3 minutes. Solar wind however, travels more slowly,
hundreds of km per second. Though individual solar wind particles travel radially
outward from the Sun, in the Sun’s reference frame the overall flow of solar wind is
curved in an Archimedian spiral (Parker , 1959), as depicted in Figures 1.4 and 1.5.
The degree of the curvature depends on the solar wind speed relative to the Sun’s
rotation. For example, at 1 AU, the average solar wind speed is about 400 km/s,
as such the degree of curvature in the Parker spiral is typically 45  inclination from
the radial. As it flows out from the rotating Sun, the solar wind plasma, or ionized
gas, drags out the open HMF lines into this spiral pattern. This overall HMF spiral
is known as the Parker Spiral. Some limitations of the Parker Spiral approximation
are investigated in Chapter III. Charged particles such as the suprathermal elec-
trons (discussed in Section 1.2.5) and the high energy electrons and protons in SEPs
(discussed in Section 1.2.3) are bound to these field lines, and propagate outward in
this approximate spiral. While the lower energy solar wind flows radially outward,
dragging the magnetic field along.
Understanding how the global picture of the shape and dynamics of the HMF
can be tied directly to in situ measurements is a primary goal of this dissertation
research. As will be outlined in the next two sections, better characterization of CME
plasma which directly ties these events to their solar origins, improved tracing of SEP
events to their solar source regions and quantitative analysis of in situ observations of
suprathermal electrons which are tied to magnetic field topology are all undertaken
in Chapters II, III and IV, respectively, to improve that global picture of the HMF
in the inner heliosphere and its connections to space weather propagation.
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1.2 Connecting In Situ Observations to their Solar Origins
1.2.1 Solar Wind
The solar wind is the continuous flow of solar plasma out into the heliosphere.
The solar wind is the medium through which space weather propagates through the
heliosphere. The solar wind is a highly dynamic, magnetized, low density plasma,
which is comprised of H+ (95-98%), He2+ (2-5%) and other heavy ions (1%) (Hund-
hausen et al., 1968). The bulk solar wind is therefore characterized by the density
and velocity of its protons. The charge of the electrons and ions in the solar wind
is approximately balanced, thus it is considered quasi-neutral. The Sun’s HMF is
coupled to the Parker spiral path of the solar wind, as the solar wind is frozen-in to
the magnetic field (Alfve´n, 1950), shaping the field as it flows.
Studies investigating the variable magnetic field, plasma heating, particle accel-
eration, turbulence and wave dynamics in the solar wind are at the cutting edge of
plasma physics theory and research. A fundamental question related to the solar
wind which remains unanswered to this day is: ”How is the solar wind heated and
accelerated?” This complicated and dynamic solar wind is the background through
which space weather travels in the heliosphere and is the environment within which
the research of this dissertation resides.
1.2.2 Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejections (ICMEs)
CMEs contain enhanced magnetic fields, and contain billions of tons of hot plasma
traveling hundreds of kilometers per second. Determining the structure of CMEs
when observed in interplanetary space is challenging given the nature of in situ ob-
servational data. To di↵erentiate the nature of these observations, we refer to CMEs
that are observed in situ in interplanetary space as interplanetary coronal mass ejec-
tions (ICMEs). ICMEs fill a large angular extent of the heliosphere as they propagate,
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see Figures 1.2 and 1.6, and in situ data come from singular spacecraft providing a 1D
observational cut through their 3D structure. Given their extent and the non-uniform
spatial variability of their substructure, extrapolating from individual in situ obser-
vations to ICME global structure requires indirect information. As will be discussed
in Section 1.2.4, ion charge states and plasma properties yield information about the
conditions at its solar origins. However, to understand the ICME structure and how
it evolves as it propagates through the inner heliosphere, its magnetic field topology
must be understood.
While the magnetic field lines of the quiescent solar wind are predominantly open,
coronal mass ejections form in closed field regions in the corona. Due to the nature
of the 3-dimensional magnetic reconnection that causes the eruption of CMEs from
the corona, CMEs contain closed helical loops called magnetic flux ropes (Gosling ,
2014).
When observing CMEs in coronagraph images such as those in Figures 1.2 and 1.6,
one can frequently observe a light-bulb-like structure. This structure typically con-
tains three significant parts, the leading edge with a shock, a cavity where the plasma
density is decreased and a denser plasma core. One can see this structure in both
Figures 1.2 and 1.6, where the leading shock edge are marked by the bright outermost
loop. The bright swath inside the bulb is the plasma core, and the empty section
within the bulb is the cavity. This three-part structure is identified in nearly 70%
of CMEs observed in coronagraphs (e.g., Munro et al., 1979; Webb and Hundhausen,
1987; Gopalswamy et al., 2003). As the CME expands outward through interplane-
tary space this structure expands. Figure 1.7 is a diagram theorizing how this CME
structure is shaped in interplanetary space once it is an ICME, with the leading edge
shock shown in blue. The core has expanded behind it. Highlighted in yellow is a
coherent magnetic flux rope filling in behind the shock front. Once observed at 1 AU,
only 1/3 - 1/2 of ICMEs contain observable flux rope signatures (Gosling , 1990).
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Figure 1.6: Observed coronagraphs from August 1999 of a coronal mass ejection by
the LASCO instrument onboard the SOHO. These images were taken
using the C3 coronagraph, which observes from 3 to 32 solar radii outward
from the Sun. The inner white circles mark the solar surface at 1 solar
radius.
1.2.3 Solar Energetic Particles (SEPs)
Amajor limitation in forecasting geo-e↵ective SEP events is the di culty modeling
propagation through interplanetary space and producing accurate predictions for time
of arrival. Whether an event will be geo-e↵ective is highly dependent upon time
of arrival. If timing is o↵ a geo-e↵ective event may be incorrectly forecasted to
miss Earth entirely or an event may arrive hours ahead of predictions. Improved
understanding of how SEP events are a↵ected by intervening magnetic structures
and transient events in interplanetary space, and improved understanding of SEP
propagation through interplanetary space, could inform forecasting models to improve
SEP time of arrival predictions.
SEPs are classified into two primary types based on which physical mechanisms
are responsible for their acceleration (Reames , 2013). There are impulsive SEPs
which are accelerated by impulsive flares or jets, and there are gradual SEPs which
are accelerated in shock waves driven out from the Sun by CMEs (e.g., Lin, 1970;
Reames , 2013; Desai and Giacalone, 2016). These SEPs can also be di↵erentiated
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Figure 1.7: A diagram of a “typical” ICME. The yellow region indicates a magnetic
flux rope containing closed purple field lines with CSEs. The red lines
represent open magnetic field lines with red arrows marking the magnetic
field direction. The purple magnetic field lines are closed magnetic field
loops which comprise a magnetic flux rope and contain counterstreaming
suprathermal electrons. The blue arrows represent sources of suprather-
mal electrons. The black curve indicates the leading shock front of the
ICME. Figure from Zurbuchen and Richardson 2006.
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by some associated observations. For instance, impulsive SEPs are associated with
enhanced 3He/4He ratios and with Type III radio bursts, which are radio signals that
erupt at the Sun. Gradual SEPs are associated with CMEs and with Type II radio
bursts (Reames , 2013).
Haggerty and Roelof (2009) classified near-relativistic electron (from 10 keV to
100 keV) SEP events into three types: spike, pulse and ramp events. Many have
investigated the properties of the more impulsive and short-duration near-relativistic
electron SEPs, the electron spike events, (e.g., Kahler , 2007; Kahler et al., 2007;
Wiedenbeck et al., 2015; Klassen et al., 2012). The SEPT instrument on the STEREO
spacecraft measures these near-relativistic electrons from 30 keV to 300 keV (Mu¨ller-
Mellin et al., 2008).
Electron spike events are spatially correlated with Type III bursts and narrow
EUV jets (Klassen et al., 2011, 2012) even while they are not always temporally
associated with these eruptions (Kahler et al., 2007), suggesting each are accelerated
in the same source regions from the same magnetic reconnection regions but not
necessarily the same eruptions (Klassen et al., 2011, and references therein).
Interplanetary propagation e↵ects on spike events are reduced compared to the
more gradual ramp events, in fact many spike and pulse events are scatter-free and
appear not to experience interplanetary acceleration (Haggerty and Roelof , 2009;
Wiedenbeck et al., 2015). Near-relativistic electron SEP events can be incredibly
valuable for estimating HMF connectivity. When the source location, eruption tim-
ing and onset timing are known, one can use impulsive electron spike SEP events
to calculate the length of the HMF field lines through which the SEPs propagated
(Kahler et al., 2011).
Wang et al. also considered near-relativistic spike and pulse events and evaluated
the time delays between the low-energy and near-relativistic electron injections and
suggested that the low-energy injections may provide the seed population for the
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subsequent near-relativistic electron injection events (2016).
Many current studies investigate the spatial extent and shape of SEP events,
considering both how expansive and isotropic they spread from their near-Sun origins
(e.g., Klassen et al., 2016, 2018) and how much longitudinal spreading occurs during
interplanetary propagation (e.g., Wiedenbeck et al., 2015; Cohen et al., 2017).
Corotating interaction regions (CIRs) and stream interaction regions (SIRs) af-
fect SEP propagation Richardson (2004). As shown in Figure 1.8, CIRs contain both
rarefaction and compression regions where the shape of HMF open field lines are
impacted by the interface of fast and slow solar wind streams. The CIR depicted
in Figure 1.8 represents the interaction of two stream interaction regions which form
when fast solar wind streams up behind a slow solar wind stream creating a compres-
sion interface region between them. When two SIRs interact in this way, they create
a rarefaction region between them where magnetic density is decreased. The impact
on the shape of the HMF field lines and particle acceleration which can occur in the
shocked regions of SIRs plays a role in impacting the interplanetary propagation,
scatter and acceleration of SEPs.
1.2.3.1 ADAPT-WSA Modeling
ADAPT-WSA is a coupled model which feeds Global Oscillation Network Group
(GONG) magnetograms, which are maps of Earth-based magnetic observations of the
magnetic field of the solar photosphere (the Sun’s surface,) into the Air Force Data
Assimilative Photospheric flux Transport (ADAPT) model whose ensemble of results
is fed into the Wang-Sheeley-Arge (WSA) solar wind model to produce an ensemble
of solar wind forecasts.
The ADAPT model creates an ensemble of photospheric forecast magnetogram
maps based on an assimilation of recent GONG observed magnetograms with older
observations that have been modeled forward in time using magnetic flux transport
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Figure 1.8: Diagram of a CIR in the solar wind. Green and red arrows indicate which
regions are driven by slow and fast solar wind, respectively, these solar
wind speeds are also marked with S for slow and F for fast. Blue magnetic
field lines show the compression regions of bunched magnetic field lines
and the rarefaction region between them where the density of magnetic
field lines is lower. The golden arc represents the path of a spacecraft
which observes the plasma temperature and solar wind speed depicted in
black in the lower portion of the diagram. Based on a diagram of a CIR
from Richardson (2004).
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modeling, thus creating a complete photospheric synchronic magnetic forecast map
(Arge and Pizzo, 2000). ADAPT creates an ensemble of such photospheric forecast
maps which di↵er by random walk variation in the photospheric flux transport mod-
eling. This ensemble of maps is then fed as input into the WSA model (Arge et al.,
2010). The WSA model is an empirical solar wind and HMF model, which uses
magnetic expansion factor to model from synoptic maps of the magnetic field at the
solar photosphere (the Sun’s surface) to a 2.5 RS (solar radii) Schatten current sheet
through which all field lines must be open. The WSA model then models field lines
out to a potential field source surface at 5 RS from which all field lines expand out-
ward radially with mapped solar wind velocities and magnetic expansion factor. The
WSA model then propagates the solar wind out in an equatorial plane incorporat-
ing stream interaction regions and sometimes transient events such as CMEs (Arge
and Pizzo, 2000). When coupled with ADAPT, the WSA model uses each ADAPT
forecasted synoptic magnetic map to create the Schatten current sheet and potential
field source surfaces, modeling forward the solar wind out throughout the heliosphere
along the equatorial plane, resulting in an ensemble of solar wind and HMF forecasts
in the equatorial plane (Arge et al., 2010; Arge et al., 2011).
As discussed in Section 1.1.5 heliospheric magnetic field lines are shaped into
a spiral pattern known as the Parker spiral. The curvature of those field lines is
dependent on the velocity of the solar wind that shaped them. Faster solar wind forms
a more stretched out spiral path, whereas slower solar wind forms a tighter spiral.
When streams of faster solar wind come up behind streams of slower solar wind, the
interaction forms a region of enhanced pressure, this is known as a stream interaction
region or a CIR. Figure 1.8 diagrams the compression and rarefaction regions of
a CIR. The diagram also marks the interface boundary between the S’ (formerly
slow) and F’ (formerly fast) compressed solar wind of the interaction region. The
plasma density spikes in the S’ regions of the CIR, while the magnetic field intensity
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is increased in both the S’ and F’ streams.
The WSA model portion of ADAPT-WSA incorporates the changes in solar wind
velocity, magnetic field intensity and plasma density due to CIRs and models the
HMF accordingly, therefore allowing for the WSA modeled global HMF to di↵er
from a general Parker spiral. This important feature of ADAPT-WSA will become
relevant in Chapter III.
1.2.4 Heavy Ion Charge States in the Solar Wind
Atoms of elements such as helium, oxygen, carbon, and iron rise out of the Sun’s
interior convective zone and are ionized in the Sun’s atmosphere, i.e. the chromo-
sphere and lower corona of the Sun, before they propagate through the heliosphere
(Gosling , 2014). Collisional ionization, when electrons collide with ions in the plasma,
occurs in the low corona, including along coronal magnetic loops, such as those which
can be seen in the observations of Figures 1.3 and 1.9 (Gruesbeck et al., 2011, and
references therein). The charge state of an ion is simply the di↵erence between the
number of protons and the number of electrons. The high temperature of the plasma
in the corona (⇠106 K), where these loops reside, heats and strips atoms of their elec-
trons, ionizing them into higher charge states of ions (Ko et al., 1997; Landi et al.,
2012).
The energies required for ionization di↵er for each element. The first ionization
potential (FIP) value of an element is the lowest energy required to strip it of one
electron and ionize it to its 1+ charge state. Some elements are known as low-FIP ions,
such as Mg, Si and Fe. Low-FIP elements require energies < 10 eV to ionize to their
lowest states and are thus able to ionize easily in the low solar chromosphere. Low-FIP
ions are then quickly convected up into the low corona by resonating Alfve´n waves,
where they are further ionized into higher states by the higher coronal temperatures
at higher altitudes. High-FIP elements, however, such as He, C, O, and Ne, require
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Figure 1.9: SDO AIA observations of coronal loops in 131 A˚ EUV on July 18th 2012.
energies > 10 eV to ionize and take longer to be swept up into the corona to be
ionized, resulting in lower abundances of ions of these elements (Reames , 2018). The
fractionation this has on the relative abundances of these elements is known as the
FIP e↵ect.
As ions are heated in the solar corona, the abundances of higher charge states
increases. The highest charge state an element can reach in the solar corona is de-
pendent on the electron temperature and electron temperature in the surrounding
environment (Ko et al., 1997; Landi et al., 2012). At any given coronal temperature,
the highest available charge states vary for di↵erent elements. For example, the tem-
perature required to ionize oxygen to its 8+ charge state is around ⇠2.5 x 106 K
(Rakowski et al., 2007).
As solar magnetic field lines expand out into the heliosphere as the HMF or as part
of the magnetic flux rope of an ICME, the density drops to the point where further
ionization and recombination can no longer take place (Landi et al., 2012). Thus the
ratios of high charge states to low charge states for any given ion remains fixed as
it propagates throughout the heliosphere. The point at which solar wind expansion
causes the electron density in the solar wind to drop so that ionization ceases and the
ratios of charge states no longer changes as it propagates through the heliosphere is
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known as the freeze-in point (Hundhausen et al., 1968; Ko et al., 1997). The distance
at which this occurs does di↵er for di↵erent elements and plasma conditions, but has
e↵ectively ceased for solar wind elements by 4 RS (Rakowski et al., 2007).
Plasma accelerated along open magnetic field lines that quickly flows through the
low corona out as solar wind, does not always have enough time to reach a state of
ionization equilibrium, and the relative levels of high charge states for given elements
might be lower than the coronal temperatures through which they crossed would
otherwise have indicated (Stakhiv , 2016; Reames , 2018). Thus, the resulting charge
state ratios associated with SEP events in combination with analysis of the FIP
fractionation, (an increase in the relative abundance of low-FIP elements,) can give
an indication of the conditions through which their seed populations were accelerated
(Reames , 2018).
For example, as will be discussed further in Chapter II, ratios of O7+ compared
to O6+, C6+ compared to C5+ and Fe ions 16+ and greater compared to the average
Fe charge state, are each enhanced in plasma observed during ICMEs (Lepri et al.,
2001; Lepri and Zurbuchen, 2004; Gilbert et al., 2012, and references therein). The
temperatures and plasma conditions as CMEs form in the low corona are such that
these particular charge states are enhanced. This will be discussed in Section 1.3 and
will be analyzed in Chapter II.
As can be seen in Figure 1.10, modeling of CMEs using the MHD-on-A-Sphere
(MAS) model has produced predictions as to the distribution of heavy ions throughout
a CME (Lynch et al., 2011). The subplots a - d of Figure 1.10 show the modeled
distribution maps within a CME erupting to the right for ions with charge state ratios
of C6+/C5+, O7+/O6+, Si12+/Si11+, and Fe 16+/Fetotal respectively. Knowing which
portions of an ICME that one is observing when studying in situ observations can
o↵er great insights into how an ICME evolves as it propagates through the inner
heliosphere. With insight from such modeling predictions, heavy ion charge state
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observations can be used to probe the properties of the plasma within ICMEs and
gain insights into the solar conditions and solar source regions of the plasma swept
up into that portion of the ICME. This analysis of ICME substructure using heavy
ion ratios, can then be reinforced with modeling predictions using ionization rate
calculations, such as those discussed by Rivera et al. (2018). This will be further
discussed in Chapter II.
Analyzing the elemental abundances, charge state ratios and FIP fractionation
of in situ plasma observations o↵ers a method to probe the coronal temperatures,
acceleration and unique plasma conditions in the low corona at the solar origins of
the plasma, independent of its propagation through the heliosphere.
Figure 1.10: Simulated spatial distribution map of heavy ion charge state parameters
during an MAS simulation of a CME. These modeled results represent
an axisymmetric cone-shaped CME erupting to the right 12.85 hours
into the simulation time. Higher charge state ratios are red while lower
charge state ratios are blue. Each subplot maps a di↵erent charge state
ratio: a) C6+/C5+, b) O7+/O6+, c) Si12+/Si11+, d) Fe 16+/Fetotal. Figure
adapted from Lynch et al. (2011).
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1.2.5 Suprathermal Electrons
Solar wind suprathermal electrons (E > 70 eV) observed in situ at 1 AU flow in
field-aligned beams through the heliosphere. These electrons are fast, with speeds
at least 10 times greater than the normal solar wind flow. For this reason they are
optimal tracers of magnetic field topology in the inner heliosphere. Due to adiabatic
expansion the distribution of pitch angles of suprathermal electrons (SEs) narrow
towards 0  when parallel to the magnetic field or 180  when anti-parallel. Without
scattering processes, by 1 AU the width of the pitch angle distribution (PAD) would
be <1 . Di↵erent scattering processes, such as shocks, wave interactions, and irregu-
larities in the heliospheric magnetic field scatter or reflect the electrons, causing the
PAD to widen or narrow, or causing drop outs around 90  pitch angles. We refer to
SE PADs with narrow, unidirectional beams about 0  or 180  as strahl suprathermal
electrons (SSEs). Whereas SEs which travel both parallel and anti-parallel to the
magnetic field with narrow PADs about both 0  and 180  are CSEs. CSEs indicate
closed field lines with SE sources at both magnetic footpoints at the Sun, which are
correlated with ICME observations.
When one measures the energy distribution function of observed solar wind elec-
trons, there are three portions of the distribution. There are the thermal population
of electrons, which are the bulk flow of electrons, but there are also two populations of
electrons that extend beyond this thermal population, which are therefore suprather-
mal (Crooker et al., 2002; Vocks et al., 2005, 2016, and references therein). The beam
population of suprathermal electrons form a bump on the higher energy side of the
electron velocity distribution function, as shown in Figure 1.11. This population of
suprathermal electrons form the suprathermal electron strahl. Additional suprather-
mal electrons form the di↵use halo, a population of scattered suprathermal electrons
which are isotropically distributed in pitch angles and form a high energy tail to the
distribution of solar wind electrons.
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Figure 1.11: This figure depicts the velocity distribution function of the thermal core
population of electrons compared to the suprathermal tail population of
electrons as observed by the ACE spacecraft at L1 on 1 October 1999 at
22:54 UT. The orange line shows the Maxwellian fit for a core thermal
population at T = 13.39 eV. Around 70 eV the observed distribution
of electrons, represented in black, diverges from the thermal Maxwellian
fit in orange. These additional electrons at these energies just above
thermal core electrons form the suprathermal tail. At L1 the suprather-
mal tail begins with electron energies around 70 eV and at  272 eV the
observed electron population is almost exclusively suprathermal. Figure
adapted from Gosling (2014).
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The highly idealized case for how to interpret SE PADs is shown in Figure
1.12. This picture compares an idealized PAD plot of pitch angle versus time with
suprathermal electron flux represented with a rainbow color bar. These idealized
PADs map to particular magnetic field topologies, A, B, C or D. Ideally unidirec-
tional beams of SEs are strahl and are either anti-aligned as with case A, or aligned
as with case C with their magnetic field lines. A disconnected field line which has no
source of SEs from the Sun would have no SE signature as seen with case D. Case B
shows the CSE case when a closed magnetic field loop has solar sources of SEs along
both magnetic footpoints and therefore has a very clear counterstreaming signature
of two beams with electron flux along both 0  and 180 . Thus, suprathermal electron
PADs can be used to probe the magnetic topology of the inner heliosphere.
While Figure 1.12 demonstrates the connection between SE PAD observations and
corresponding magnetic field topology, it leaves o↵ the more complicated cases. This
standard set of cases does not address how to handle observations of isotropic fully-
scattered PADs, how to interpret asymmetric counterstreaming or how to identify
broadened CSEs from 90  PAD depletions (Gosling and Skoug , 2002). As will be
discussed in Section 1.3 and presented in Chapter IV, this dissertation seeks to provide
a system of more complex SE PAD characterization which enables improved analysis
of SE observations and modeling of magnetic topology.
The magnetic mirror force in conjunction with the adiabatic expansion of the
heliospheric magnetic fields as they expand out into the heliosphere result in adia-
batic focusing of suprathermal electron populations (Rosenbauer et al., 1977). Scat-
tering processes counteract this focusing and broaden PADs. Such processes include
Whistler mode wave-particle interactions (Gary and Li , 2000) and Coulomb collisions
(Pagel et al., 2007). Thus, suprathermal electron PADs retain information about the
interplanetary conditions through which they have propagated. Studies have been
undertaken to investigate the impacts of SIRs (e.g., Steinberg et al., 2005), whistler
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waves (e.g., Gary and Li , 2000), and coulomb collisions (e.g., Ogilvie et al., 2000;
Pagel et al., 2007) on suprathermal electrons in the solar wind.
1.3 Relevant Open Questions in Heliophysics
1.3.1 ICME Forecasting
How well do heavy ion charge distributions now-cast ICMEs at 1 AU?
Observations of certain charge state parameters in solar wind plasma can be tied to
plasma conditions at the solar origins of the solar wind, as described in Section 1.2.4.
Such plasma conditions which enhance ionization of certain ion charge states relative
to others are known to correlate with ICME observations (e.g., Lepri et al., 2001;
Lepri and Zurbuchen, 2004; Gilbert et al., 2012). What remains open for investigation
is the e↵ectiveness of now-casting ICMEs using heavy ion charge states alone. We
selected six charge state parameters to test: the average Fe charge state (< QFe >),
Fe16+ to 24+/Fetot, O8+/O6+, O7+/O6+, C6+/C5+, and C6+/C4+.
We aim to now-cast ICMEs using heavy ion charge states which could be used to
identify in situ ICMEs in real-time, if observations were included in real-time space
weather monitoring observations. This would be beneficial for forecasting ICMEs at
Earth, given that L1 is approximately an hour upstream of Earth, now-casting at L1
could give an hour’s lead time for ICME forecasting at Earth. Now-casting is helpful
for understanding the current local environmental conditions and the risks that dis-
turbances pose to humans, space- and ground-based technologies, and infrastructure
operating under the influence of the changing space environment. For example, the
distribution of mass within an ICME, and thus its mass-loading on a system, can
be underestimated if only the proton parameters are considered (Kozyra et al., 2013,
e.g.).
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Figure 1.12: Diagram of heliospheric magnetic field lines and the corresponding ideal-
ized observations of suprathermal electron PADs. Region A & C: Open
field lines with SSEs. Region B: Closed field lines with CSEs. Region D:
Disconnected field lines with no suprathermal electron source. Figure
from Owens and Forsyth (2013).
Figure 1.13: ACE SWEPAM observations of 272 eV SEs spanning 11 July 2008 to 28
July 2008. This period of solar wind observations does not contain an
ICME. The lower panel plot shows the observed SE pitch angles versus
time with the rainbow color bar representing the SE flux for each pitch
angle bin. The vertical white line in the lower panel marks the location of
the PAD cross-section shown in the panel above. This top panel presents
the SE flux for 0  to 180  of observed SE pitch angles on 14 July 2008
at 04:48 UT. Given the singular unidirectional beam of field-anti-aligned
SEs, this cross-section is an observation of SSEs.
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1.3.2 Propagation of SEPs
How do arrival time, velocity and intensity of SEP electrons compare
to modeled magnetic connectivity using ADAPT-WSA vs Parker Spiral?
Features of SEPs which are still open topics of investigation are tracing the HMF
and their propagation paths through interplanetary space, the full shape and spatial
extent of SEP events, and the impact of the heliospheric current sheet (HCS) on their
intensity profiles.
As discussed earlier in Section 1.2.3, SEPs can be classified into two primary types:
impulsive and gradual. The seed populations, plasma conditions at their origins,
and probable acceleration mechanisms have been investigated (Cohen, 2016; Reames ,
2018, and references therein). Recent studies often seek to factor in propagation
e↵ects and investigate how to validate assumptions about magnetic connectivity and
solar origins (Klassen et al., 2016; Wiedenbeck et al., 2015, e.g.).
Distinguishing between features of in situ observations due to acceleration mecha-
nisms, seed populations and propagation e↵ects is a complex problem to address. For
instance, electron spike events are frequently observed with impulsive SEP events, yet
an investigation by Kahler et al. 2007, found the electron spike and pulse events are
unlikely to be further accelerated during propagation through the inner heliosphere.
From early research through current research today, authors investigating SEPs
often rely on the Parker spiral approximation when considering the magnetic con-
nectivity of magnetic field lines from observation to solar source region (Lin, 1985;
Cohen et al., 2017; Klassen et al., 2015, 2016, 2018, e.g.). ADAPT-WSA modeling
in contrast includes SIRs to consider variation of the HMF. The investigation pre-
sented in Chapter III seeks to address the open question regarding the accuracy of
the Parker spiral approximation when determining SEP magnetic connectivity. To
that aim, additional more specific questions are addressed, including the following:
• How greatly does the inclusion of HMF variation due to CIRs impact calcu-
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lations of HMF footpoints at the Sun? How does this impact our picture of
interplanetary SEP propagation?
• Is the impact greater for electron spike events which show evidence of inter-
planetary particle acceleration versus gradual events which are CME shock-
accelerated?
• How close to the associated flare are the modeled origins for impulsive events?
1.3.3 Magnetic Connectivity and Substructure of ICMEs
How often are CSEs and strahl observed during in situ observations of
ICMEs and what are their characteristics when compared to suprathermal
electrons in the solar wind?
CSEs have long been shown to be associated with interplanetary coronal mass
ejections (ICMEs) (Gosling , 1990), while unidirectional SSEs have long been known
to be associated with open magnetic field solar wind. Streaming of both aligned and
anti-aligned suprathermal electrons is theorized to occur along closed magnetic fields
which maintain footpoint connections at the Sun on both ends, which act as sources
for the streaming SEs (Gosling et al., 1987).
To better characterize SE PAD width observations and enable better characteriza-
tion for comparison to other observational studies, this study seeks to quantitatively
define not only a range of widths which could be defined as strahl, but to quantify the
actual individual occurrence rates of various beam widths for both SSEs and CSEs
during ICMEs and during non-ICME times.
Characterizing the expected PAD signatures on closed field magnetic structures,
and distinguishing which features are unique to closed fields specifically gives a foun-
dational basis to distinguish between each of these structures and will lead to the
ability to more conclusively identify magnetic topology. The analysis in this study
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seeks to o↵er that quantitative definition to build upon with subsequent research.
This study seeks to quantitatively characterize the PADs of observed suprathermal
electrons in the solar wind compared to those observed during ICMEs. This prelim-
inary study uses suprathermal electron pitch angle observations by the ACE Solar
Wind Electron, Proton, and Alpha Monitor (SWEPAM), which will be described in
Section 4.4.1. The overall survey results are presented in Section 4.5. This observa-
tional survey gives an indication of the range of the widths of observed SSEs and CSEs
and how those widths vary from observations during ICMEs compared to observa-
tions outside of ICMEs using two published ICME databases, which will be described
in Section 4.4.1. The occurrence rates presented in Table 4.1 vary depending on what
quantitative parameters for counterstreaming are used. This investigation produces
cross-sections of the PADs so that quantitative thresholds such as those used for Table
4.1 or by Anderson et al. (2012) can be defined by quantitative features which can be
compared across solar wind conditions, ICME substructure, and magnetic topologies.
1.4 Dissertation Outline
Chapter I contains the introduction for this dissertation. This introduction in-
cludes background information on space weather, in situ observations in the inner
heliosphere and current relevant open questions in heliophysics.
Chapter II contains a journal article titled “Now-Casting Interplanetary Coro-
nal Mass Ejections Using Heavy Ion Charge Distributions,” which was submitted to
American Geophysical Union’s peer-reviewed Space Weather.This chapter presents a
study which evaluates quantitatively the e↵ectiveness of six heavy ion charge state
parameters at now-casting interplanetary coronal mass ejections at L1. By using sta-
tistical metrics to evaluate across a range of possible thresholds for each parameter,
the study identifies how e↵ective each parameter could be, and which thresholds are
the optimal choices for ICME now-casting depending on user needs. This study is the
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first of its kind to evaluate the e↵ectiveness of identifying ICMEs solely using charge
states across such an extended multi-year survey which spans a complete solar cycle.
Chapter II answers the following science question established in Section 1.3.1: How
well do heavy ion charge distributions now-cast ICMEs at 1 AU?
Chapter III is titled “Characterizing Magnetic Connectivity of Solar Flare Electron
Sources to STEREO Spacecraft Using ADAPT-WSA Modeling,” which is based on
a research paper submitted under the same title to be published in the American
Geophysical Union’s Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics. This study
uses a combination of in situ observations of six SEP events which were observed
by two or more satellites and solar wind modeling, to trace from 1 AU observations
back to the solar origins of the SEP events and compare those origins to the Parker
Spiral predicted magnetic connectivity. This study seeks to evaluate how well the
Parker Spiral approximates the magnetic connectivity compared to ADAPT-WSA
modeling using in situ observations at multiple spatially separated observation points
1 AU from the Sun. Chapter III answers the following science question established in
Section 1.3.2: How do arrival time, velocity and intensity of SEP electrons
compare to modeled magnetic connectivity using ADAPT-WSA vs Parker
Spiral?
Chapter IV presents a study titled “A Characterization of Counterstreaming
Suprathermal Electrons and Their Correlation with Interplanetary Coronal Mass
Ejections 1998 - 2011,” which was submitted to be published in the American Geo-
physical Union’s Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics. This chapter quan-
titatively characterizes the occurrence of counterstreaming suprathermal electrons
over a complete solar cycle using in situ observations from NASA’s Advanced Com-
position Explorer satellite from 1998 - 2011. While counterstreaming suprathermal
electrons are known to occur during ICMEs and are expected to indicate closed mag-
netic field connections, this is the first study to actually quantitatively characterize
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the occurrence rate of counterstreaming and strahl of di↵ering widths for both ICME
and solar wind observations over a fourteen-year study that spans a complete solar
cycle. Chapter IV answers the following science question established in Section 1.3.3:
How often are CSEs and strahl observed during in situ observations of
ICMEs and what are their characteristics when compared to suprather-
mal electrons in the solar wind?
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CHAPTER II
Now-Casting Interplanetary Coronal Mass
Ejections Using Heavy Ion Charge Distributions
2.1 Preface
This chapter presents a study which evaluates quantitatively the e↵ectiveness of
six heavy ion charge state parameters at now-casting ICMEs at L1. By using statis-
tical metrics to evaluate across a range of possible thresholds for each parameter, the
study identifies how e↵ective each parameter could be, and which thresholds are the
optimal choices for ICME now-casting depending on user needs. This study is the
first of its kind to evaluate the e↵ectiveness of identifying ICMEs solely using charge
states across such an extended multi-year survey which spans a complete solar cycle.
2.2 Abstract
Enhancements in high charge states of heavy ions, as identified by increases in
the ratios of ions such as Fe 16+/Fetot, O8+/O6+, O7+/O6+, and C6+/C5+, have been
shown to consistently occur during Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejection (ICME)
space weather events. The presence of these ions is due to increased ionization at-
tributed to enhanced heating and enhanced densities associated with erupting struc-
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tures at the Sun during the initiation and release of ICMEs. We present a retrospec-
tive study using in situ data at L1 from the Solar Wind Ion Composition Spectrome-
ter (SWICS) on the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) spacecraft. We analyze
rates of event identification based on heavy ion charge distributions compared with
published ICME databases using the Heidke skill score and additional metrics using
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves. Identifying events spanning 1998-
2011, we evaluate a spread of thresholds to assess the feasibility of using solar wind
heavy ion charge distributions of iron, carbon and oxygen to now-cast the arrival of
ICME space weather events at Earth. We find that the best ICME identifiers were
Fe16+ to 24+/Fetot and O7+/O6+. Three optimal threshold choices were found for each
parameter, with the optimal choice varying based on user need.
2.3 Introduction
Coronal mass ejections are powerful eruptions that are generated by the catas-
trophic release of stored magnetic energy and massive amounts of plasma from the
solar corona. While the exact details of the mechanisms of their release still remain
an ongoing key research area in solar physics, the gravity of their impact on the
space environment, particularly the near-Earth space environment, is well appreci-
ated. Energetic particles and radiation accelerated during coronal mass ejections and
solar flares can be vital in forecasting whether a coronal mass ejection propagating
through interplanetary space, i.e. an interplanetary coronal mass ejection (ICME),
is earthward bound, and can give advanced warning of as little as 20 minutes for the
most energetic radiation to as much as several days warning of the impending ICME
arrival at Earth (e.g., Webb et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 2007). In situ identification
of ICMEs, i.e. attempting to understand if a given spacecraft or solar system body
is immersed inside an ICME using in situ observations can also aid in confirming
and constraining forecasts and provide another way of determining if a space weather
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disturbance is propagating along a given path.
Now-casting is when one uses forecasting methods to create a prediction for the
current time. For this study, we aim to now-cast ICMEs using heavy ion charge
states which could be used to identify in situ ICMEs in real-time, if observations were
included in real-time space weather monitoring operations. This would be beneficial
for forecasting ICMEs, given that L1 is approximately an hour upstream of Earth,
now-casting at L1 could give an hour’s lead time for ICME forecasting at Earth. Now-
casting is helpful for understanding the current local environmental conditions and
the risks that disturbances pose to humans, space- and ground-based technologies,
and infrastructure operating under the influence of the changing space environment.
For example, the distribution of mass within an ICME, and thus its mass-loading on a
system, can be underestimated if only the proton parameters are considered (Kozyra
et al., 2013, e.g.).
Solar wind composition has shown itself to be a reliable tracer of di↵erent solar
wind structures and solar source regions, and reveals important insights about pro-
cesses in the corona. Unusually high charge state ion composition signatures in the
solar wind can be reliably traced to material associated with ICMEs. For instance
unusually highly ionized atoms of Fe or other heavy elements almost always only
appear inside ICMEs (e.g. Gruesbeck et al., 2011, 2012; Lepri et al., 2001; Lepri and
Zurbuchen, 2004, 2010; Zurbuchen and Richardson, 2006, and references therein),
and unusually low charge state ions of solar origin are almost always related to cold,
dense structures associated with a select set of prominence-related ICMES (Lepri and
Zurbuchen, 2010; Gilbert et al., 2012, and references therein). The unique ability to
use solar wind charge state information to identify ICMEs, based on the finding that
95% of ICMES exhibit unusually elevated Fe charge states (Gruesbeck et al., 2011),
make solar wind composition a prime candidate for ICME now-casting. For example,
ACE observations of enhanced heavy ion charge distributions in panels G through K
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can be identified in Figure 2.1 at the onset of an ICME, marked with a red vertical
line, on 19 February 2003.
To date, there has not been a systematic study of charge state composition over a
full solar cycle of observations. This work presented below conducts such a study. The
hypothesis that we are testing is this: can we identify ICMEs strictly using heavy ion
charge state analysis? If so, then this opens a new method of now-casting ICMEs as
they are observed in situ between the Sun and the Earth. The study presented below
uses parameters from ions of three elements, specifically iron, carbon, and oxygen,
for which abundant and reliable in situ charge state data are available.
Figure 2.1: ACE in situ observations of plasma properties at the onset of an ICME
on 19 February 2003. Adapted from Gruesbeck et al. (2011).
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2.4 Data and Event Analysis
As discussed in the Introduction, Section 2.3, observations of certain charge state
parameters in solar wind plasma can be tied to plasma conditions at the solar origins
of the solar wind. Such plasma conditions which enhance ionization of certain ion
charge states relative to others are known to correlate with ICME observations. For
the purposes of this study, we seek to test the e↵ectiveness of now-casting ICMEs
using heavy ion charge states alone. We selected six charge state parameters for this
analysis, each of which have been previously shown to correlate with ICME observa-
tions (e.g. Gruesbeck et al., 2011, 2012; Lepri et al., 2001; Lepri and Zurbuchen, 2004,
2010; Zurbuchen and Richardson, 2006, and references therein). These charge state
parameters are the average Fe charge state (< QFe >), Fe16+ to 24+/Fetot, O8+/O6+,
O7+/O6+, C6+/C5+, and C6+/C4+.
The data for this study were observed by the Advanced Composition Explorer
(ACE) Solar Wind Ion Composition Spectrometer (SWICS) (Gloeckler et al., 1998).
ACE was launched in 1997 and has since been taking continuous data in orbit around
the L1 point. SWICS measures 77 ion velocity distribution functions, producing
density, temperature and thermal velocities for each ion on time resolutions ranging
from its native 12 minute scan for more abundant heavy ions (He, C, O), up to 2
hours for less abundant ions (including Si, Mg, Fe). These data sets can be found at
the ACE Science Center (http://www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/ASC/level2/index.html).
The densities of individual ions of a given element can be combined to produce charge
state distributions, average charge state values, and select ion charge state ratios for
selected time resolutions. Additionally, elemental abundance ratios can be produced
by summing over ions of a given element.
To explore the utility of solar wind charge state measurements for space weather
forecasting, we begin by exploring the observations of heavy element charge states of
Fe, O, and C using SWICS two-hour time resolutions. The time period covered in this
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study lasts from shortly after science operations began, day 35 of 1998, through day
233 of 2011, after which SWICS mode of operation changed due to a radiation-induced
hardware degradation. These dates align with the time span of the Cane and Richard-
son ICME list (Cane and Richardson, 2003; Richardson and Cane, 2010), which is
available online at http://www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/ASC/DATA/level3/icmetable2
.html.
To now-cast whether a given set of in situ observations at ACE was observing
plasma during an ICME, we use a forecast method that tests a range of thresholds
for each of the six charge state parameters. Our forecast method utilizes a classifi-
cation algorithm which scans through every two hour interval of the SWICS charge
state data set, from day 35 of 1998 through day 233 of 2011, and classified every
charge state parameter observation per time step either as class A, above the charge
state parameter threshold, or as class B, below the charge state parameter threshold.
This algorithm was applied repeatedly for each parameter stepping through separate
threshold values with discrete steps.
The series of discrete threshold values that we test range from Fe16+ to 24+/Fetot =
0 to 0.725 with discrete steps of 0.005, < QFe > = 6.5 to 19.5 with steps of 0.1,
O8+/O6+ = 0 to 0.675 with steps of 0.001, O7+/O6+ = 0 to 3.4 with steps of 0.01,
C6+/C5+ = 0 to 5.75 with steps of 0.05, and C6+/C4+ = 0 to 22.5 with steps of 0.25.
For each charge state parameter threshold, a set of forecasting metrics are cal-
culated to evaluate the now-cast accuracy, this is discussed further in Section 2.5.
To evaluate the forecast utility of using these charge state parameters to now-cast
ICMEs, we measure the accuracy of our now-casts against two published reference
ICME lists. The first is created by Cane and Richardson, hereafter referred to as
the C&R ICME list (Cane and Richardson, 2003; Richardson and Cane, 2010). The
second is from L. Jian et al., hereafter referred to as the LJ et al. ICME list, (Jian
et al., 2011).
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We then broke each of the ICME reference lists down into a set of the same two-
hour time bins used by our now-cast classification algorithm. Each two hour time
bin which contained the listed start time of an ICME or fell between the start and
end times of an ICME according to the ICME reference list was labeled as being an
ICME time. Each two hour time bin which contained the listed end time of an ICME
according to the ICME reference list was labeled as a non-ICME time.
The LJ et al. ICME list spans 1995 - 2009 (Jian et al., 2011), while the version of
the C&R ICME list we use for this study spans 1996 - 2011 (Richardson and Cane,
2010). It is important to note that the LJ et al. ICME list and the C&R ICME list use
di↵erent criteria to identify ICMEs in situ. For example, the LJ et al. ICME list was
created only using bulk plasma properties and magnetic field signatures to identify
the ICME intervals and did not use heavy ion charge state information to create the
ICME event list (Jian et al., 2006). The C&R ICME list, however, uses an expanded
data set to identify ICMEs, including qualitative assessment of suprathermal electron
strahl features and enhancements in heavy ion charge states (Richardson, 2004).
Figure 2.2 displays panels of SWICS observations of each of the charge state
parameters, Fe16+ to 24+/Fetot, < QFe >, O8+/O6+, O7+/O6+, C6+/C5+, and C6+/C4+.
Blue shading marks the ICME times from the C&R ICME reference list, while green
shading marks the ICME times from the LJ et al. ICME reference list. These sample
plots span across three ICMEs, (though each list only identified two of them,) in one
Carrington Rotation from 11/14/2006 to 12/12/2006.
2.5 Comparison of Classification Metrics
Forecast skill scores give a scale for relative accuracy of a set of forecasts with
respect to a reference list of observations. Skill scores have long been used in both
the weather and space weather forecasting communities. Contingency tables such
as Table 2.5, show the relationship between the reference observation list and the
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Figure 2.2: Charge state parameter observations spanning Carrington Rotation 2050
from 11/14/2006 to 12/12/2006 as observed by ACE/SWICS. Blue
shaded regions correspond to ICME events according to the C&R ICME
list (Richardson and Cane, 2010). Green shaded regions correspond to
ICME events according to the LJ et al. ICME list (2011). This sample
of events act as an example of the variability of concurrent charge state
parameter observations during ICME observations.
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Figure 2.3: Solar wind observations by ACE/SWEPAM and ACE/SWICS spanning
Carrington Rotation 2050 from 11/14/2006 to 12/12/2006. The top panel
shows the SWEPAM suprathermal electron pitch angle distribution for
272 eV. The 2nd panel presents the SWICS charge state distribution
of carbon observations. The third panel has the SWICS charge state
distribution of oxygen observations. The fourth panel displays the SWICS
distribution of iron observations.
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Figure 2.4: Solar wind observations by ACE/MAG and ACE/SWEPAM spanning
Carrington Rotation 2050 from 11/14/2006 to 12/12/2006. The upper
three panels present proton observations from SWEPAM indicating the
bulk solar wind velocity, density and temperature. The lower three panels
show magnetic field observations from MAG of the magnetic field magni-
tude and the lambda and delta magnetic field components.
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forecasting method. When the forecasting method correctly classifies an event which
was on the reference observation list, then that is a true positive (TP). When the
forecasting method classifies something as an event, which was not on the reference
list, then that is a false positive (FP). When the forecast method identifies something
as not an event and it was not an event according the reference list, then that is a
true negative (TN). When the forecasting method classifies something as a non-event,
but the reference list includes it as an observed event, then it is a false negative (FN).
In the case of this study, a time bin is classified by our forecast method as either
part of an ICME or during a non-ICME time. Thus time bins which are part of an
ICME are positive events. Our forecast method classifies an observation time bin of
SWICS observations of charge state parameters as above or below a threshold value,
as discussed in Section 2.4. Our observation reference lists are the C&R ICME list
(Richardson and Cane, 2010) and the LJ et al. ICME list (Jian et al., 2011), as
described in Section 2.4.
Figure 2.5: Contingency table for charge state parameter threshold now-casting. This
table displays the relationship between now-casting using charge state pa-
rameter thresholds and observational reference ICME lists. Times which
are above the threshold and listed as an ICME time, are identified as true
positives (TP). Those times which are above the threshold, but were non-
ICME times on the reference list, are classified as false positives (FP).
Times which were below the threshold and non-ICME times on the ref-
erence list, are classified as true negatives (TN). Times which were below
the threshold, but were ICME times according to the reference list, were
classified as false negatives (FN).
Table 2.1 defines TP, TN, FP, and FN as described above, as well as several
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statistical terms that are referenced throughout this paper. One such term defined
in this table, which we will return to later is the true positive rate (TPR), also
known as the sensitivity or the probability of detection, which is the percent of TP
identifications out of all events as classified by the forecast method, which is the
probability of a forecasted event classification to be correct. Likewise, the FP rate
(FPR) is the rate of FP identifications out of all non-event times according to the
reference list, the TN rate (TNR) is the rate of TN identifications out of all reference
list non-events, and the FN rate (FNR) is the rate of FN identifications out of all
reference list events. The positive predictive value (PPV), and the false detection rate
(FDR) are also defined in Table 2.1. The PPV, which is also known as precision, is the
probability that something identified as an event by the forecast method is actually
an event on the reference list. The FDR, which is also 1 - PPV, is the probability that
something identified as a non-event by the forecast method is actually a non-event
according to the reference list.
The Heidke Skill Score (HSS) evaluates the improvement of a forecast as compared
to a forecast based on random chance. HSS is a forecast skill score often used in space
weather forecasting. The equation we use for HSS in this study is given in Equation
2.1 and defined in Table 2.1.
HSS =
2 · [(TP · TN)  (FP · FN)]
[(TP + FP) · (FP + FN)] + [(TP + TN) · (TN + FN)] (2.1)
Our forecast method in this study, as described in Section 2.4, tests thresholds
for six charge state parameters: Fe16+ to 24+/Fetot, O8+/O6+, O7+/O6+, C6+/C5+, and
C6+/C4+, as well as the average Fe charge state (< QFe >). The plot of HSS versus
charge state parameter threshold choice across the range our algorithm tested for
each of the charge state parameters is given in Figure 2.6. The blue curves give the
HSS values when referencing the C&R ICME list, and the green curves mark the HSS
values when referencing the LJ et al. ICME list. The maximum HSS is marked with
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a gold point. These gold HSS maxima correspond to the HSS optimized threshold
values which we subsequently evaluate and discuss in Section 2.6.
The forecast method we use in this study is a classification method. We now-cast
an observation as being in either class A, above the threshold (during an ICME),
or in class B, below the threshold (during a non-ICME time). When the number of
observations within class A is about equivalent to the number of observations within
class B, then the class proportions ⇡A and ⇡B are each about 1/2 and the data set
is class balanced (Ferri et al., 2011). If however, the number of observations in each
class is vastly di↵erent and ⇡A   ⇡B or ⇡A   ⇡B, then the data set is highly class
imbalanced. In this case, the class proportion of the ICME class (class A) using the
C&R list is ⇡A = 0.078 and when using the LJ et al. list ⇡A = 0.067. For a two class
forecast method, the sum of the two class proportions is 1. The class which is much
greater in size, is defined as the major class, which in this case is the class of non-
ICME solar wind observations (class B) for both reference lists. Thus, it becomes
quite clear that when classifying space weather events such as ICMEs in the solar
wind, the classes are highly imbalanced.
The HSS, defined in Equation 2.1 and in Table 2.1, assumes the cost of falsely
identifying an event as a non-event is equivalent to the cost of falsely identifying a
non-event as an event (Provost and Fawcett , 2001). When the classes are balanced
and when you value true positives and true negatives equivalently for your forecasting
purposes, the costs might be equal. For the data sets considered in this study, how-
ever, and for many other data sets in the space weather community when solar wind
observations comprise the non-event class, the classes are so extremely imbalanced
one cannot assume the cost functions of each class are equivalent.
Because HSS assumes equal cost functions, when using a data set that is highly
class imbalanced, the threshold choice that is optimized for the highest HSS ends up
heavily weighting the major class over the minor (Haixiang et al., 2017). In this case,
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this means HSS will value FPs and FNs equally, however, since the percentage of the
data set which are non-events is so high, then HSS will optimize for reducing error in
the major class, or in this case, reducing the FPR, at the expense of missing actual
ICME events, resulting in a low TPR.
Hence, though skill scores such as HSS are commonly used for evaluating forecast-
ing models in space weather, as adapted from the weather forecasting community, de-
pending on one’s specific forecasting needs and the class balance of the data set, HSS
is likely not the best metric to use. Therefore, for space weather forecasting using
highly class imbalanced data, one should turn to a classification metric which is less
skewed by extreme class proportions. Classification metrics based in receiver oper-
ating characteristic (ROC) space are metrics which are not automatically skewed by
extreme class imbalance and allow one to consider the costs of misidentifying events
(Ferri et al., 2011).
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves plot TPR versus FPR, where ev-
ery point along the curve gives the TPR and FPR of a di↵erent threshold choice.
Following the curve, the highest threshold choices fall where TPR and FPR are close
to zero, or the lower-left corner, and the lowest threshold choices are where TPR and
FPR are near one, or the upper-right corner in ROC space. The stronger the predic-
tive strength of the selected charge state parameter, the closer the curve will bend
towards the upper-left corner in ROC space, where TPR = 1 and FPR = 0. Therefore,
it is promising that the ROC curves of these charge state parameters, Fe16+ to 24+/Fetot
and O7+/O6+, do clearly bend towards that upper-left corner, as seen in Figures 2.7
and 2.8, respectively. The ROC curves for these charge state parameters are clearly
stronger than either a straight unity line, (where TPR = FPR,) which would indicate
no clear threshold choice, or a curve that bends to the lower-right corner, (where TPR
= 0 and FPR = 1,) which would indicate that the parameter was anti-correlated with
ICME events.
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For each of the charge state parameters of this study, the ROC curves show such
a clean curve that bends towards the upper-left corner. Additional ROC curves for
the other four charge state parameters can be found as Supplemental Figures. These
ROC curves indicate that these parameters do have predictive value and an optimal
threshold choice can be found that maximizes for positive likelihood ratio (PLR).
The PLR is the ratio between TPR and FPR, in particular the PLR is TPRFPR . The
Youden’s J statistic is a statistic that is a maximum in the upper-left corner of ROC
space, when PLR is a maximum. The definition of the J statistic is given in Table
2.1. The purple points in the ROC curves in Figures 2.7 and 2.8 mark the J statistic
maxima where PLR is maximized. The threshold values for each of the charge state
parameters which optimize for these J statistic maxima are the thresholds which we
subsequently evaluate and discuss in Section 2.6 as the ROC optimized charge state
parameter thresholds.
The thresholds in ROC space that correspond to the J statistic maxima, optimize
for maximum TPR and maximum TNR equally. The benefit of ROC space is that
one can see the trade-o↵ benefits between TPR and FPR and consider other costs.
Perhaps one wishes to minimize the FPR at the cost of having a lower TPR, because
the cost of misidentifying a non-ICME time as an ICME is considered greater than
the cost of missing ICME times because the threshold is low, then one might choose
a point along the curve left of the J statistic maximum. For example, to minimize
FPR, if one slides left along the curve towards lower FPR values, one could choose
a threshold that corresponds to maximum PPV which optimizes for TPR with re-
spect to FPR while ignoring the TNR and FNR. The blue and grey points in the
Fe16+ to 24+/Fetot and O7+/O6+ ROC curves in Figures 2.7 and 2.8, mark the thresh-
old choices which maximize for PPV with respect to the C&R ICME list and the
LJ et al. ICME list, respectively. These thresholds corresponding to maximum PPV
values are evaluated and discussed in Section 2.6 as the PPV optimized charge state
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parameter thresholds.
Figure 2.9 displays the values for each of the six charge state parameters exam-
ined in this study over the course of Carrington Rotation 2050, from 11/14/2006 to
12/12/2006. The ACE/SWICS observed charge state data is plotted over the shaded
regions that were identified as ICME events by the C&R ICME reference list (light
blue) and by the LJ et al. ICME list (green). The optimal threshold levels found
by the Heidke Skill Score method shown in Section 5.2.2.3 are shown with horizontal
yellow lines. Similarly, the optimal threshold levels found by optimizing for Youden’s
J statistic in ROC space, as defined in Table 2.1 and explained in Section 2.4, are
marked with horizontal purple lines. Carrington Rotation 2050 is a sample time pe-
riod with three identified ICME events that were observed by ACE. The first and
second of which were classified as ICMEs by the C&R ICME database, whereas the
second and third events were classified as ICMEs by the LJ et al. ICME list.
One can note in Figure 2.9 that for each of the six charge state parameters, the
observed values exceed the ROC threshold for all three of the events, whereas the
HSS threshold only caught the first event for all parameters. These sample events
demonstrate some of the complexity involved in using a single threshold to identify
ICME events. Take note of the O7+/O6+ subplot. The HSS threshold value for this
parameter selects boundaries for the first event that e↵ectively match the C&R ICME
list, whereas the ROC boundaries select the trailing section of elevated charge states
that were not chosen to be part of the C&R ICME list. In contrast, the boundaries
of the second event were identified well using the O7+/O6+ ROC threshold, and
e↵ectively match both reference lists, whereas the O7+/O6+ HSS threshold misses the
event entirely. The top panel also demonstrates what obscures some of the results.
Some of the Fe16+ to 24+/Fetot data was missing during the first event and as such,
some of the event time periods had to be rejected, this is discussed further in Section
2.6.
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Term Abbrev. Equation Statistical Definition Study Definition
True Positives TP Sum of all true positive time bins. Time bins that the 
forecast method 
correctly identifies as 
occurring during event 
times.
Charge state parameter values at or 
above the threshold during an ICME 
time according to the ICME reference 
list.
True Negatives TN Sum of all true negative time bins. Time bins that the 
forecast method 
correctly identifies as 
occurring non-event 
times.
Charge state parameter values below 
the threshold during a non-ICME 
time according to the ICME reference 
list.
False Positives FP Sum of all false positive time bins. Time bins that the 
forecast method  
incorrectly identifies as 
occurring event times.
Charge state parameter values at or 
above the threshold during a non-
ICME time according to the ICME 
reference list. 
False Negatives FN Sum of all false negative time bins. Time bins that the 
forecast method 
incorrectly identifies as  
occurring during non-
event times.
Charge state parameter values below 
the threshold during an ICME time 
according to the ICME reference list.
Heidke Skill Score HSS 2 [(TP∙TN) - (FP∙FN)]

(TP+FP)∙(FP+FN) + (TP+TN)∙(TN+FN)
Forecast skill score that 
gives the relative 
accuracy of a forecast 
method with respect to a 
reference list of 
observations relative to 
random chance.
A forecast skill score that quantifies 
the accuracy of classifying ICME or 
non-ICME event observations using 
a charge state parameter threshold 
as opposed to random chance with 
respect to a reference list of ICMEs.
Class Proportion  A or  B  A = nA / n

or

 B = nB / n
Number of time bins in a 
class (nB or nA) out of the 
total number of time bins 
(n).
The class proportion for the class of 
ICMEs ( A) is the number of ICME 
times (nA) out of the total number of 
time bins (n).
True Positive Rate 
or Sensitivity or 
Probability of 
Detection
TPR TP / (TP + FN) ∙100 The probability that an 
event is correctly 
identified as an event.
Percent of the reference list ICME 
times at or above the threshold.
True Negative Rate 
or Specificity
TNR TN / (TN + FP) ∙100 The probability that a 
non-event is correctly 
identified as a non-
event.
Percent of the reference list non-
ICME times below the threshold.
False Positive Rate FPR FP / (FP + TN) ∙100 The probability that a 
non-event is incorrectly 
identified as an event.
Percent of the reference list non-
ICME times at or above the 
threshold.
Positive Predictive 
Value or Precision
PPV TP / (TP + FP) ∙100

or

TPR / (TPR+FPR) ∙100
The probability that 
times identified as 
events by the test are 
actually event times.
Percent of the charge state 
parameter values at or above the 
threshold identified by both charge 
state parameter threshold and ICME 
reference list.
False Discovery 
Rate
FDR FP / (FP + TP) ∙100

or

1 - PPV
The probability that 
times identified as 
events by the test are 
actually non-events.
Percent of the charge state 
parameter values at or above the 
threshold that are non-ICME times 
according to the ICME reference list.
Receiver 
Operating 
Characteristic 
Space
ROC 
space TPR vs FPR space
Graphically represents 
the relationship between 
TPR and FPR.
Graphically demonstrates the trade-
off between the probability of 
correctly identifying ICME times and 
the probability of falsely identifying 
solar wind as an ICME time.
Youden’s J 
Statistic
J TPR + TNR - 1 

or

sensitivity + specificity - 1
J is a maximum at the 
TPR = 1 & FPR = 0 
corner of ROC space.
The metric used to identify how well 
a threshold maximizes the probability 
of correct identification of both ICME 
times and solar wind times. 
Table 2.1: Definitions of statistical terms used throughout this study. Col. 1: Un-
abbreviated terms. Col. 2: Abbreviations. Col. 3: Statistical equations.
Col. 4: General statistical definitions. Col. 5: Definitions as they pertain
to this study. 51
Figure 2.6: Plots give the Heidke skill score (HSS) as a function of threshold value.
Each panel shows the results for each charge state parameter. In or-
der from top to bottom: Fe16+ to 24+/Fetot, the average Fe charge state
< QFe >, O8+/O6+, O7+/O6+, C6+/C5+, and C6+/C4+. This HSS is a
statistical forecast skill score that evaluates the accuracy of charge state
parameter ICME now-casts with respect to an ICME reference list. The
closer the HSS value is to unity, the better the threshold choice can re-
produce the published ICME list. Two published ICME databases are
used for this comparison. Blue results are based on the ICME bound-
aries given in the C&R ICME list (Richardson and Cane, 2010). Green
results are based on ICME boundaries from the LJ et al. ICME list (Jian
et al., 2011). Golden points show the maximum HSS threshold used to
determine the results presented in Section 2.6.
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Figure 2.7: This Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve gives the ratio of
true positive detection to false detection for the charge state parameter
Fe16+ to 24+/Fetot. Blue results are based on the interplanetary coronal
mass ejection boundaries given in the C&R list (Richardson and Cane,
2010). Green results are based on ICME boundaries from the LJ et al.
list (Jian et al., 2011).
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Figure 2.8: This Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve gives the ratio of
true positive detection to false detection for the charge state parame-
ter O7+/O6+. Blue results are based on the interplanetary coronal mass
ejection boundaries given in the C&R ICME list (Richardson and Cane,
2010). Green results are based on ICME boundaries from the LJ et al.
ICME list (Jian et al., 2011).
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Figure 2.9: Plots of each of the six charge state parameters examined in this
study over the course of Carrington Rotation 2050, from 11/14/2006 to
12/12/2006. The navy data points are the observed ACE/SWICS charge
state parameter values. Shaded regions mark the time spans which were
identified as ICME events by the C&R reference list (blue) and by the
LJ et al. reference list (green). The HSS optimized threshold levels are
marked with horizontal yellow lines and the ROC optimized threshold
levels are marked with horizontal purple lines.
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2.6 Results of Event Identification Optimization
The final analysis and results for each charge state parameter across the full
study are shown in Table 2.2. The top section of Table 2.2 lists the results when
optimizing the threshold choices for maximum HSS, while the center section optimizes
for maximum J statistic, as defined in Table 2.1, which is the upper left corner in
ROC space, the lower section of Table 2.2 shows results for thresholds optimized for
maximizing positive predictive value (PPV). These are the results for the full study
period from 1998 through 2011 using the Cane and Richardson ICME list as reference
(Richardson and Cane, 2010) and across 1998 through 2009 when using the Jian et
al. ICME list as reference (Jian et al., 2011).
The strongest choice of charge state parameters were Fe16+ to 24+/Fetot and O7+/O6+,
when selecting for greatest TPR, as defined in Table 2.1 as the percentage of ICME
times where the charge state parameter was at or above the threshold or for lowest
FPR, as defined in Table 2.1 as the percentage of non-ICME times where the charge
state parameter was at or above the threshold.
There is a smooth trade-o↵ between increasing the TPR and reducing the FPR
for any given threshold and any given charge state parameter. This smooth trade-
o↵ can be seen in the detection rate plots, Figures 2.10 and 2.11, and in the ROC
curves in Figures 2.7 and 2.8. Even while there is a clear and strong correlation
between the threshold choice and the TPR, there is no magical threshold choice
which optimizes well for TPR without likewise yielding on the FPR. Each of the
three optimized threshold choices results from a di↵erent choice along that trade-o↵
curve. For example, as can be seen in Table 2.2, the threshold with the lowest FPR
was that which optimized for Positive Predictive Value (PPV), as defined in Table
2.1, the percentage of times with charge state parameters at or above the threshold,
which were also identified by the ICME catalog as ICMEs, or the percentage of the
positives which were true positives. This PPV optimized threshold resulted in an
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FPR of less than 0.1% across all the charge state parameters for the C&R ICME
catalog.
The PPV optimized threshold is so selective that while it fails to find the majority
of the ICME times, when using this threshold one can have a strong confidence in
its correct identification of ICME times. When a time is identified by this threshold
as an ICME, one can be 99.9% sure that it is indeed inside of an ICME, because the
FPR is less than 0.1% for each charge state parameter as shown in Table 1. The
fact that a threshold exists at which ICMEs can be identified so confidently suggests
strong proof that portions of ICME plasma have rates of ionization which are not
observed in solar wind times outside of ICMEs.
The results of these statistical analyses show that each individual threshold has
limitations, and that considering a combination of these thresholds will give the best
results. If one is looking at real-time observations of solar wind heavy ion observations
and for example the Fe16+ to 24+/Fetot charge state parameter rises above the HSS opti-
mized threshold, one can have some confidence that this might be an ICME, once the
observed charge states rise above the J statistic optimized threshold, one can be even
more confident that this is an ICME, once the PPV optimized threshold is surpassed,
one can be nearly certain that this is an ICME. At which point along this analysis
one takes action may depend on the use and risks involved. Someone concerned with
space weather forecasting for operational needs, whose mitigation costs are far lower
than the costs of missing a major event might choose to use one of the HSS threshold
values to now-cast. In contrast, if one values getting the ICME identification right
about as equivalently as they hope to reduce their misidentification of ICME times,
then perhaps the ROC space optimized thresholds are more appropriate. In contrast,
for ICME study, if one wishes to create a list of ICME times which are more assuredly
within ICME plasma, then the PPV optimized threshold would be the best choice.
Trailing ionized plasma following the ICME times of the ICME lists are frequently
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found to be above the threshold and are considered false positives in this statistical
analysis. This is often due to a drop in density or the end of the magnetic flux
rope as observed in the solar wind observations. These are observational signatures
considered by both C&R and Jian et al. when creating their ICME lists. This
can be seen particularly well for example, during the first ICME event in Figure
2.9 when compared to the solar wind observations shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4.
These discrepancies lead into a discussion of the definition of an ICME. Is the trailing
ionized plasma that has fallen behind a magnetic flux rope still part of an ICME? We
suggest that these times of enhanced heavy ions should still be considered part of the
ICME and while they appear as false positives in this analysis, we will be undergoing
continued research to consider these and additional instances where false positives
and false negatives are due to similar non-uniformity of ICME structure as opposed
to poor ICME identification.
Across all six charge state parameter threshold choices, the thresholds optimized
for maximum Heidke Skill Scores were significantly lower than the other thresholds.
This was unsurprising given that the HSS is more heavily impacted by the signifi-
cant class imbalance in number of ICME times versus non-ICME times than other
optimization values, including the J statistic and the PPV. A full explanation of the
impact of class imbalance on this study can be found in Section 2.4.
2.7 Conclusions
We conducted an assessment of how well heavy ion charge state parameters can
identify ICME intervals, as originally identified in two published studies. Our main
findings are as follows:
1. The charge state parameter with the strongest positive predictive
value (PPV) is Fe16+ to 24+/Fetot, followed by O7+/O6+, across all sta-
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Figure 2.10: This figure shows how the detection rate of Fe16+ to 24+/Fetot varies with
threshold choice. Vertical lines represent threshold choices that optimize
for HSS and ROC. Solid lined results are based on the ICME boundaries
from the C&R ICME list (Richardson and Cane, 2010). Dotted results
are based on the ICME boundaries from the LJ et al. ICME list (Jian
et al., 2011). Navy results are based on the set of all non-event times
binned by 2 hour intervals. Green results are based on the set of all
ICME event times binned in 2 hour intervals.
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Figure 2.11: This figure shows how the detection rate of O7+/O6+ varies with thresh-
old choice. Vertical lines represent threshold choices that optimize for
HSS and ROC. Solid lined results are based on the ICME boundaries
from the C&R ICME list (Richardson and Cane, 2010). Dotted results
are based on the ICME boundaries from the LJ et al. ICME list (Jian
et al., 2011). Navy results are based on the set of all non-event times
binned by 2 hour intervals. Green results are based on the set of all
ICME event times binned in 2 hour intervals.
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Table 2.2: Table of statistical results for three of the threshold tests: the HSS opti-
mized thresholds, the ROC optimized thresholds and the PPV optimized
thresholds. Each row in each subtable displays the statistical results for
each charge state parameter threshold. The first column lists the thresh-
old values tested for each parameter. Statistical rates of TPR, FPR, PPV
and FDR are given as percentages in each subtable column, first with re-
spect to the C&R ICME reference list, second with respect to the LJ et
al. ICME reference list.
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tistical metrics.
These two charge state parameters have the strongest correlation with ICME
occurrence and are the strongest parameter choices for ICME event identifica-
tion.
2. The resulting lists of ICME events based on charge state parameters
have stronger statistical agreement with the C&R ICME catalog,
than the LJ et al. ICME catalog.
For each of the charge state parameters considered, the resulting true positive
rates (TPRs) and positive predictive values (PPVs) are higher when compared
to the C&R ICME catalog than the LJ et al. ICME catalog. This is consis-
tent with expectations: the C&R ICME catalog considered heavy ion charge
states, whereas LJ et al. did not. That said, the LJ et al. ICME catalog still
decently correlated with times identified by the Fe16+ to 24+/Fetot, and O7+/O6+
parameters.
3. HSS optimized thresholds have stronger positive predictive values
(PPVs), and result in ICME now-casts with significantly lower false
positive rates (FPRs) at the cost of reduced true positive rates (TPRs).
FPRs for the PPV optimized threshold range from 1% to 5% when compared
to the C&R ICME catalog, and from 2% to 6% when compared to the LJ et
al. ICME catalog. Whereas, TPR for the PPV optimized threshold range from
only 22% to 53% when compared to the C&R ICME catalog, and from only
19% to 40% when compared to the LJ et al. ICME catalog. This weighting
towards reduced false positives at the cost of true positives is primarily due to
HSS sensitivity to the class imbalance of this data set due to the vastly di↵erent
population sizes of ICME times compared with non-ICME solar wind times.
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4. The six charge state parameters considered here do not demonstrate
a single obvious threshold choice.
The spectrum of threshold choices yield a steady trade-o↵ between TPR and
FPR with no single optimal threshold. As demonstrated by the smooth curves in
ROC space of Figures 2.7 and 2.8, when one increases the charge state parameter
threshold to capture all of the event times as true positives, there is an equally
steady increase in false positive events identified.
5. While PPV optimized thresholds identify only a small fraction of
the ICME times in the ICME reference lists, they have FPRs of less
than 0.1% for all charge state parameters when compared to the C&R
ICME catalog.
Thus, the PPV optimized threshold choices do not produce ICME lists that
have a complete set of ICME times, rather these lists contain times that are
contained in the C&R ICME catalog and one can be confident are actually
ICME times. That is, while they miss many of the events, you know that the
events it detects are almost certainly ICMEs.
6. Considering multiple charge state parameter thresholds can increase
confidence in event identification.
When a time exceeds more than one charge state parameter threshold, there is
a higher likelihood that the time is identified as an ICME in one of the ICME
catalogs, as opposed to if it exceeds only one charge state parameter individ-
ually: for example, if a charge state parameter value exceeds both the PPV
optimized threshold and the ROC optimized threshold, one can have greater
confidence that this occurs in an ICME, than if it only exceeded the ROC op-
timized threshold. For future work, the authors intend to investigate the value
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in considering a charge state parameter threshold which is an ensemble of both
Fe16+ to 24+/Fetot and O7+/O6+ for example.
7. The ICME lists resulting from each charge state parameter threshold
are worth further study.
False positives in this study, for example, contain times of enhanced charge state
parameters either at the boundaries of ICMEs or during smaller transient events
that may have been discounted by the ICME catalogs for reasons such as low
proton density or a lack of a clear flux-rope magnetic field structure. Moreover,
these false positive times do vary between ICME catalogs. Therefore, whether
these times are “false” depends on the actual definition of what is required to be
defined as an ICME. Further analysis of these heavy ion observations identified
as false positives might lead to insights for determining what size of ICME, and
what type of magnetic field structure should be required to be categorized as
an ICME.
8. Further investigation into the utility of heavy ion charge states for
ICME now-casting using machine learning classification algorithms
could be the next steps to continue this study.
As described in Section 2.4 and defined in Section 2.5, the forecast method
used in this study is a classification algorithm. For this study we separately
consider each charge state parameter threshold as a boundary between two
classes, above the threshold or below. Future applications of this research will
address a multitude of classes, where some classes are an ensemble of those
considered here, such as a class which is defined with charge state parameters
above both the Fe16+ to 24+/Fetot, and O7+/O6+ thresholds. Using a combination
of the six charge state parameters to produce ensemble classes, which are not
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mutually exclusive, one winds up with hundreds of possible classes. To test each
individual ensemble threshold as a forecast method individually or to consider
multiple classes which are not mutually exclusive, using the methods of this
paper would be too computationally expensive. Thus, the authors seek to con-
tinue the study of these charge state parameters for ICME now-casting using
machine learning classification algorithms. This study was essentially a baby
machine learning classification algorithm which considered only two classes and
used the C&R and LJ et al. ICME reference lists as training sets. Classification
algorithms have been designed to handle much larger numbers of classes and
the authors intend to use the results of this study as a guide to train a machine
learning algorithm to investigate the value of a range of ensemble thresholds as
forecast methods which might be more e↵ective at ICME now-casting than a
single charge state parameter alone.
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CHAPTER III
Characterizing Magnetic Connectivity of Solar
Flare Electron Sources to STEREO Spacecraft
Using ADAPT-WSA Modeling
3.1 Preface
This study uses a combination of in situ observations of six SEP events which
were observed by two or more satellites and solar wind modeling, to trace from 1 AU
observations back to the solar origins of the SEP events and compare those origins to
the Parker Spiral predicted magnetic connectivity. This study evaluates how well the
Parker Spiral approximates the magnetic connectivity compared to ADAPT-WSA
modeling using in situ observations of several case SEP events at multiple spatially
separated observation points 1 AU from the Sun.
3.2 Abstract
From late 2013 through 2014 the STEREO A and B spacecraft were separated
by < 70  in longitude, optimally located for simultaneous observations of impulsive
energetic (E > 30 keV) electron events from solar flares. Temporal profiles of the
electrons in common events at the two spacecraft can be compared to determine times
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of injections and propagation characteristics along the di↵erent magnetic field-line
paths connecting the spacecraft to the flare sources. Observations with the STEREO
Solar Electron and Proton Telescope of several energetic electron events from known
flare sources were analyzed by Klassen et al. to determine injection profiles and
propagation along non-radial magnetic fields from the active regions (2015; 2016;
2018). Their analysis depended on a determination of magnetic field line connections
using the Parker spiral field approximation. We have run multiple realizations of the
ADAPT-WSA (Air Force Data Assimilative Photospheric flux Transport - Wang-
Sheeley-Arge) solar wind forecast model to compare the model solar magnetic field
connections at STEREO with those derived from the Parker approximation for the
reported electron events. The advantages of the ADAPT-WSA model for establishing
magnetic field line connections will be discussed.
3.3 Introduction
Characterizing the acceleration processes and solar source locations of solar en-
ergetic particle (SEP) events observed at 1 AU remains a challenging goal of SEP
studies. The arrival-time profiles of higher-energy particles are generally more use-
ful for inferring their solar injection profiles than those of the lower-energy particles,
which are more dependent on interplanetary transport processes. In particular, near-
relativistic electrons are an abundant SEP species that allow for detailed studies of
their solar injection conditions (Kahler , 2007). Haggerty and Roelof (2009) showed
that the class of spike events, defined as having nearly symmetric rise-and-fall inten-
sity profiles, were associated with explosive events in the low corona. Their other
classes were the pulse events, with fast rises but slower decays, and ramp events,
which have gradual rises to plateaus.
Instruments on the STEREO A and STEREO B spacecraft have allowed studies
of electron events in the 30 to 400 keV range with the Solar Electron and Proton
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Telescope (SEPT) (Mu¨ller-Mellin et al., 2008), their accompanying solar extreme ul-
traviolet (EUV) images with the Sun Earth Connection Coronal and Heliospheric In-
vestigation (SECCHI) Extreme Ultraviolet Imager (EUVI) (Howard et al., 2008), and
radio emission spectra with the STEREO WAVES (SWAVES) instrument (Bougeret
et al., 2008). Early complementary observations of individual or sequences of elec-
tron events were done with only the STEREO A spacecraft (Klassen et al., 2011,
2012). Those results indicated electron injections at the same times and locations
as small active region (AR) EUV jets and type III radio bursts, confirming previ-
ous results (Nitta et al., 2006). Dresing et al. (2014) statistically surveyed the peak
intensities, onset delays, and anisotropies of 21 electron events observed on at least
two of the STEREO A, STEREO B, and Advanced Composition (ACE) spacecraft
from 2009-2013. At least one observation with a spacecraft longitudinal separation
of   80  from the flare source was required for each event. On the basis of event
onset delays, and especially anisotropies in the time profiles, they concluded that the
broadly distributed events were the result of a wide particle distribution near the Sun
and/or perpendicular di↵usion. Since 20 of the 21 events were associated with large
CMEs and 18 with type II radio bursts, respectively, most of their events were likely
produced in shocks.
The opportunity to compare electron events at closely spaced spacecraft began
with the decrease of the STEREO A - STEREO B separation angle to < 80  in Octo-
ber 2013. One could now compare onset delays and intensity profiles at STEREO A
and STEREO B for common events. Source regions of such events, occurring behind
the Sun, could be imaged by the STEREO A and B EUVI instruments. An exam-
ination of an electron spike event on 2 May 2014 immediately proved troublesome.
Klassen et al. (2015) found a higher intensity and earlier onset at the widely lon-
gitudinally separated (⇠ 48 ) STEREO A than at the nominally closely connected
STEREO B. They suggested the particle injection was non-radial followed by propa-
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gation in a strongly non-radially diverging magnetic field to explain the observations.
An impulsive (probably classified as a pulse event by Haggerty and Roelof (2009))
electron event on 17 July 2014, suggested optimal magnetic connection of STEREO A
and STEREO B to the particle source region (Klassen et al., 2018) although STEREO
A and STEREO B were magnetically connected 68  and 90  west of the source region.
The authors suggested propagation through highly non-radial fields below the solar
source surface. Bucik et al. (2018) found this event to be an intense 3He- and Fe-rich
event and emphasized its association with a helical blowout jet.
Klassen et al. (2016) selected four additional STEREO A and STEREO B solar
electron events for study based on their determined STEREO A and STEREO B mag-
netic connectivity relative to the solar source regions. Two near-relativistic electron
pulse events, observed at ⇠ 18:00 UT and 24:00 UT on 1 August 2014 were associated
with long and narrow EUV jets from the same AR, which lay southwest of STEREO
A and STEREO B by 27  and 18 , respectively. However, contrary to expectation,
STEREO A observed both electron events with earlier onsets and higher peak in-
tensities than in STEREO B. For a third comparison electron event, on 11 October
2013, the source flare lay midway between the STEREO A and STEREO B magnetic
footpoints, located 50  east and 49  west of the flare. This electron event, clearly a
shock-associated ramp event, was confounding because of its much higher (12 ⇥) peak
intensity and 13 min earlier onset at STEREO A than at STEREO B, despite their
nearly identical magnetic separations. For their fourth event, on 25 February 2014
and another shock-associated ramp event, Klassen et al. (2016) compared STEREO
A at 70  east and STEREO B at 42  east of the flare source. Again, despite the better
magnetic connection of STEREO B, the electron event onset at STEREO A was 13
min earlier and the intensity higher during the first hours than at STEREO B. These
two shock-associated electron events were also observed by the EPHIN instrument on
SOHO (Klassen et al., 2016), with onsets and peak intensity profiles typical for their
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larger SOHO magnetic separations of 149  west and 125  west for 11 October and
25 February, respectively. However, the unexpected di↵erences of these four electron
events in STEREO A and STEREO B led Klassen et al. (2016) to suggest these
electron intensity injections were Gaussian angular distributions superimposed with
fringes or fingers.
While the previous studies of electron spike events (Klassen et al., 2012) and of
electron ramp events (Dresing et al., 2014) were generally consistent with Gaussian
intensity distributions, unexplained discrepancies were noted. The type III radio
burst on 19 March 2011 appeared to track well northward and away from the magnetic
footpoint of STEREO A, raising doubt about how the spike electron event could be
observed at STEREO A (Klassen et al., 2012). The four class-3 events of Dresing et al.
(2014) are defined by higher electron anisotropies at more widely separated spacecraft
than the best connected (of STEREO A, STEREO B, and ACE). The authors invoke
“specific interplanetary magnetic configurations” as a possible explanation for those
anisotropies. The anomalous results discussed here are all very dependent on properly
locating the magnetic footpoints of the observing spacecraft.
Another problem dependent on the configuration of the interplanetary magnetic
field (IMF) is the uncertainty about the solar release times of electron spike events
relative to type III bursts. Klassen et al. (2011) found electron release onsets to follow
within 6 min of type III burst onsets for each of six spike events observed on STEREO
A on 22 February 2010. On the other hand, for a sample of eight spike events of E >
10 keV electrons observed with the Wind 3DP instrument, Wang et al. (2016) found
somewhat longer electron release onset delays from type III onsets of 0 to 35 minutes.
These delays bear on the question of whether the spike electrons are released during
the type III burst or only after some significant delay from burst onset. Since the
electron speeds are known, their deduced solar onset times depend on the assumed
magnetic path lengths, with longer lengths requiring earlier onset times. Klassen et
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al. (2011) used a path length of 1.04 AU, and Wang et al. (2016) a length of 1.2 AU,
implying a discrepancy between their results larger than the nominal values.
The preceding studies depend on the basic assumption that the Parker spiral field
(Owens and Forsyth, 2013), in which the solar wind convects the field radially from
the Sun at a constant speed, usually determined by in situ spacecraft observations,
is a good approximation to the interplanetary field traced back to an assumed solar
potential field source surface (PFSS) above which the fields are radial. Below the
PFSS, fields can be modeled to the photosphere. The photospheric footpoints are
important for the spike and pulse electron events, whose sources are associated with
small scale ( few degrees) jets and flares. The photospheric sources may not be
important for the ramp electron events, presumed to be produced by larger scale
CME-driven shocks, but the accuracy of the source surface locations for those events
remains to be tested.
Some earlier applications of the Parker spiral assumption to studies of SEP events
were reviewed by Kahler et al. (2016), who ran the Air Force Data Assimilative
Photospheric flux Transport - Wang-Sheeley-Arge (ADAPT-WSA) (Arge and Pizzo,
2000; Arge et al., 2011) model to track the photospheric and 5 RS locations of a
forecasted 1 AU VSW and compared those sources with the Parker spiral sources
inferred from the ADAPT-WSA Vsw forecast. They found good agreement within
several degrees except when the 1 AU solar wind lay within slow-fast interaction
regions, in which case the errors could reach several tens of degrees. As outlined in
Figure 5.1, the interaction regions between fast and slow solar wind streams create
co-rotating interaction regions (CIRs) which contain compression regions where fast
wind rams into slow wind, and rarefaction regions between them, which can greatly
impact the shape and density of the IMF. The Parker spiral does not take these
interaction regions into account, whereas ADAPT-WSA does feature these stream
interactions when determining IMF shape. The Kahler et al. test of the Parker
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spiral approximation was limited to comparisons within the context of the ADAPT-
WSA model (2016), i.e., no spacecraft observations were used. Here we will run the
ADAPT-WSA model for six of the electron SEP events discussed above to determine
how well the critical Parker spiral assumption served to determine the PFSS and
photospheric footpoint locations. This in turn permits a validation of the anomalous
results of the STEREO A - STEREO B electron events discussed above.
Figure 3.1: Diagram of a CIR in the solar wind. Green and red arrows indicate which
regions are driven by slow and fast solar wind, respectively, these solar
wind speeds are also marked with S for slow and F for fast. Blue magnetic
field lines show the compression regions of bunched magnetic field lines
and the rarefaction region between them where the density of magnetic
field lines is lower. The golden arc represents the path of a spacecraft
which observes the plasma temperature and solar wind speed depicted in
black in the lower portion of the diagram. Based on a diagram of a CIR
from (Richardson, 2004).
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3.4 Event Selection and Criteria
We selected six energetic (> 50 keV) electron SEP events discussed by Klassen
et al. (2015; 2016; 2018). Event 1 was observed on 11 October 2013, Event 2 on 25
February 2014, Event 3 on 02 May 2014, Event 4 on 17 July 2014, and Events 5 and
6 on 01 August 2014. Each event was observed by both STEREO A and STEREO
B while the spacecraft were separated by less than 72  in angular separation.
Each of these six events were observed at times without preceding coronal mass
ejections and when interactions with preceding SEP events were minimal. By consid-
ering SEP events that are not further complicated by interactions with other prop-
agating structures or particle events, we are better able to isolate the di↵erences
between modeling the spacecraft magnetic connectivity using ADAPT-WSA versus
the Parker Spiral approximation.
From October 11th, 2013 through August 1st, 2014, STEREO A and STEREO B
are spaced apart by 32  to 72  of angular separation. This separation gives a unique
opportunity for analyzing events observed at both spacecraft. At this separation
distance, we can evaluate the spatial extent of events that are being simultaneously
observed. The first of these events was observed on October 11th, 2013 when the
spacecraft were separated by 72 , the second event was observed on February 25th,
2014 when the spacecraft were separated by 47 , the third on May 2nd, 2014 when the
spacecraft were separated by 38 , the fourth on July 17th, 2014 when the spacecraft
were separated by 32 , and the fifth and sixth events were observed on August 1st,
2014 when the spacecraft were separated by 34  of angular separation. Figures 3.2
and 3.3 display maps with the spacecraft locations for the first event on October 11th,
2013 and the fourth event on July 17th, 2014 in the ecliptic plane in Heliocentric Earth
Ecliptic (HEE) coordinates. These maps display the range of spacecraft separation
for these events relative to the Sun-Earth line from which the Solar Heliospheric
Observatory (SOHO) and the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) observe the
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Sun. Events 1, and 2 were additionally observed by the ACE or SOHO spacecraft at
the L1 Lagrange point along the Sun-Earth line. Additional spacecraft location maps
for the other SEP events are available as supplemental information.
Figure 3.2: Map of the relative STEREO A, STEREO B and Earth locations in
the heliocentric earth ecliptic plane. Coordinates are given in HEE. The
spacecraft and planetary locations are shown at the time of Event 1 on
October 11th, 2013 when the STEREO A and STEREO B angular sep-
aration was 72 . Of the six SEP events considered in this study, this was
the furthest separation angle.
3.5 Modeling Methods
To model the magnetic connectivity for each observing spacecraft for each of the
six particle events, we used the coupled ADAPT-WSA model. ADAPT-WSA is the
Air Force Data Assimilative Photospheric flux Transport - Wang-Sheeley-Arge solar
wind forecast model.
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Figure 3.3: Map of the relative STEREO A, STEREO B and Earth locations in
the heliocentric earth ecliptic plane. Coordinates are given in HEE. The
spacecraft and planetary locations are shown at the time of Event 4 on
July 17th, 2014 when the STEREO A and STEREO B angular separation
was 32 . Of the six SEP events considered in this study, this was the
narrowest separation angle.
ADAPT uses input synoptic maps from the Global Oscillation Network Group
(GONG) ground-based magnetogram observations. From these GONGmagnetograms,
ADAPT stitches these observations of the photospheric magnetic field together and
using photospheric flux transport modeling, forward models the photospheric mag-
netic flux to create an ensemble of synchronic photospheric magnetic field maps.
ADAPT was run for multiple modeling runs, to create prediction maps for eight fore-
cast prediction windows, 1-day through 7-day. Each ADAPT modeling run created
an ensemble of 12 prediction maps, referred to subsequently as modeling realizations,
which varied based on random walk variation in flux emergence and surface trans-
port. Thus, for each SEP event, for each spacecraft, we had 12 realizations of ADAPT
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prediction maps for each of the eight forecast windows.
These ADAPT photospheric, synoptic magnetic maps were then used as input into
the Wang-Sheeley-Arge (WSA) solar wind model. Using the modeled magnetic active
regions of the ADAPT map, WSA then modeled from the photospheric magnetic field
out to a 2.5 RS Schatten current sheet above which field lines are modeled to be open,
but not necessarily radial (Schatten, 1972). From the 2.5 RS Schatten current sheet
WSA models the field lines to a 5 RS potential field source surface (PFSS) using the
magnetic expansion factor. The PFSS was modeled at the heliospheric latitude of
the spacecraft’s orbital plane, as was done by Klassen et al. for their 2.5 RS PFSS
(2015; 2016; 2018). From the 5 RS PFSS, WSA ballistically modeled the solar wind
flow out to the spacecraft locations at 1 AU from the Sun using observed solar wind
velocities and magnetic polarities as empirical modeling validation while taking solar
wind co-rotating stream interactions into account, such as seen diagrammed in Figure
5.1.
Thus, these runs of the coupled ADAPT-WSA model produced 12 realizations
of solar wind velocity predictions and 12 realizations of heliospheric magnetic field
(HMF) magnetic polarity predictions per eight forecast window per spacecraft per
event. To extract useful modeled magnetic field connectivity predictions from these
results, we then down-selected to optimal modeling runs and those field lines relevant
to our SEP event observations.
To best select the most relevant magnetic field predictions produced by ADAPT,
we used only those realizations which used forecast windows that corresponded to
magnetic observations at the time the relevant solar wind tracing our magnetic con-
nectivity actually left the Sun. To achieve this, we selected which of the 1-day to
7-day forecast windows to use based on solar wind travel times. For example, when
the observed solar wind proton velocity was observed to be about 390 km/s as it was
at STEREO A for Event 2, the travel time to 1 AU was estimated and the 4-day fore-
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cast window results were selected. An example observation plot with corresponding
ADAPT-WSA predictions for an ADAPT-WSA modeling realization for Event 2 is
shown in Figure 3.4.
For each event we selected the top five (or fewer) most promising realizations per
spacecraft based on best predicted HMF direction and proton bulk velocity observed
within a 48 hour window surrounding the observations. Each realization is produced
by a separate run of ADAPT-WSA and yields a di↵erent collection of modeled mag-
netic field lines to represent the connectivity of the spacecraft to the photosphere.
Example prediction plots can be seen in Figures 3.4 and 3.5.
Figure 3.4 gives the ADAPT-WSA solar wind velocity predictions for Event 2
for the STEREO A spacecraft for the whole modeling period as calculated from the
seventh realization of the forecasts made using the 4-day forecast ADAPT magnetic
field maps. Figure 3.5 gives the ADAPT-WSA IMF polarity predictions for Event 2
for the STEREO A spacecraft for the whole modeling period as calculated from the
seventh realization of the forecasts made using the 4-day forecast ADAPT magnetic
field maps. The regions boxed in light blue on both figures mark the region near
the spacecraft observation time of the event, which we considered when determining
optimal realizations for down-selection. This seventh realization modeled the correct
polarity for the majority of the time period and had reasonable agreement with the
velocity predictions. Using these two criteria, this realization fell into the top 5
realizations for this event at this spacecraft, so was selected as one of the optimal
realizations and the magnetic footpoints modeled in this realization were used in the
subsequent analysis of this event.
Once the most promising forecast window and modeling realizations were selected,
we then extracted those field lines which were relevant to the timing of the SEP events
and the spacecraft locations. For each promising realization we extracted the modeled
field lines that corresponded best to the spacecraft connectivity based on observed
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event onset timing +/- 216 minutes (or 3.6 hours), which corresponds to an angular
range of +/- 2 .
Thus each of the extracted field line footpoints corresponds to field lines modeled
to be connected to the spacecraft within 3.6 hours of the observed event onset, but
based on GONG magnetograms corresponding to the photospheric magnetic field
configuration corresponding to the solar wind that shaped these field lines.
An example of the collection of extracted field lines for Event 2 are shown in Table
3.1. Such extracted footpoint collections were created for each of the six events, for
each of the spacecraft. Table 3.1 displays the selected optimal forecast window and
realizations in column 1, and displays the separation between the footpoint and the
associated solar flare location in degrees in column 2, while the third and fourth
columns show the full set of extracted footpoints for Event 2. As can be seen in Table
3.1, the number of field line footpoints per realization is not consistent. For example,
31 footpoints were modeled for the 5th realization of STEREO A, whereas only 4
footpoints were extracted from the 8th realization. When subsequently evaluated,
each footpoint was weighted equally regardless of the number of footpoints from each
realization, presuming that any modeled field line is as valid as any other for these
optimal ADAPT-WSA modeling realizations.
When Klassen et al. examined these SEP events, their analysis depended on a
determination of magnetic field line connections using the Parker spiral approximation
and a 2.5 RS potential field source surface (PFSS) (2015; 2016; 2018). ADAPT-WSA
runs used for our analysis used a PFSS at 5 RS. We discuss the resulting modeled
footpoints as they relate to each other and the impacts on interpreting the observation
of these SEP events in Section 3.6.
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Figure 3.4: ADAPT-WSA predictions of solar wind speed for Event 2 at Stereo A
from realization R007 using a GONG magnetogram of 4 days earlier.
The light blue box surrounds the 48 hour window analyzed for agreement.
Blue data points are the ADAPT-WSA model predictions. Black data are
the observed values at the Stereo A spacecraft.
Figure 3.5: ADAPT-WSA predictions of magnetic field polarity for Event 2 at Stereo
A from realization R007 using a GONG magnetogram of 4 days earlier.
The light blue box surrounds the 48 hour window analyzed for agreement.
Blue data points are the ADAPT-WSA model predictions. Black data are
the observed values at the Stereo A spacecraft.
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Table 3.1: Table of extracted magnetic footpoints modeled using ADAPT-WSA for
SEP Event 2 on 25 February 2014. Each subtable presents the connectivity
results for each of the observing spacecraft, STEREO A, STEREO B and
ACE. Column 1: The selected forecast window and modeling realization.
Column 2: The range of angular separations between the location of the
associated solar flare and the modeled footpoints. Column 3: The set
of extracted ADAPT-WSA modeled magnetic footpoints. Column 4: The
number of footpoints comprising the extracted set for each forecast window
and realization.
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3.6 Results and Discussion
The resulting ranges of the modeled magnetic connectivity of each spacecraft to
the PFSS for each of the six near-relativistic electron SEP events in this study are
displayed in Table 3.2. This table presents the Parker spiral approximated footpoints
determined for each event by Klassen et al. (2015; 2016; 2018). The ADAPT-WSA
mean footpoints for each event for each spacecraft and the separation distances be-
tween footpoints from the two methods are presented for comparison.
The ADAPT-WSA modeled photospheric footpoint results are presented in Table
3.3. This table presents the location of the associated EUV flares observed by the
STEREO EUVI instruments for each event with the modeled ADAPT-WSA foot-
points at the photosphere. The table includes the separation distances between these
ADAPT-WSA photospheric footpoints and both the flare locations and the Parker
spiral 2.5 RS PFSS footpoints (Klassen et al., 2015, 2016, 2018).
What follows in the rest of Section 3.6 are the results for the modeled magnetic
connectivity for each event, a comparison between the ADAPT-WSA connectivity and
the Parker spiral approximated connectivity, and discussion of these results compared
to additional observational details relevant to each event. Observations of the near-
relativistic 30 keV - 400 keV electron time profiles from the SEPT instruments, EUV
images from the EUVI instruments, and observed onset times of type III radio bursts
from the SWAVES instruments, all on board the STEREO spacecraft, are discussed
when relevant.
3.6.1 Event 1: 11 October 2013
The first event of our study, observed on October 11th, 2013 is a shock-associated
electron ramp event which was observed by both STEREO A and STEREO B when
their angular separation was 72 , which was the furthest of the six events in this
study. This event was observed first by STEREO A at 07:34 UT, then by STEREO
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Table 3.2: Table of ADAPT-WSA modeled 5 RS footpoints for SEP Events 1 - 6
observed by STEREO A and B in 2013-2014 compared to the Klassen et
al. magnetic connectivity using the Parker spiral approximation (2015;
2016; 2018). Column 1: Observing spacecraft. Column 2: Mean ADAPT-
WSA footpoint location at the 5 RS PFSS. Column 3: Range of ADAPT-
WSA footpoint locations at the 5 RS PFSS. Column 4: The number of
modeled footpoints that comprised the range of ADAPT-WSA results for
the set of extracted modeled footpoints for that spacecraft. Column 5:
Klassen at al. modeled footpoints at the 2.5 RS PFSS using the Parker
spiral approximation (2015; 2016; 2018). Column 6: Longitude di↵erence
between the ADAPT-WSA mean 5 RS footpoints and the corresponding
Klassen et al. 2.5 RS footpoints.
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Table 3.3: Table of ADAPT-WSA modeled photospheric footpoints for SEP Events
1 - 6 compared to the associated Solar flare locations and the Klassen et
al. magnetic connectivity using the Parker spiral approximation (2015;
2016; 2018). Column 1: Observing spacecraft. Column 2: Photospheric
longitude and latitude of the associated solar flare (Klassen et al., 2015,
2016, 2018). Column 3: Mean ADAPT-WSA footpoint location at the
photosphere. Column 4: Longitude di↵erence and total angular di↵erence
between the flare location and the ADAPT-WSA modeled photospheric
footpoint. Column 5: Klassen et al. 2.5 RS footpoint locations (Klassen
et al., 2015, 2016, 2018). Column 6: Longitude di↵erence and total angular
di↵erence between the flare location and the Klassen et al. modeled 2.5 RS
PFSS footpoint. Column 7: Arrival time of associated observed EUV solar
flare. Column 8: Observed electron event arrival time at the observing
spacecraft. Column 9: Di↵erence in EUV solar flare and electron event
arrival times.
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B at 07:47 UT, and then much later, after 11:10 UT, the EPHIN instrument on
SOHO observed the electron onset with a much lower peak intensity (Klassen et al.,
2016). The event was associated with an M1.5 X-ray flare, a full-halo CME, circular
EIT wave and type II radio burst observed at 07:11 UT, and a type III radio burst
observed at 07:12 UT - 07:25 UT by SWAVES (Klassen et al., 2016).
As can be seen in Figure 3.6, the ADAPT-WSA modeled 5 RS PFSS footpoints for
Event 1 ranged from 28  to 35  longitude, with a mean longitude of 32  for STEREO
A, and from 89  to 122  longitude, with a mean longitude of 106  for STEREO B.
ADAPT-WSA footpoints for Event 1 at SOHO or ACE ranged from 236  to 247 
longitude, with a mean longitude of 242 .
The Parker spiral approximated footpoints were located at a longitude of 40  for
STEREO A, an average of 8  east of the ADAPT-WSA footpoints, and at a longi-
tude of 127  for STEREO B, an average of 21  east of the ADAPT-WSA footpoints
(Klassen et al., 2016). As can be seen in Figure 3.6, for all three spacecraft there
is overlap between the ADAPT-WSA 5 RS footpoints and the Parker spiral approxi-
mated 2.5 RS footpoints for Event 1 (Klassen et al., 2016).
When Klassen et al. examined this October 11th event, they concluded there
was a non-uniform particle distribution or strongly non-radial magnetic field struc-
ture between the flare and the PFSS (Klassen et al., 2016). To analyze whether the
ADAPT-WSA o↵ers any clues for analysis of this hypothesis, we compare the separa-
tion distances between the spacecraft connectivity at the photosphere and the source
flare location, as can be seen in Table 3.3. Modeling with ADAPT-WSA suggests
that STEREO A was connected to the photosphere 46  east of the flare, STEREO
B was connected 13  west of the flare and SOHO was connected 183  from the flare.
In contrast the Parker spiral 2.5 RS footpoints suggested STEREO A was connected
51  east of the flare, STEREO B was 50  west of the flare, and SOHO was 158  west
of the source flare. As such, ADAPT-WSA models STEREO B as connected closer
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to the flare source location than the Parker spiral, and STEREO A further from the
source flare than the Parker spiral, at both the photosphere and the 5 RS PFSS. Yet,
STEREO A observed the electron event first by 13 minutes and with higher particle
intensities.
Thus, our ADAPT-WSA footpoint modeling for this event at the 5 RS PFSS
and at the photosphere do not support the theory that a strongly non-radial field
below the PFSS would explain away the arrival time and connectivity discrepancies
observed. This leaves the possibility that this event is highly non-uniform. However,
we propose that modeling the spacecraft connectivity during these events might fail
to solve onset time and intensity discrepancies due rather to variations in the IMF
propagation of these field lines caused by the associated full-halo CME (which was
not included in our ADAPT-WSA modeling) and interplanetary shock acceleration
as is known to be associated with near-relativistic ramp events (Haggerty and Roelof ,
2009) and was shown to be associated with this event (and with Event 2) by Cohen
et al. (2017).
3.6.2 Event 2: 25 February 2014
Event 2 was a shock-associated electron ramp event observed on 25 February 2014.
The event was observed by STEREO A at 01:09 UT, STEREO B at 01:22 UT and
SOHO before 02:04 UT. The initial near-relativistic electron intensity observed by
the SEPT instruments was very similar at both STEREO A and STEREO B, with
STEREO A having a higher intensity decay phase. The event was associated with
an X4.9 X-ray flare starting at 00:39 UT, simultaneously a type II radio burst and
interplanetary type III burst observed at 00:46 UT, a fast asymmetric full-halo CME,
and an EIT-wave (Klassen et al., 2016). The flaring active region associated with
these events was at (108,-13) as seen in Figure 3.7.
As shown in Figure 3.7, the range of ADAPT-WSA determined 5 RS PFSS foot-
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Figure 3.6: Map of SEP Event 1 ADAPT-WSA modeled 5 RS footpoints and Klassen
et al. 2.5 RS footpoints (2016). These modeled PFSS footpoints are
overlaid on a photospheric synoptic magnetic field map from ground-
based GONG magnetograms. Coordinates are in heliospheric latitude
and Carrington longitude. The solar equator is at 0  latitude and the
Earth ecliptic plane is marked by red plus symbols. Vertical red lines
mark the central meridians, labeled with the corresponding observational
dates, of the GONG magnetograms that form the composite synoptic
map.
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points for STEREO A were found to range from 24  to 50  longitude, with a mean
longitude of 35 , and for STEREO B from 59  to 62  longitude, with a mean longitude
of 60 . This results in modeled separation of 76  east of the associated flaring active
region for STEREO A, and 52  east of the active region for STEREO B.
This event was observed by the EPHIN instrument on SOHO with a weaker onset
and peak intensity profile than seen by the STEREO spacecraft (Klassen et al., 2016),
which is consistent with the ADAPT-WSA modeled footpoints for SOHO/ACE which
range from 238  to 254  longitude, with a mean footpoint at 246 . These footpoints
result in the mean separation from the flare active region of 138 , which is a much
further separation than either STEREO A or B.
Klassen et al. modeled the footpoints of this event using a Parker spiral approx-
imation and a 2.5 RS PFSS (2016), this suggested footpoints for STEREO A at 39 
longitude, which was 72  east of the flaring region, for STEREO B at 70  longitude,
which was 43  east of the flaring region, and for SOHO at 236  longitude, which was
128  west of the flaring region.
The ADAPT-WSA modeled photospheric footpoints ranged from (2,-14) to (9,-12)
for STEREO A with a mean longitude of 4  (with one additional modeled footpoint
at 61  longitude), yielding a modeled separation of   from the source location, from
(65,16) to (66,17) with a mean longitude at 65  for STEREO B, which is a modeled
separation of 104  east of the source location, and from (237,-22) to (296,-10) with
a mean longitude at 252  for SOHO or ACE, which is a modeled separation of 144 
west of the flare location.
ADAPT-WSA modeling suggests that the 5 RS PFSS footpoints for STEREO A
are on average 76  east of the source flare, which is 4  further east from the source
region than the Parker spiral footpoints, and for STEREO B on average 52  east of the
source region, which is 9  further east than the Parker spiral approximation (Klassen
et al., 2016). Both methods of determining footpoints suggested that STEREO B
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was better connected than STEREO A or SOHO to the source region, yet STEREO
A still observed the event first by 13 minutes and with greater decay phase intensity.
When Klassen et al. examined this event, they concluded there was a non-uniform
particle distribution or strongly non-radial magnetic field structure between the flare
and the PFSS (2016). The ADAPT-WSA footpoint modeling for this event at the
5 RS PFSS and at the photosphere do not support the theory that a strongly non-
radial field below the PFSS would explain away the arrival time and connectivity
discrepancies observed. This leaves the possibility that this event is highly non-
uniform. However, we propose that modeling the spacecraft connectivity during these
events might fail to produce a clear picture due rather to variations in the IMF
propagation of these field lines caused by the associated full-halo CME (which was
not included in our ADAPT-WSA modeling) and interplanetary shock acceleration
as is known to be associated with near-relativistic ramp events (Haggerty and Roelof ,
2009) and was shown to be associated with this event (and with Event 1) by Cohen
et al. (2017).
3.6.3 Event 3: 02 May 2014
Event 3 was a near-relativistic electron spike event observed on 2 May 2014. Both
SEPT instruments on STEREO A and STEREO B observed nearly identical, sym-
metric spike events with a duration of less than 12 minutes. STEREO A observed
the event at 05:33 UT and STEREO B observed the event at 5:32 UT.
Our ADAPT-WSA modeled 5 RS footpoints ranged from 223  to 226  longitude
for STEREO A, with a mean longitude of 225 , and from 266  to 275  longitude for
STEREO B, with a mean longitude of 271 , as can be seen in Figure 3.8. These
modeled footpoints are separated by 29  and 24 , respectively, from an associated
solar flare observed by the STEREO EUVI instruments. STEREO A and STEREO
B were modeled to be connected 33  and 14 , respectively, from the associated EUV
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Figure 3.7: Map of SEP Event 2 ADAPT-WSA modeled 5 RS footpoints and Klassen
et al. 2.5 RS footpoints (2016). These modeled PFSS footpoints are
overlaid on a photospheric synoptic magnetic field map from ground-
based GONG magnetograms. Coordinates are in heliospheric latitude
and Carrington longitude. The solar equator is at 0  latitude and the
Earth ecliptic plane is marked by red plus symbols. Vertical red lines
mark the central meridians, labeled with the corresponding observational
dates, of the GONG magnetograms that form the composite synoptic
map.
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jet, and connected 25 -38  and 8 -21 , respectively, from observed EUVI coronal
loops. Altogether, this modeled connectivity supports why both spacecraft observed
the electron event within a minute of each other and with such similar intensity
profiles. Following the initial spike event, the decay phase electron intensity observed
at STEREO B was greater than at STEREO A (Klassen et al., 2015), which is
consistent with STEREO B being ⇠5  more closely connected to the flare and ⇠19 
closer to the EUV jet.
When Klassen et al. used the Parker spiral approximation to evaluate the STEREO
A and B connectivity they approximated 2.5 RS footpoints at 253  longitude for
STEREO A and 300  longitude for STEREO B (2015). These footpoints would
suggest that STEREO B was connected much further from the observed EUV jet,
37 -50 , and the solar flare source location, 51 , than STEREO A with separations
of 3 -10  and 14 , respectively. Klassen et al. hypothesized that there might be a
strongly non-radial field below their 2.5 RS PFSS given that the Parker spiral approx-
imation suggested that STEREO A should have a smaller angular separation from
the flare location than STEREO B and yet STEREO B in fact observed the event
onset at 05:32 UT only a minute earlier than STEREO A.
ADAPT-WSA indicated that the photospheric footpoint of STEREO B was ac-
tually 11  closer to the flare location than STEREO A, supporting the fact that
STEREO B observed the SEPs first. The sub-PFSS magnetic field lines do seem to
expand non-radially in the WSA modeling results as can seen by comparing the 5 RS
PFSS footpoints which can be seen in Figure 3.8 with the photospheric footpoints
as shown in Figure 3.3, which shows that a large range of longitudes are magneti-
cally connected to the flaring active region responsible for the SEP event, which helps
explain why STEREO A observed the SEP onset at 05:33 UT only a minute after
STEREO B.
Taken together, the ADAPT-WSA modeled field line footpoints better explain
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the onset times of the STEREO observations, since STEREO B observed the onset
of the SEP event just a minute before STEREO A, as opposed to the Parker spiral
approximated footpoints which suggested STEREO A was significantly more closely
connected to the source region.
Wiedenbeck et al. (2015) determined this event to be scatter-free, in which mini-
mal interplanetary scattering occurred. We find the anisotropic nature of this event,
as additionally noted by Klassen et al. (2015), supports the conjecture that the longi-
tudinal spread of this SEP event and the acceleration of its near-relativistic electrons
occurred near the corona rather than during interplanetary propagation.
Figure 3.8: Map of SEP Event 3 ADAPT-WSA modeled 5 RS footpoints and Klassen
et al. 2.5 RS footpoints (2015). These modeled PFSS footpoints are
overlaid on a photospheric synoptic magnetic field map from ground-
based GONG magnetograms. Coordinates are in heliospheric latitude
and Carrington longitude. The solar equator is at 0  latitude and the
Earth ecliptic plane is marked by red plus symbols. Vertical red lines
mark the central meridians, labeled with the corresponding observational
dates, of the GONG magnetograms that form the composite synoptic
map.
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3.6.4 Event 4: 17 July 2014
STEREO A observed a series of 10 impulsive electron events July 17th - 21st
associated with recurrent flares from an active region (AR), while STEREO B only
saw the first event on July 17th (Klassen et al., 2018). At this time the orbital
separation of the two spacecraft was 34 . Event 4 of this study, is that first electron
spike event observed by both spacecraft on 17 July 2014. SEPT on STEREO A
observed the electron onset at 08:42 UT, while SEPT on STEREO B observed the
onset at 08:34 UT. The near-relativistic electron event was an anisotropic pulse event
as seen in SEPT observations at STEREO A and STEREO B. The time profiles
observed by the SEPT instruments on both spacecraft have nearly identical onset
intensities, with the STEREO B profile dropping o↵ in intensity more quickly than
STEREO A, which then observed additional subsequent electron events over the
next four days. The event originated from a region at (270,-10) on the border of a
coronal hole with an EUV solar flare observed 08:07 UT - 08:09 UT, and an EUV jet
observed at 08:11 UT by the STEREO EUVI instruments. This electron event was
also associated with type III radio bursts observed between 08:08 UT to 08:16 UT by
the SWAVES instruments on both STEREO spacecraft.
Our ADAPT-WSA modeling yielded 5 RS PFSS footpoints ranging from 329  to
341  longitude for STEREO A, with a mean longitude of 334 , and from 1  to 3 
longitude for STEREO B, with a mean longitude of 2 , as can be seen in Figure 3.9.
These modeled footpoints are separated by 64  and 92 , respectively, from the flaring
source region.
The Parker spiral approximated footpoints for STEREO A at the time of the
SEP onset were at 338  longitude, and at 0  longitude for STEREO B (Klassen
et al., 2018). This would have STEREO A connected 68  from the flaring region and
STEREO B connected 90  from the flaring region.
When one additionally considers the ADAPT-WSA modeled photospheric foot-
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points for STEREO A and B, 273  and 42  respectively, as seen in Figure 3.3, we find
that STEREO A is modeled to be directly connected to the flaring region on the pho-
tosphere, whereas STEREO B is more distantly connected with a 132  separation.
It is worth noting here that the number of STEREO B footpoints extracted from
the optimal realizations for this event numbered only three, which was much fewer
than for any of the other modeled events, each of which numbered between 13 and
99 footpoints per spacecraft. This means the range of possible footpoint connections
for STEREO B was reduced for this set of modeling runs. The modeled individual
footpoint results for this event, and for each of the other 5 events, can be found in
Appendix A.
The ADAPT-WSA modeling between the photosphere and the 5 RS PFSS for
this event does indicate a strongly non-radial field due to the coronal hole boundary.
The source region is modeled to be connected to a huge swath of longitudes. This
suggests that the near-corona longitudinal spread of the first electron pulse event was
large, explaining why it was so well observed by both STEREO, and supports why
STEREO A was able to observe that first electron pulse event 8 minutes earlier and
then observed so clearly each of the 9 subsequent electron spike events associated
with the recurring EUV flares observed July 17th to 21st, 2014.
Bucˇ´ık et al. (2018) studied this near-relativistic electron event and found it to
be an intense 3He- and Fe-rich event, with scatter-free interplanetary propagation,
and associated with a helical blowout jet. The broad curtain-like nature of a heli-
cal blowout jet supports our hypothesis that this event experienced significant near-
corona longitudinal spreading.
In this case, the two methods of determining magnetic connectivity find similar
results at the PFSS, with ADAPT-WSA modeling STEREO A closer by 4 , and
STEREO B further by 2  from the source region than the Parker spiral approxima-
tion. Both methods suggest closer connectivity for STEREO A than STEREO B,
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despite the fact that the initial electron intensity profiles observed by STEREO A
and B on July 17th are quite similar (Klassen et al., 2018). ADAPT-WSA modeling
indicates that the sub-PFSS magnetic field is strongly non-radial due to the coronal
hole boundary at the location of the flaring source region, indicating that this near-
relativistic pulse event, while more closely connected to STEREO A, experienced
near-corona longitudinal spreading which enabled it to be seen by both STEREO
spacecraft.
Figure 3.9: Map of SEP Event 4 ADAPT-WSA modeled 5 RS footpoints and Klassen
et al. 2.5 RS footpoints (2018). These modeled PFSS footpoints are
overlaid on a photospheric synoptic magnetic field map from ground-
based GONG magnetograms. Coordinates are in heliospheric latitude
and Carrington longitude. The solar equator is at 0  latitude and the
Earth ecliptic plane is marked by red plus symbols. Vertical red lines
mark the central meridians, labeled with the corresponding observational
dates, of the GONG magnetograms that form the composite synoptic
map.
3.6.5 Events 5 and 6: 01 August 2014
Events 5 and 6 were both observed on 1 August 2014. Event 5 was a near-
relativistic electron pulse event observed at STEREO A at 16:34 UT and at STEREO
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B at 16:54 UT. Event 6 was observed seven hours later at STEREO A at 23:45 UT
and at STEREO B at 23:54 UT. Both events were associated with EUV solar flares
and long, narrow EUV jets originating at (155,-22) as observed by the STEREO
EUVI instruments, and type III radio bursts at 16:22 UT as observed by the ground-
based CALLISTO network and 23:24 UT as observed by the SWAVES instruments.
STEREO A observed both Event 5 and 6 with an earlier onset, a higher intensity and
a more anisotropic time profile than STEREO B (Klassen et al., 2016). While both
events were electron pulse events, the SEPT electron time profiles for both events
were observed to be less impulsive at STEREO B.
Our ADAPT-WSAmodeling for Event 5 at a 5 RS PFSS yielded footpoints ranging
from 105  to 110  longitude, with a mean longitude of 107  for STEREO A, and
ranging from 155  to 162  longitude, with a mean longitude of 154  for STEREO
B. The ADAPT-WSA modeled footpoints for the ACE or SOHO spacecraft ranged
from 301  to 321  longitude with a mean longitude of 308 . ADAPT-WSA models the
STEREO A mean 5 RS footpoint as 51  east of the EUV flare and jet source region,
the mean STEREO B 5 RS footpoint 16  north of the source region, and the mean
ACE/SOHO RS footpoint 156  west of the source region. These footpoint locations
are shown overlaid on a synoptic magnetic field map in Figure 3.10.
Our ADAPT-WSA modeling for Event 6 yielded 5 RS PFSS footpoints ranging
from 102  to 107  longitude for STEREO A, with a mean longitude of 105 , and from
141  to 166  longitude for STEREO B, with a mean longitude of 154 , as can be seen in
Figure 3.9. The ADAPT-WSA modeled footpoints for the ACE or SOHO spacecraft
ranged from 319  to 347  longitude with a mean longitude of 331 . ADAPT-WSA
models the STEREO A mean 5 RS footpoint as 37  southeast of the EUV flare and
jet source location, and the mean STEREO B 5 RS footpoint 15  north of the source
region, and the mean ACE/SOHO RS footpoint 178  west of the source region. These
footpoint locations are shown overlaid on a synoptic magnetic field map in Figure 3.11.
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Klassen et al. approximated the Parker spiral footpoints for Event 5 to be at
133  longitude for STEREO A and at 143  longitude for STEREO B (Klassen et al.,
2016). The Parker spiral approximated footpoints for Event 6 were located at 133 
longitude for STEREO A and at 137  longitude for STEREO B. These footpoints
suggested STEREO A separations of 28  and STEREO B separations of 19  from the
EUV flare and jet source location for Event 5, and similarly suggested a STEREO
A separation of 28  and a STEREO B separation of 24  from the source location for
Event 6.
Klassen et al. noted that STEREO A and B ought to be located near a coronal
hole which was responsible for a series of high speed streams observed by STEREO B
from July 31st - August 3rd overlapping with Event 5 and 6 SEP observations, and
by STEREO A beginning late August 2nd (Klassen et al., 2016). Yet, the Parker
spiral PFSS footpoints are located further north than the coronal hole which pro-
duced these observed high speed solar wind streams. It is not until one includes the
ADAPT-WSA modeling between the photosphere and the 5 RS PFSS that one can
see how well-connected STEREO B was to the coronal hole region, explaining the
solar wind observations. The ADAPT-WSA modeled 5 RS PFSS was widely con-
nected to a range of photospheric longitudes. The mean ADAPT-WSA photospheric
footpoints for STEREO A were located 36  southeast of the source location for Event
5 and 37  southeast of the source location for Event 6. Whereas, the ADAPT-WSA
photospheric footpoints for STEREO B were on average 35  southwest of the source
location for Event 5 and were modeled to two clusters of photospheric footpoint loca-
tions for Event 6, one located 9  northeast of the source location, and the other located
38  southwest of the source location. These ADAPT-WSA photospheric footpoints
for STEREO B for both events falls right on the edge of the coronal hole boundary
responsible for the high speed solar wind streams observed by STEREO B July 31st
- August 3rd.
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Event 5 was observed by STEREO A 20 minutes earlier than STEREO B and
Event 6 was observed by STEREO A 9 minutes before STEREO B. STEREO A
observed both events with SEPT intensity profiles with higher onset intensities which
were more impulsive and closer to spike events. STEREO A ADAPT-WSA modeled
PFSS footpoints were 35  further from the source location than STEREO B for
Event 5, and STEREO A ADAPT-WSA footpoints were 22  further from the source
location than STEREO B for Event 6. Similarly, the Parker spiral approximated
STEREO A footpoints were 9  further from the source region than STEREO B for
Event 5 and Parker spiral STEREO A footpoints were 4  further from the source
region than STEREO B for Event 6. Both ADAPT-WSA modeled PFSS footpoints
and Parker spiral approximated footpoints suggest that STEREO A should be less
connected to the source region, yet STEREO A observed both events earlier and with
stonger intensities. ADAPT-WSA magnetic field modeling sub-PFSS does support
the explanation that non-radial fields allowed both spacecraft to be connected enough
to see the events clearly, yet like the Parker spiral approximated footpoints, the
ADAPT-WSA 5 RS PFSS footpoints do not explain why STEREO A observed the
events first. Further investigation into the impacts of the co-rotating interaction
regions and high speed streams on the IMF line length for this event using ADAPT-
WSA might shed light on this question.
3.7 Conclusions
As was discussed in Section 3.4, these six near-relativistic electron SEP events were
all observed by both STEREO A and STEREO B when the spatial distance between
the two spacecraft ranged from 32  to 72 . For these six events we have evaluated the
impact of considering ADAPT-WSA modeled HMF lines to estimate near-relativistic
electron propagation through interplanetary space as opposed to relying on the Parker
spiral approximation. Our main findings are as follows:
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Figure 3.10: Map of SEP Event 5 ADAPT-WSA modeled 5 RS footpoints and Klassen
et al. 2.5 RS footpoints (2016). These modeled PFSS footpoints are
overlaid on a photospheric synoptic magnetic field map from ground-
based GONG magnetograms. Coordinates are in heliospheric latitude
and Carrington longitude. The solar equator is at 0  latitude and the
Earth ecliptic plane is marked by red plus symbols. Vertical red lines
mark the central meridians, labeled with the corresponding observational
dates, of the GONG magnetograms that form the composite synoptic
map.
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Figure 3.11: Map of SEP Event 6 ADAPT-WSA modeled 5 RS footpoints and Klassen
et al. 2.5 RS footpoints (2016). These modeled PFSS footpoints are
overlaid on a photospheric synoptic magnetic field map from ground-
based GONG magnetograms. Coordinates are in heliospheric latitude
and Carrington longitude. The solar equator is at 0  latitude and the
Earth ecliptic plane is marked by red plus symbols. Vertical red lines
mark the central meridians, labeled with the corresponding observational
dates, of the GONG magnetograms that form the composite synoptic
map.
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• Events 1 and 2 were both near-relativistic ramp events associated with full-
halo CMEs and expected to be impacted by interplanetary shock acceleration.
ADAPT-WSA modeling fell short of explaining the discrepancies in connectivity
and onset times and intensities. We suggest that our ADAPT-WSA modeling
was unable to improve upon the Parker spiral approximation for these events
due to the propagation e↵ects due to interplanetary shock acceleration and
distortions to the IMF caused by the associated full-halo CME, which we did not
include in our ADAPT-WSA modeling. The additional impacts of these more
complex magnetic field lines which were likely impacted by the propagating
full-halo CME made any improvements due to ADAPT-WSA modeling less
pronounced. Interplanetary shock acceleration as is known to be associated
with near-relativistic ramp events (Haggerty and Roelof , 2009) and was shown
to be associated with both of these events by Cohen et al. (2017).
• Event 3, observed on 02 May 2014, was a scatter-free electron spike event for
which our modeled footpoints using ADAPT-WSA o↵ered better agreement
with observed onset times and intensity profiles at STEREO A and B than the
Parker spiral approximated footpoints from Klassen et al. (2015).
• Event 4 was a scatter-free electron pulse event observed on 17 July 2014.
ADAPT-WSA modeling indicates that the sub-PFSS magnetic field is strongly
non-radial due to the coronal hole boundary at the location of the associated
flaring source region, indicating that this near-relativistic pulse event, while
more closely connected to STEREO A, experienced near-corona longitudinal
spreading which enabled it to be seen by both STEREO spacecraft.
• Events 5 and 6 were two near-relativistic electron pulse events observed on 01
August 2014. ADAPT-WSA modeling for these events between the photosphere
and the 5 RS PFSS suggests that STEREO B was well-connected to the southern
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coronal hole region, explaining observations of high speed solar wind streams
at STEREO B from July 31st - August 3rd, which was not explained by 2.5 RS
PFSS footpoint locations approximated using the Parker spiral (Klassen et al.,
2016).
• Events 3 - 6 were near-relativistic electron spike or pulse events which were
scatter-free as they propagated through interplanetary space, without SEP or
CME interactions, enabling clearer analysis of the connectivity di↵erences be-
tween ADAPT-WSA modeling and Parker spiral approximation. For each of
these events, ADAPT-WSA modeling appeared to support improved onset time
and intensity profile analysis compared to Parker spiral connectivity.
• Because Events 3 - 6 of this study were specifically during times where inter-
actions from coronal mass ejections and previous SEP events are minimal, a
future comparison between these events presented here and additional events
which travel along more complex magnetic field topologies or with missing ob-
servational data, may help indicate how SEP propagation is impacted by the
magnetic topology of the inner heliosphere.
Altogether, this analysis suggests that the impact of modeling near-relativistic
electron SEP events using ADAPT-WSA as opposed to using the Parker spiral ap-
proximation does help improve the full picture of acceleration and connectivity for
electron spike and pulse events, as was the case for Events 3-6, whereas modeling
using ADAPT-WSA has less of an impact on electron ramp events like Events 1 and
2, which are expected to be impacted by interplanetary shock-acceleration due to
associated CME interactions which are not included in our ADAPT-WSA modeling.
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CHAPTER IV
A Characterization of Counterstreaming
Suprathermal Electrons and Their Correlation
with Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejections 1998 -
2011
4.1 Preface
The following chapter presents a study which quantitatively characterizes the oc-
currence of counterstreaming suprathermal electrons over a complete solar cycle using
in situ observations from NASA’s Advanced Composition Explorer satellite from 1998
- 2011. While counterstreaming suprathermal electrons are known to occur during
ICMEs and are expected to indicate closed magnetic field connections, this is the first
study to actually quantitatively characterize the occurrence rate of counterstreaming
and strahl suprathermal electrons of varying widths for both ICME and solar wind
observations over a multi-year study that spans a complete solar cycle.
4.2 Abstract
Counterstreaming suprathermal electrons (CSEs) are widely regarded to be a
signature of closed heliospheric magnetic field lines associated with interplanetary
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coronal mass ejections (ICMEs). Thorough investigation indicates that CSEs are
not always continuously or consistently observed in ICMEs (Anderson et al., 2012).
We present a statistical study quantitatively classifying CSEs and strahl suprather-
mal electrons (SSEs) and their occurrence with relation to ICMEs. This study is
a multi-event study spanning 1998-2011 using observational data from the Solar
Wind Electron, Proton, Alpha Monitor (SWEPAM), the Solar Wind Ion Compo-
sition Spectrometer (SWICS), and the Magnetic Field Experiment (MAG) onboard
the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) located at the Lagrange point between
the Earth and the Sun (L1). We present the occurrence rate analysis and preliminary
discussion of expected suprathermal electron (SE) pitch angle distributions (PADs)
for the inner heliosphere based on these multi-year observations.
4.3 Introduction
Suprathermal electrons are the population of electrons in the solar wind which
have energies about 70 eV and above, which extend beyond the Maxwellian population
of thermal electrons (Vocks et al., 2005). Suprathermal electrons propagate through
the inner heliosphere in gyrating paths around magnetic field lines. The angles that
these gyrating paths form with magnetic field lines are known as pitch angles. By
studying these pitch angles, one can glean certain information about the topology
of the magnetic field lines (Gosling and McComas , 1987). The observed pitch angle
distributions (PADs) of those suprathermal electrons observed in situ in the solar
wind at L1 are a↵ected by the topology of the field line to which they are bound, the
strength of the magnetic field, and processes that cause scattering as they propagate
through the inner heliosphere (e.g., Feldman et al., 1975; Gosling et al., 1987; Pilipp
et al., 1987a,b; Gary and Li , 2000; Steinberg et al., 2005; Pagel et al., 2007).
Beams of suprathermal electrons which are field-aligned with pitch angles near 0 ,
or anti-aligned with pitch angles near 180 , are known as suprathermal electron strahl.
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We define those PADs of suprathermal electrons which are characterized by beams
of unidirectional strahl, as strahl suprathermal electron (SSE) PADs. The width of
the strahl is the spread of the pitch angles about 0  or 180 . Magnetic field lines
which are closed, meaning both of their footpoints are connected to the Sun, have
sources of electrons at each end and are therefore expected to have counterstreaming
suprathermal electrons (CSEs), meaning suprathermal electrons are traveling both
directions along the field line, with pitch angles near 0  and near 180  (Gosling et al.,
1987).
The strength of the magnetic field, the scattering processes in the inner heliosphere
and the magnetic topology of the field line all impact the shape of the suprathermal
electron PAD. The magnetic field strength of the heliospheric magnetic field lines
decrease as they propagate outward from the Sun causing the beam of pitch angles to
narrow, decreasing the SSE width. This e↵ect is a result of the first adiabatic invariant
which states that sin(↵1)2/B1 = sin(↵2)2/B2 = constant. In this case, say ↵1 is the
pitch angle of an electron on a field line near the Sun and B1 is its magnetic field
strength, then at a later time that same electron is further along that field line, which
now has a lower magnetic field strength B2 due to the divergence of solar magnetic
fields as they spread out into the heliosphere, thus the electron now necessarily has
a narrower pitch angle, ↵2. This process is known as adiabatic focusing. If adiabatic
focusing were the only process at work on these suprathermal electrons, then the
beam width of SSEs and CSEs would be less than 1  wide by 1 AU (Anderson et al.,
2012). However, adiabatic focusing is not the only process at work.
While adiabatic focusing works to narrow SSE and CSE PADs (Rosenbauer et al.,
1977), there are scattering processes in the solar wind, such as wave-particle interac-
tions like whistler waves (Gary and Li , 2000) and Coulomb collisions (Pagel et al.,
2007), which cause the pitch angles of deflected suprathermal electrons to spread, in-
creasing the SSE and CSE width, causing the PAD to become more isotropic (Pagel
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et al., 2007; Vocks et al., 2016). The features of the HMF field lines along which SEs
propagate also impacts the SE beam width. Kinks in field lines, magnetic reconnec-
tion and stream interaction regions can result in the focusing and scattering of SEs
(Feldman et al., 1982; Steinberg et al., 2005).
The highly idealized case for how to interpret SE PADs is shown in Figure
4.1. This picture compares an idealized PAD plot of pitch angle versus time with
suprathermal electron flux represented with the rainbow color bar. These idealized
PADs map to particular magnetic field topologies, A, B, C or D. Ideally unidirec-
tional beams of SEs are strahl and are either anti-aligned as with case A, or aligned
as with case C with their magnetic field lines. A disconnected field line which has no
source of SEs from the Sun would have no SE signature as seen with case D. Case B
shows the CSE case when a closed magnetic field loop has solar sources of SEs along
both magnetic footpoints and therefore has a very clear counterstreaming signature
of two beams with electron flux along both 0  and 180 . While Figure 4.1 is wonderful
at demonstrating the connection between SE PAD observations and corresponding
magnetic field topology, it leaves o↵ the more complicated cases. This standard set of
cases does not address how to handle observations of isotropic fully-scattered PADs,
how to interpret strongly asymmetric counterstreaming or how to identify broadened
CSEs from 90  PAD depletions on open fields (Gosling et al., 2001; Skoug et al.,
2006).
Previous investigations have used a broad range of beam widths for both SSEs and
CSEs, from 5  to 60  whether using Helios-1 observations (Rosenbauer et al., 1977;
Pilipp et al., 1987b) or using observations at 1 AU (e.g., Feldman et al., 1982; Fitzen-
reiter et al., 1998; Ogilvie et al., 1999, 2000; De Koning et al., 2006, 2007; Pagel et al.,
2007). The range of PAD widths that have been classified as narrow, as strahl and as
SE beams, varies throughout past investigations, making comparison between these
studies di cult. Anderson et al. ((2012)) began a quantitative approach to present-
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Figure 4.1: Diagram of heliospheric magnetic field lines and the corresponding ideal-
ized observations of suprathermal electron PADs. Region A & C: Open
field lines with SSEs. Region B: Closed field lines with CSEs. Region
D: Disconnected field lines with no suprathermal electron source (Owens
and Forsyth, 2013).
ing the range of widths they observed from 1998 to 2002 using ACE SWEPAM PADs
of SEs comparing observations during ICMEs with overall observations. Anderson et
al. quantified the PADs of SSEs and CSEs using a Gaussian fit for the SE beam and
a half-width half-maximum to characterize the beam width, and they used these to
classify SEs into three types: unidirectional, counterstreaming and narrow (< 20 ).
We expand upon that initial work of Anderson et al. (2012) by covering a much more
extended survey which spans 1998 to 2011. To better characterize SE PAD width
observations and enable better characterization for comparison to other observational
studies, this study seeks to quantitatively define not only a range of widths which
could be defined as strahl, but to quantify the actual individual occurrence rates of
various beam widths for both SSEs and CSEs during ICMEs and during non-ICME
times.
CSEs have long been shown to be associated with interplanetary coronal mass ejec-
tions (ICMEs) (Gosling , 1990), while unidirectional SSEs have long been known to be
associated with open magnetic field solar wind (Rosenbauer et al., 1977). Streaming
of both aligned and anti-aligned suprathermal electrons is theorized to occur along
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closed magnetic fields which maintain footpoint connections at the Sun on both ends,
which act as sources for the streaming SEs (Gosling et al., 1987). While the idealized
picture for case B of Figure 4.1 is oversimplified, these closed field topologies do oc-
cur along magnetic flux ropes which are observed in situ within ICMEs (e.g., Gosling
et al., 2001; Skoug et al., 2000; Zurbuchen and Richardson, 2006; Anderson et al.,
2012).
Observations of coronal mass ejections (CMEs) indicate that the magnetic sub-
structure of CMEs evolve as they propagate through the inner heliosphere (as ex-
plained in Section 1.2.2). When CMEs are observed near the Sun using coronagraphs,
they typically have a three-part structure; flux-rope, cavity, and core (Lepri and Zur-
buchen, 2010). Further out at 1 AU, this three-part structure is typically observed in
situ. Understanding how the magnetic structure of ICMEs evolves and how magnetic
topology relates to observed ICME properties is crucial in improving ICME modeling.
Additional topologies of magnetic structures can give rise to other PADs of suprather-
mal electrons. Reflection o↵ magnetic obstacles such as planetary bow shocks or
interplanetary shocks can cause bidirectional streaming (e.g., Feldman et al., 1982;
Stansberry et al., 1988; Gosling , 1993; Steinberg et al., 2005; Skoug et al., 2006; Owens
and Forsyth, 2013), which can be mis-characterized as CSEs despite their not being
on a closed field structure, as can 90  PAD depletions (Gosling et al., 2001; Skoug
et al., 2006). Yet these distinctions are not well-defined quantitatively. For instance,
at what width or what background scattering level is an observation of broadened
counterstreaming actually a 90  PAD depletion? Characterizing the expected PAD
signatures on closed field magnetic structures, and distinguishing which features are
unique to closed fields specifically gives a foundational basis to distinguish between
each of these structures and will lead to the ability to more conclusively identify mag-
netic topology. The analysis in this study seeks to o↵er that quantitative definition
to build upon with subsequent research.
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This study seeks to quantitatively characterize the PADs of observed suprather-
mal electrons in the solar wind compared to those observed during ICMEs. This
preliminary study uses suprathermal electron pitch angle observations by the ACE
Solar Wind Electron, Proton, and Alpha Monitor (SWEPAM), which will be de-
scribed in Section 4.4.1. The overall survey results are presented in Section 4.5. This
observational survey gives an indication of the range of the widths of observed SSEs
and CSEs and how those widths vary from observations during ICMEs compared to
observations outside of ICMEs using two published ICME databases, which will be
described in Section 4.4.1. The occurrence rates presented in Table 4.1 vary depending
on what quantitative parameters for counterstreaming are used. This investigation
produces cross-sections of the PADs so that quantitative thresholds such as those
used for Table 4.1 or by Anderson et al. (2012) can be defined by quantitative fea-
tures which can be compared across solar wind conditions, ICME substructure, and
magnetic topologies. Thus these features of SE PADs, which are impacted by inter-
planetary propagation and magnetic topology, can be better studied in quantitative
surveys with detailed investigation into their correlation with ICME properties such
as magnetic flux ropes, filament plasma, heavy ion charge state distributions of Fe,
C and O, plasma temperature, density and velocity.
4.4 Event Analysis
4.4.1 Observational Data
The data for this study were observed by the Advanced Composition Explorer
(ACE). ACE was launched 25 August 1997 and has since been taking continuous
data in orbit around the L1 point, between the Sun and the Earth. This study
primarily uses observations from the Solar Wind Electron, Proton, and Alpha Moni-
tor (SWEPAM) (McComas et al., 1998) and the magnetic fields experiment (MAG)
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(Smith et al., 1998) on ACE beginning 1 January 1998 when science operations began.
SE pitch angles are observed by SWEPAM in 64 second time resolution and are
compared with ACE MAG observations of the magnetic field direction to determine
the PADs. Every 64 seconds the SWEPAM instrument sweeps from 0  to 180 , and
bins each pitch angle into bins of 9  wide (McComas et al., 1998). The MAG ex-
periment on ACE provides continuous in situ observations of the local magnetic field
(Smith et al., 1998). Magnetic field alignment for the SE PADs is determined using
these observations from the MAG instrument. This means the bin of pitch angles
aligned with the magnetic field contains pitch angles 0  to 9 , and the next con-
tains pitch angles 10  to 18 , and so on, through to the anti-aligned pitch angle bin
of 171  to 180 . The SWICS instrument onboard ACE provides in situ ion charge
state observational data, and observations of bulk proton velocity, density and tem-
perature (Gloeckler et al., 1998), which we additionally consider while discussing the
substructure of individual ICME events in our Results and Discussion Section. The
ACE observational data from SWEPAM, SWICS and MAG are available at the ACE
Science Center (http://www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/ASC/level2/index.html).
We used two published databases of ICME observations to evaluate whether our
SE PAD observations were observed during ICMEs. One such ICME database uses
observational data from SWEPAM, SWICS and MAG instruments onboard ACE to
identify ICMEs from May 1996 to October 2011, referred to here as the C&R ICME
List (Cane and Richardson, 2003; Richardson, 2004; Richardson and Cane, 2010)
(available online at http://www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/ASC/DATA/level3/icmetable2
.html). The second ICME database spans February 1995 to December 2009 using
observations from instruments on both Wind and ACE to identify ICMEs, referred
to subsequently as the LJ et al. ICME List (Jian et al., 2006, 2011). This study
covered the overlap between the set of ACE SWEPAM observational data with that
of the ICME databases. Thus the study spanned 1 January 1998 to 17 October 2011
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when referencing the C&R ICME database, and covered the time span of 1 January
1998 to 31 December 2009 when referencing the LJ et al. ICME database.
4.4.2 Quantifying the Pitch Angle Distributions
We use the ACE SWEPAM observations of SEs described in Section 4.4.1 to
quantify the PADs of SEs. A standard PAD plot compares the pitch angle versus
time with suprathermal electron flux represented with a rainbow color bar. Examples
of such PADs as observed by ACE SWEPAM are shown in the lower panels of Figures
4.2 and 4.3. A cross-section plot of these PAD panels therefore shows the SE flux
versus pitch angle for one 64 second observational sweep. Such cross-section plots are
given in the top panel of Figure 4.2 and the top four panels of Figure 4.3.
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 both display the PAD cross-section figures which show the
complexity of qualitatively describing SE PADs. The top panel of Figure 4.2 presents
the SE flux for 0  to 180  of observed SE pitch angles on 14 July 2008 at 04:48 UT.
Given the singular unidirectional beam of field-anti-aligned SEs, this cross-section is
an observation of SSEs. For example, the top four panels of Figure 4.3 represent the
SE cross-section PADs for several observational times taken from the lowest panel.
These top panels present the SE flux for 0  to 180  of observed SE pitch angles on
18 Aug 1998 at 12:30 UT, 20 Aug 1998 at 23:56 UT, 22 Aug 1998 at 02:22 UT
and 20 Aug 1998 at 07:12 UT. The top-most panel shows an observation of a very
narrow beam of SSEs observed in the solar wind ahead of the ICME observations.
The second panel shows a broadened SSE beam with some background scattered SEs
observed in the middle of the ICME. The third panel shows an observation of fully-
scattered SEs, without distinct SSE or CSE beams. The fourth panel shows a clear
CSE observation from during the ICME. This range of PAD types displayed across
these example figures, while di cult to consistently di↵erentiate qualitatively, lend
well to a quantitative characterization based on observational features which can be
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compared from one time to another, independent of color bar choice and without
making assumptions about the definition of “narrow.”
As explained in the Introduction, Section 4.3, we are characterizing the features
of the observed SE PADs further than simply unidirectional SSE or bidirectional
CSE. To quantitatively characterize the observed SE PADs, we use three primary
parameters: 1) the flux at the half-maximum of the SE beam 2) the width at half-
maximum of the SE beam and 3) the mean observed flux across each observation
bin.
The first parameter is the half-maximum of the SE beam height in SE flux. The
maximum beam height is determined as the maximum SE flux value of any pitch
angle bin from 0  to 180  pitch angle bin.
The second parameter is the width at half-maximum. The width at half-maximum
is the SE pitch angle beam width from 0  for the field-aligned beam or from 180  for
the anti-field-aligned beam. This width at half-maximum is then the beam width to
within the 9  pitch angle range. Given that the beam width shown in a 0  to 180 
cross-section PAD plot is actually half the beam width in 360  pitch angle space, our
width at half-maximum parameter value is equivalent to an SSE beam’s half-width
half-maximum in 360  space. In the case of CSE observations, the width at half-
maximum is determined for each beam separately, while the same half-maximum is
used across each PAD. Thus, the beam with lower flux, or the minor beam, must then
be greater than the half-maximum of the major beam to be considered a CSE PAD.
While this requirement creates a dependence between the two beams, it forces a minor
beam to rise well above the mean flux to be classified as counterstreaming, preventing
scattered pitch angles in a PAD with a high flux SSE beam from masquerading as a
counterstreaming beam. The half-maxima are shown as horizontal purple lines in the
cross-section panels of Figures 4.2 and 4.3.
The third parameter we use to quantify the SE PAD is the mean SE flux across
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all pitch angles for each observational time bin. This parameter gives a quantitative
value to the amount of overall SE flux in the PAD for a given observational sweep.
Thus by comparing this value to the flux at the half-maximum, we can characterize
the level of scattering or background halo SEs. This second parameter is depicted as
a blue horizontal line in each of the cross-section PAD panels of Figures 4.2 and 4.3.
Using these three primary parameters, we created an algorithm that sweeps the full
survey of ACE SWEPAM observations from 1998 to 2011 at the 64 second cadence of
observations. For each time cadence our algorithm defines the quantitative parameters
for each PAD observation while classifying the observation as occurring during an
ICME or during a non-ICME time. If the 64 second SWEPAM time bin of the PAD
observation contained the start time of the ICME according to the ICME list, then
that time bin was classified as an ICME time. If an observation time bin extended
past the end of the ICME according to the ICME list, it was classified as a non-
ICME time. These two quantitative parameters are then used to classify the SSE
PADs and CSE PADs by beam width and to identify periods of isotropic scattering.
The particular PAD characterizations used in our algorithm and their occurrence
rates within ICMEs are determined using both the C&R and LJ et al. ICME lists
are presented in Section 4.5.
4.5 Results and Discussion
We present here the results of applying our quantitative scheme for characterizing
SWEPAM SE PADs over a fourteen-year 64 second cadence survey from 1998 to 2011.
This scheme not only enables identification of whether an SE PAD is counterstream-
ing or strahl, but also identifies characteristics of the observed PADs such as the
beam width for SSEs and CSEs, a scattering index and a symmetry index. The oc-
currence rates of these metrics when compared to ICME and non-ICME observations
are presented in Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3.
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Figure 4.2: ACE SWEPAM observations of 272 eV SEs from 11 July 2008 to 28 July
2008. This period of solar wind observations does not contain an ICME.
The lower panel plot shows the observed SE pitch angles versus time with
the rainbow color bar representing the SE flux for each pitch angle bin.
The vertical white line in the lower panel marks the location of the PAD
cross-section shown in the panel above. This top panel presents the SE
flux for 0  to 180  of observed SE pitch angles on 14 July 2008 at 04:48
UT. Given the singular unidirectional beam of field-anti-aligned SEs, this
cross-section is an observation of SSEs.
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Figure 4.3: ACE SWEPAM observations of 272 eV SEs spanning a week from 17
Aug 1998 to 24 Aug 1998. This time period contains observations of an
ICME with boundaries from the C&R ICME list in silver and the LJ et
al. ICME list in gold. Panels 1-4 give the SE flux for 0  to 180  for
several observational times taken from the lowest panel. Panel 1 shows a
very narrow beam of SSEs observed in the solar wind ahead of the ICME
observations on 18 Aug 1998 at 12:30 UT. Panel 2 shows a broadened
SSE beam with some background scattered SEs observed in the middle
of the ICME on 20 Aug 1998 at 23:56 UT. Panel 3 shows an observation
of fully-scattered SEs, without distinct SSE or CSE beams on 22 Aug
1998 at 02:22 UT. Panel 4 shows a clear CSE observation from during
the ICME on 20 Aug 1998 at 07:12 UT, which is marked by the vertical
white line in panel 5. Panel 5 shows the observed SE pitch angles versus
time with the rainbow color bar representing the SE flux for each pitch
angle bin.
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Table 4.1: Table of occurrence rates of various suprathermal electron PAD widths
for SSE and CSE observations during times identified as ICMEs according
to the C&R ICME database (Richardson and Cane, 2010) and the LJ et
al. ICME database (Jian et al., 2011). Observational data is from ACE
SWEPAM from 1998 to 2011 for C&R and 1998 to 2009 for LJ. The widths
presented here are the beam widths at half-maximums. Scattered PADs
are identified using two metrics. One metric identifies a PAD as scattered
when the fluxes of the pitch angles 54  to 126  are greater than 3/4 the
mean PAD flux. The second metric is a scattering index, defined in Section
4.5 which is greater than 1 when the mean PAD flux is greater than the
flux at the half-maximum.
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Table 4.2: Table of SE scattering index occurrence rates during times identified as
ICMEs according to the C&R ICME list (Richardson and Cane, 2010)
and the LJ et al. ICME list (Jian et al., 2011). The scattering index is
the ratio of the mean flux across all pitch angles to the flux at the half-
maximum of the major SE beam. Note that the scattering index, Iscatter,
is greater than 1 when the mean PAD flux is greater than the flux at the
half-maximum of the major SE beam. When Iscatter is near zero, then the
half-maximum flux is much greater than the mean PAD flux, corresponding
to a PAD with the majority of the SE flux in the SE beams.
As can be seen in Table 4.1 we use the aforementioned quantitative parameters
to characterize the ACE SWEPAM SE PAD observations. We characterize SSE and
CSE PADs by their widest beam width. For example, a PAD with a major SE beam
width at half-maximum between 0  and 9  and a minor beam width between 10  and
18  would be classified as a CSE with  18  widths. Our algorithm then identifies
whether the observation of this PAD were made at a time between the published start
and end times of an ICME according to the C&R (Richardson and Cane, 2010) or
LJ et al. (Jian et al., 2011) ICME list. The results of the overall classification for
each SSE or CSE PAD in the survey is shown in Table 4.1.
As presented in Table 4.1 and 4.2, we use a scattering index as a metric to char-
acterize the magnitude of scattered halo SEs to the flux height of the SE beam for
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Table 4.3: Table of SE symmetry index occurrence rates during times identified as
ICMEs according to the C&R ICME list (Richardson and Cane, 2010) and
the LJ et al. ICME list (Jian et al., 2011). The symmetry index is the
ratio of the flux at the half-maximum of the minor beam to the flux at
the half-maximum of the major beam. The occurrence rates are sorted
by 0.25 bins. Note that a symmetry index value of Isymmetry = 1 indicates
a symmetric PAD. As Isymmetry approaches zero, the PAD becomes more
asymmetric.
each SE PAD. The scattering index is defined as the ratio of the mean flux across all
pitch angles to the flux at the half-maximum of the major SE beam. We include in
Table 4.1 in the second lowest row an additional metric for scattering, which identifies
those PADs with SE flux in the 54  to 126  which exceed 3/4 the mean PAD flux as
scattered PADs.
The use of the symmetry index, Isymmetry, presented in Table 4.3, enables charac-
terization of the di↵erence between the half-maxima of two CSE beams. We define
this symmetry index simply as the ratio of the flux at the half-maximum of the minor
beam to the flux at the half-maximum of the major beam. This means the symmetry
index will be equal to 1 when the CSE beams are equal. By requiring minor beams
to be greater than the half-maxima of the major beam, our algorithm necessarily
requires Isymmetry   1/2 to be classified as a CSE PAD.
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The occurrence rates presented in Table 4.1 give expected widths for both SSEs
and CSEs in ICME and non-ICME observations over a fourteen-year span which cov-
ers a complete solar cycle, which gives us a few results worthy of noting. We observe
narrow CSEs at much higher rates during ICMEs; over 100 times more frequently for
9  or narrower than during non-ICME solar wind. Very narrow CSEs with SE beam
widths 18  are nearly exclusively observed during ICMEs. More than 76% of ICME
times are not actually classified as either CSE or SSE by our algorithm.
The results shown in Tables 4.5, 4.2 and 4.3 do lead to a few conclusions that can
be drawn about suprathermal electrons in ICMEs compared to non-ICME solar wind.
It does appear that PADs with narrow CSEs, narrow SSEs, lower scattering indices
and lower symmetry indices occur more frequently within ICMEs than during non-
ICME times. Fully scattered SE observations (Iscatter > 1.0) occur more than twice as
frequently in non-ICME times. A higher percentage of SE observations during ICME
times have low symmetry indices (0 to 1/4) and low scattering indices (0 to 1/4) than
during non-ICME times. These observations are supported by the fact that ICMEs
have lower plasma beta which results in reduced whistler wave interactions, which
in turn reduces whistler mode scattering (Gary and Li , 2000). Thus SE PADs with
narrower beams and less scattering should be expected within ICMEs.
We observe narrow CSEs at much higher rates during ICMEs, for example over 100
times more frequently for 9  or narrower than during non-ICME solar wind. While
ICMEs do contain higher percentages of CSEs than non-ICME solar wind does, it is
still clear from the results that more than 76% of ICME times are not CSEs. Since the
magnetic flux rope of an ICME is a closed-loop expanding magnetic coil, we should
expect that greater adiabatic focusing would occur and so we should expect higher
percentages of narrower CSEs along the magnetic flux ropes. Magnetic flux ropes are
only observed in 1/3-1/2 of ICMEs at 1 AU (Gosling , 1990). Even those ICMEs with
observed flux ropes, the flux rope structure is not typically seen throughout the entire
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ICME observation (Richardson, 2004). Still, the observation that more than 76% of
ICME times are not CSEs should be expected. One of the more surprising conclusions
we find, is the fact that SSEs are actually observed more frequently within ICMEs.
The quantitative description of SE PADs enables careful consideration of ICME
case events which can be compared to the long-term survey of results. For example,
consider an ICME event observed 08-10 September 2002. ACE observations of this
ICME using SWEPAM, SWICS and MAG are shown in Figure 4.4. The boundaries of
this ICME are in near agreement between both C&R and LJ et al. ICME databases,
marked by silver and gold respectively. The top panel on the left shows the 272 eV
SE cross-section PAD on September 10th at 01:55 UT. This particular cross-section
comes from the region marked with a white line on the second panel of the left set of
observations. This second panel on the left is a typical PAD figure, ranging from 0 
to 180  pitch angle up the y-axis and time on the x-axis, with the SE flux represented
with a rainbow color bar.
One might notice the brief period of CSEs on 07 September 2002. This period
is observed well before the ICME and likely indicates a stream interaction region,
as it is accompanied by a jump in magnetic field magnitude, a velocity jump in the
solar wind speed, a jump in temperature and enhancements in high charge state
Carbon and Oxygen ions. This is a clear example of CSEs outside of an ICME.
Characterization of the scattering index and SE beam for such CSEs in the solar
wind may o↵er insights into the magnetic topology for such interesting observations.
As demonstrated with the top panel of Figure 4.4, there are certain cases of ex-
tremely asymmetric SE PADs where the minor beam is discounted by our algorithm
since its half-maximum is below the mean flux value. How best to classify such cases
might be up for debate. Are these two beams so asymmetric due to an extremely
asymmetric closed field loop, where one footpoint might be much more distant than
the other? Or are the beams so asymmetric, because this is actually a case of an
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Figure 4.4: Solar wind observations spanning 07 September 2002 to 14 September
2002 using observations from SWEPAM, SWICS and MAG onboard ACE.
The top two panels on the left show observed SE PADs from SWEPAM.
The top panel presents the SE flux for 0  to 180  of observed SE pitch
angles on 10 September 2002 at 01:55 UT. The second panel shows the
observed SE pitch angles versus time with the rainbow color bar repre-
senting the SE flux for each pitch angle bin. The vertical white line in
the second panel marks the location of the PAD cross-section shown in
the panel above. The three lower panels on the left present charge state
observations for Carbon, Oxygen, and Iron. The upper three panels on
the right present proton observations from SWEPAM indicating the bulk
solar wind velocity, density and temperature. The lower three panels on
the right show magnetic field observations from MAG of the magnetic
field magnitude and the lambda and delta magnetic field components.
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SSE PAD where a small portion of the beam is reflected some distance ahead of the
observation location? Or is the asymmetry due to di↵erences in the initial electron
population of the source region at the Sun? Low PAD symmetry could perhaps be
caused by di↵ering conditions of interplanetary propagation which resulted in more
scattering and electron loss to one beam than the other. The classification algorithm
used here interprets an observation such as that seen in the first panel of Figure 4.4
as an SSE PAD. Perhaps in subsequent work, a constant background scattering value
might be considered rather than the mean flux, which for highly asymmetric beams
would then classify this case as an asymmetric CSE PAD instead. Discussion of such
observations with low symmetry is greatly assisted using a quantitative characteriza-
tion of the symmetry, such as is possible using a symmetry index. This index also
enables further study of how the asymmetry relates to the magnetic topology and the
occurrence of these observations in various conditions, such as ICME or non-ICME
as is presented in Table 4.3.
Anderson et al. (2012) also conducted a study to characterize and define SE PADs.
Their study used ACE SWEPAM observations from 1998 to 2002. They used a
Gaussian fit to determine the SSE or CSE beam width along with a constant term
to define an isotropic constant background halo. Their Gaussian fit was calculated
about their observations mirrored about 0  or 180 , and used the fitted half-width half-
maximum to define the SE beam width. Thus their beam width is the fitted equivalent
to our width at half-maximum parameter. From their survey of observations and
curve fit, Anderson et al. created a single definition evaluating what a CSE ought
to be. Their definition allowed for beam widths ranging from 4  to 90 , required a
monotonic decrease from 0  to 90  or from 180  to 90 , and required that the 0  to
45  SE flux (or 135  to 180 ) be more than twice the mean flux of the central pitch
angles from 45  to 90  (or 90  to 135 ) or another metric that likewise required the
flux for the central pitch angles to be some fraction below the flux of the SE beam.
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A histogram showing their calculated beam widths for SEs of 272 eV for CSEs (blue)
and SSEs (red) as a fraction of observations can be seen in Figure 4.5. A table of
their occurrence rates during C&R ICMEs and during LJ et al. ICMEs is shown in
Table 4.4. They define an SE beam width as narrow when the width is less than 20 .
When we compare the occurrence rates found using our algorithm, shown in Table
4.1, with those of Anderson et al. (2012) shown in Table 4.4, we find that the occur-
rence rates between the two characterization algorithms di↵er significantly. Across
the board, the occurrence rates are much lower using our algorithm than those calcu-
lated by Anderson et al.. When the Anderson et al. results for unidirectional narrow
SSE beams, which they define as  20  widths, are compared with our results for the
SSE PADs with widths  18 , they find 15% overall, 15% during C&R ICMEs, and
16% during LJ et al. ICMEs, whereas we find 6.7% during C&R non-ICME wind,
13.3 % during C&R ICMEs, 7.5% during LJ et al. non-ICME wind, and 13.1% during
LJ et al. ICMEs. Some of the di↵erence might lie in the fact that our study spanned
an entire solar cycle whereas the Anderson et al. survey only spanned 4 years, from
1998 to 2002, during the rising phase of the solar cycle. Alternatively, some di↵erence
might lie in the method of calculating the half-width half-maximum. We used bins
that matched the 9  pitch angle bins of the observations, whereas Anderson et al.
used a Gaussian fit with a constant suprathermal halo term, which e↵ectively inter-
polated widths narrower than the precision of the pitch angle observations. For the
case of counterstreaming PADs, our algorithm classifies the PAD collectively, so the
wider beam determines the width classification of the PAD, whereas Anderson et al.
classified each beam width separately.
4.6 Conclusions
We produce a quantitative characterization scheme of SE PADs which uses three
primary parameters to analyze ACE SWEPAM PAD observations. This scheme en-
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Figure 4.5: Histogram of SE beam width occurrence rates from (Anderson et al.,
2012). This study was conducted using ACE SWEPAM observations
from 1998 to 2002 of 272 eV SE PADs. Anderson et al. identified SE
beams using criteria discussed in Section 4.5. SE PADs were catego-
rized as counterstreaming (blue) whenever SE beams were identified in
both directions, and unidirectional (red) whenever only one SE beam was
identified.
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Table 4.4: Table of results from Anderson et al. (2012). This study was conducted
using ACE SWEPAM observations from 1998 to 2002 of 272 eV SE PADs.
Occurrence rates were compared with C&R (Cane and Richardson, 2003)
and LJ et al. (Jian et al., 2006) ICME lists, labeled CR-03 and J-06
respectively. Narrow SE beams were classified as those with beam widths
< 20 . Anderson et al. identified SE beams using criteria discussed in
Section 4.5. Any SE PAD containing an SE beam was categorized as
”strahl present.” SE PADs were categorized as counterstreaming whenever
SE beams were identified in both directions, and unidirectional whenever
only one SE beam was identified.
ables characterization of the width of SSEs and CSEs, the background scattering and
the PAD symmetry. This quantitative characterization enables direct comparison
of SE observations over a large survey and in various conditions, such as ICME or
non-ICME times. By characterizing these CSE and SSE observations over a fourteen-
year survey and determining occurrence rates of varying SE beam widths during both
ICMEs and non-ICME solar wind times according to published ICME lists Richardson
and Cane (2010); Jian et al. (2011), we find several observations worthy of noting:
1. We observe narrow CSEs at much higher rates during ICMEs, over 100 times
more frequently for 9  or narrower than found during non-ICME solar wind.
2. Very narrow CSEs with SE beam widths 18  are nearly exclusively observed
during ICMEs.
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3. Distinct SSEs are actually observed more frequently within ICMEs than the
solar wind.
4. Fully scattered SE observations (Iscatter > 1.0) occur twice as frequently in non-
ICME times.
5. More than 76% of ICME times are not actually classified as either CSE or SSE
by our algorithm.
6. A higher percentage of SE observations during ICME times have low symmetry
indices (0 to 1/4) than during non-ICME times.
7. A higher percentage of SE observations during ICME times have low scattering
indices (0 to 1/4) than during non-ICME times.
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CHAPTER V
Conclusions
5.1 Discussion of Findings and Implications
5.1.1 Now-casting ICMEs Using Heavy Ion Charge States
Chapter II demonstrated:
1. Elevated heavy ion charge states are often seen in interplanetary coro-
nal mass ejections (ICMEs) and can be used for event now-casting.
Enhancements of iron, carbon, and oxygen ratios have been shown to occur in
ICMEs (Lepri et al., 2001). In this chapter we will demonstrate that solely
using observations of heavy ion charge states, such as iron, carbon and oxygen
could identify ICMEs in situ.
2. Based on published ICME lists, we use event identification metrics
to assess the utility of certain charge states as predictors of ICMEs
across a full solar cycle.
We select the best thresholds to use for CME forecasting by creating a set of
now-casts based on observational data from 1998-2011 and evaluating their ac-
curacy compared to ICME catalogs published by Cane and Richardson (Richard-
son and Cane, 2010) and Jian et al. (Jian et al., 2011).
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3. The best ICME identifiers were Fe16+ to 24+/Fetot and O7+/O6+, with
the optimal threshold depending on user need.
When identifying ICMEs using in situ ACE (Advanced Composition Explorer)
SWICS (Solar Wind Ion Composition Spectrometer) observations spanning
1998 to 2011, we find the charge state ratios with the highest positive predictive
value for identifying ICMEs from in situ observations were Fe16+ to 24+/Fetot and
O7+/O6+.
5.1.2 Modeling Magnetic Connectivity of SEP Sources Using ADAPT-
WSA
As was discussed in Chapter III, six near-relativistic electron SEP events were all
observed by both STEREO A and STEREO B when the spatial distance between the
two spacecraft ranged from 32  to 72 . For these six events we evaluated the impact of
considering ADAPT-WSA modeled HMF lines to estimate near-relativistic electron
propagation through interplanetary space as opposed to relying on the Parker spiral
approximation. Our main findings are as follows:
• Events 1 and 2 were both near-relativistic ramp events associated with full-
halo CMEs and expected to be impacted by interplanetary shock acceleration.
ADAPT-WSA modeling fell short of explaining the discrepancies in connectivity
and onset times and intensities. We suggest that our ADAPT-WSA modeling
was unable to improve upon the Parker spiral approximation for these events
due to the propagation e↵ects due to interplanetary shock acceleration and
distortions to the IMF caused by the associated full-halo CME, which we did not
include in our ADAPT-WSA modeling. The additional impacts of these more
complex magnetic field lines which were likely impacted by the propagating
full-halo CME made any improvements due to ADAPT-WSA modeling less
pronounced. Interplanetary shock acceleration as is known to be associated
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with near-relativistic ramp events (Haggerty and Roelof , 2009) and was shown
to be associated with both of these events by Cohen et al. (2017).
• Event 3, observed on 02 May 2014, was a scatter-free electron spike event for
which our modeled footpoints using ADAPT-WSA o↵ered better agreement
with observed onset times and intensity profiles at STEREO A and B than the
Parker spiral approximated footpoints from Klassen et al. (2015).
• Event 4 was a scatter-free electron pulse event observed on 17 July 2014.
ADAPT-WSA modeling indicates that the sub-PFSS magnetic field is strongly
non-radial due to the coronal hole boundary at the location of the associated
flaring source region, indicating that this near-relativistic pulse event, while
more closely connected to STEREO A, experienced near-corona longitudinal
spreading which enabled it to be seen by both STEREO spacecraft.
• Events 5 and 6 were two near-relativistic electron pulse events observed on 01
August 2014. ADAPT-WSA modeling for these events between the photosphere
and the 5 RS PFSS suggests that STEREO B was well-connected to the southern
coronal hole region, explaining observations of high speed solar wind streams
at STEREO B from July 31st - August 3rd, which was not explained by 2.5 RS
PFSS footpoint locations approximated using the Parker spiral (Klassen et al.,
2016).
• Events 3 - 6 were near-relativistic electron spike or pulse events which were
scatter-free as they propagated through interplanetary space, without SEP or
CME interactions, enabling clearer analysis of the connectivity di↵erences be-
tween ADAPT-WSA modeling and Parker spiral approximation. For each of
these events, ADAPT-WSA modeling appeared to support improved onset time
and intensity profile analysis compared to Parker spiral connectivity.
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• Because Events 3 - 6 of this study were specifically during times where inter-
actions from coronal mass ejections and previous SEP events are minimal, a
future comparison between these events presented here and additional events
which travel along more complex magnetic field topologies or with missing ob-
servational data, may help indicate how SEP propagation is impacted by the
magnetic topology of the inner heliosphere.
Altogether, this analysis suggests that the impact of modeling near-relativistic
electron SEP events using ADAPT-WSA as opposed to using the Parker spiral ap-
proximation does help improve the full picture of acceleration and connectivity for
electron spike and pulse events, as was the case for Events 3-6, whereas modeling
using ADAPT-WSA has less of an impact on electron ramp events like Events 1 and
2, which are expected to be impacted by interplanetary shock-acceleration due to
associated CME interactions which are not included in our ADAPT-WSA modeling.
5.1.3 Quantitative Analysis of Suprathermal Electrons during ICMEs
In Chapter IV we present a quantitative characterization scheme for analyzing
ACE SWEPAM PAD observations. This scheme not only enables identification of
whether an SE PAD is counterstreaming or strahl, but also identifies characteristics
of the observed PADs such as the beam width for SSEs and CSEs, a scattering index
and an asymmetry index. These characterization metrics are defined using three
quantitative observable parameters. This scheme enables direct comparison of SSE
and CSE beam width, background scattering and PAD asymmetry over large multi-
year surveys and in various conditions, such as ICME or non-ICME times.
We applied this characterization scheme over a fourteen-year span from 1998-
2011 which covers a complete solar cycle to determine the occurrence rates of varying
widths for both SSE and CSE observations directly comparing rates during ICME
and non-ICME times according to published ICME lists (Richardson and Cane, 2010;
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Jian et al., 2011). We find several observations worthy of noting:
1. We observe narrow CSEs at much higher rates during ICMEs, over 100 times
more frequently for 9  or narrower than found during non-ICME solar wind.
2. Very narrow CSEs with SE beam widths 18  are nearly exclusively observed
during ICMEs.
3. Distinct SSEs are actually observed more frequently within ICMEs than the
solar wind.
4. Fully scattered SE observations (Iscatter > 1.0) occur twice as frequently in non-
ICME times.
5. More than 76% of ICME times are not actually classified as either CSE or SSE
by our algorithm.
6. A higher percentage of SE observations during ICME times have low symmetry
indices (0 to 1/4) than during non-ICME times.
7. A higher percentage of SE observations during ICME times have low scattering
indices (0 to 1/4) than during non-ICME times.
5.1.4 Science Questions Revisited
Altogether, each of the studies presented in this dissertation endeavours to classify
and quantify some of the e↵ects propagation through the inner heliosphere have on
solar particle populations, particularly those that are drivers of geo-e↵ective space
weather. We have seen that not only can in situ measurements of heavy ion charge
states inform us of the solar source region conditions of interplanetary coronal mass
ejections, but there are also particular values which can be used to now-cast ICMEs,
which could be used to aid in ICME identification and forecasting. We have seen when
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we compare the modeled magnetic connectivity of solar energetic particles using the
ADAPT-WSA model to estimates that rely on the Parker spiral approximation for a
set of events observed by multiple spacecraft, that for those that are scatter-free elec-
tron spike events, the ADAPT-WSA modeling yields improvement. We have found
that we can quantitatively classify and quantify the distributions of suprathermal
electrons observed in the solar wind compared with those observed in interplanetary
coronal mass ejections over a complete solar cycle to study the magnetic topology
and perhaps even the substructure of ICMEs.
1. How well do heavy ion charge distributions now-cast ICMEs at 1 AU?
As established in Chapter II, we sought to determine how e↵ectively certain pa-
rameters of heavy ion charge states can be used to now-cast in situ observations
of ICMEs. Three optimal threshold values were found for each of six di↵er-
ent charge state parameters of carbon, oxygen and iron. The most e↵ective of
the charge state parameters were Fe16+ to 24+/Fetot and O7+/O6+. The choice of
which threshold to use has trade-o↵s which were presented in Chapter II. Ulti-
mately the optimal threshold to use depends on the application and priorities
of the now-caster.
2. How do arrival time, velocity and intensity of SEP electrons compare
to modeled magnetic connectivity using ADAPT-WSA vs Parker Spi-
ral?
As established in Chapter III, our analysis suggests that the impact of modeling
near-relativistic electron SEP events using ADAPT-WSA as opposed to using
the Parker spiral approximation does help improve the full picture of acceler-
ation and connectivity for electron spike and pulse events, whereas modeling
using ADAPT-WSA has less of an impact on electron ramp events like those
observed on 11 October 2013 and 25 February 2014, which are expected to be
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impacted by interplanetary shock-acceleration caused by interactions with as-
sociated full-halo CMEs which are not included in our ADAPT-WSA modeling.
3. How often are CSEs and strahl observed during in situ observa-
tions of ICMEs and what are their characteristics when compared
to suprathermal electrons in the solar wind?
As established in Section IV we find that narrow CSEs are observed at much
higher rates during ICMEs, over 100 times more frequently for 9  or narrower
than found during non-ICME solar wind. We find that very narrow CSEs with
SE beam widths 18  are nearly exclusively observed during ICMEs. We find
that narrow, distinct SSEs are actually observed more frequently within ICMEs
than the solar wind.
Connecting all the studies of this dissertation together: each aim to improve
understanding and tracing of the heliospheric magnetic field and the factors that
play a role in the propagation of ICMEs, SEPs and SEs in the inner heliosphere.
These studies successfully set us up to continue researching space weather propagation
through the inner heliosphere. They established classification methods which can be
implemented over new data sets and quantitative analysis which can be applied to
new case events.
We will discuss the next steps for continuing the research presented in this dis-
sertation in the next section. The classification methods used in Chapter II will be
refined for use in now-casting by looking at charge state threshold ensembles. These
methods will also be applied to a new study investigating the correlation between
observations of solar energetic particles and features related to acceleration mecha-
nisms at the source and during interplanetary propagation. Now that a quantitative
characterization scheme has been established to classify CSEs and SSEs, and a base-
line created, the analysis presented in Chapter IV can be applied to case events to
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investigate the magnetic fields and substructure within ICMEs during interplanetary
propagation.
5.2 Future Work
5.2.1 Now-Casting ICMEs Using Machine Learning
The heavy ion charge state ICME classification study, which was discussed in
Chapter II, used a classification algorithm as a forecast method. Future applications
of this research will address a multitude of classes, where some classes are an ensemble
of those considered here, such as a class which is defined with charge state parameters
above both the Fe16+ to 24+/Fetot, and O7+/O6+ thresholds. Using a combination of
the six charge state parameters to produce ensemble classes, which are not mutually
exclusive, one winds up with hundreds of possible classes. To test each individual
ensemble threshold as a forecast method individually or to consider multiple classes
which are not mutually exclusive, using the methods of this paper would be too
computationally expensive. Thus, we seek to continue the study of these charge state
parameters for ICME now-casting using machine learning classification algorithms.
This study was essentially a baby machine learning classification algorithm which
considered only two classes and used the C&R and LJ et al. ICME reference lists
as training sets. Classification algorithms have been designed to handle much larger
numbers of classes and we intend to use the results of this study as a guide to train a
machine learning algorithm to investigate the value of a range of ensemble thresholds
as forecast methods which might be more e↵ective at ICME now-casting than a single
charge state parameter alone.
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5.2.2 Interplanetary Propagation of SEPs
5.2.2.1 Problem Statement
Space Weather events such as solar energetic particles (SEP) originate at the Sun
and propagate through interplanetary space towards Earth. When these events reach
Earth they shower the space environment with charged particles which damage or
interfere with spacecraft, in turn interfering with ground communications and GPS
navigation (National Science and Technology Council , 2015). The Air Force Research
Laboratory’s Battlespace Environment Division is engaged in e↵orts to improve the
ability to forecast and diagnose variations in the space environment which may pose a
threat to ongoing space-based operations and assets. A major limitation in forecasting
geo-e↵ective SEP events is the di culty modeling propagation through interplanetary
space and producing accurate predictions for time of arrival. Whether an event will
be geo-e↵ective is highly dependent upon time of arrival. If timing is o↵ a geo-
e↵ective event may be incorrectly forecasted to miss Earth entirely or an event may
arrive hours ahead of predictions. This project is meant to improve understanding
of how SEP events are a↵ected by intervening magnetic structures and transient
events in interplanetary space, improving understanding of SEP propagation through
interplanetary space, which can then inform forecasting models to improve SEP time
of arrival predictions.
We will conduct a multi-event SEP survey quantifying the correlations between
interplanetary magnetic structures and interplanetary transient events and the im-
pacts on the intensity-time profiles of solar energetic particle (SEP) observations. We
will address the question: “What impacts do behavior of the surrounding heliospheric
magnetic field and interplanetary transient events have on the intensity-time profiles
of SEP proton events?”
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5.2.2.2 Background
Intensity-time profiles of SEPs (E > 10 MeV) at 1 AU reflect the impacts of a
number of physical processes both during acceleration and interplanetary transport
(Kahler and Ling , 2017). SEP intensity-time profiles are often used as the basis for
diagnostic timescales, which are used in modeling and describing the acceleration and
transport of SEPs (e.g., Chollet et al., 2010; Mewaldt et al., 2008; Crosby et al., 2015).
SEP research has long classified SEP events into two groups, impulsive and grad-
ual, largely classified by their correlations with observed solar eruptive events known
to be associated with their acceleration: solar flares and coronal mass ejections
(CMEs), respectively (e.g., Lin, 1970; Reames , 2013). While studying the associ-
ations of SEP events with solar eruptions that are associated with their acceleration
has long dominated SEP research, a thorough observation-driven study of associations
related to interplanetary transport still needs to be performed.
There have been a great many studies which investigate the impacts of interplan-
etary CME (ICME) acceleration on SEPs (e.g., Kahler and Vourlidas , 2013, 2014a;
Aschwanden et al., 2017, and references therein), and for example, Lario et al. (2014),
has already demonstrated a positive correlation between the SEP peak intensity, Ip,
with associated CME-driven shock acceleration. Many impacts, however, of interplan-
etary transport are neglected in SEP surveys. For example, the e↵ects of transport
across the heliospheric current sheet, while expected to have an impact, have yet to be
thoroughly studied (Laitinen and Dalla, 2017) and are frequently neglected entirely
(e.g., Ragot , 2006). The e↵ects of nearby solar wind conditions on the SEP intensity-
time profiles have begun to be investigated (e.g., Kahler and Vourlidas , 2014b). Some
have been modeling the impacts of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) on SEP
intensity-time profiles (e.g., Chollet et al., 2010), however observational data-based
studies are lacking. Hence, for this study we will include analysis of suprathermal
electron pitch angle distributions - which give an indication as to the magnetic topol-
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ogy and scattering processes along the IMF, CIRs - which are transient events that
greatly distort the nearby IMF (as shown in Figure 5.1), and heliospheric current
sheet crossings - which are theorized to cause cross-field particle di↵usion (Laitinen
and Dalla, 2017).
For this study we seek to quantitatively compare the correlation of these interplan-
etary magnetic structures and transient events with certain features that characterize
SEP intensity-time profiles. We will include the following interplanetary structures:
ICMEs (CME-association, ICME velocities, ICME plasma temperature), solar wind
(solar wind speed, solar wind heavy ion charge distributions), suprathermal electron
pitch angle distributions, CIRs, and heliospheric current sheet crossings.
Figure 5.1: Diagram of a CIR in the solar wind. Green and red arrows indicate which
regions are driven by slow and fast solar wind, respectively, these solar
wind speeds are also marked with S for slow and F for fast. Blue magnetic
field lines show the compression regions of bunched magnetic field lines
and the rarefaction region between them where the density of magnetic
field lines is lower. The golden arc represents the path of a spacecraft
which observes the plasma temperature and solar wind speed depicted in
black in the lower portion of the diagram. Based on a diagram of a CIR
from (Richardson, 2004).
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5.2.2.3 General Methodology
We will conduct this SEP-interplanetary structure correlation study in three
stages:
1. We will characterize the in situ observed features of time-intensity profiles of
SEP events, using the proton peak intensity, Ip and a two-parameter fit, using
↵ and   of a modified Weibull function as described by Kahler and Ling (2017;
2018b). We will begin with a data set of 72 gradual SEP proton events (E >
50 MeV) observed by the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites
(GOES) satellites from 1998 to 2006, which we have already compiled. We may
choose to subsequently expand this survey to include impulsive SEP events and
more recent observations, such as those events included in Kahler and Ling
(2017).
2. We will classify the associations of interplanetary structures using in situ obser-
vational data from the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) (available at the
ACE Science Center, http://www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/ASC/level2/), for each
SEP event in our SEP data set. We will be including the following structures and
transients: ICMEs (CME-association, ICME velocities, ICME plasma tempera-
ture), solar wind (solar wind speed, solar wind heavy ion charge distributions),
suprathermal electron pitch angle distributions, CIRs, and heliospheric current
sheet crossings.
3. We will use receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves as metrics to quan-
titatively evaluate the correlation strength between each SEP intensity-time
profile feature and the observable interplanetary structures related to the inter-
planetary propagation, IMF and transient events of our classification scheme.
Our methods for the correlation analysis using ROC curves is discussed in Sec-
tion 5.2.2.4.
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An example intensity-time profile for an event included in the initial data set for
this survey can be seen in Figure 5.2. This particular event was observed on 15 June
2001. The 50 MeV profile has a steep rise which will be characterized by a smaller
magnitude ↵, a sharper drop in the tail which will be characterized by a negative ↵,
and a medium length tail which will be described by  , and a Ip near 20 pfu or 2
protons/cm2/s/sr (Kahler and Ling , 2017).
There are a number of interplanetary structures and transients for which we would
like to evaluate correlation strength. However, this study is meant to span two years.
We intend to expand the analysis to include each interplanetary structure one at a
time. During the first year, we expect to evaluate the correlation of three of the SEP
intensity-time profile features, ↵,  , and Ip, with the occurrence of associated ICMEs,
nearby CIRs, surrounding solar wind speed, and solar wind heavy ion charge state
distributions. Subsequently, during the second year we will add each of the other
interplanetary structures to our analysis one at a time.
Figure 5.2: Proton intensity-time profile of a gradual SEP event observed by GOES-
8 on 15 June 2001. The intensity versus time profiles for each energy
band, 10 MeV, 50 MeV and 100 MeV are shown in red, blue and green,
respectively. This is the 5 minute averaged observational data.
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5.2.2.4 Unusual Method: ROC Curves
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves are frequently used in statistics
and computational fields to evaluate relative accuracy of a forecast or model. The use
of ROC curves are growing with the advent of machine learning, particularly when
used with classifiers (Lachiche and Flach, 2003). For this study we will be using
ROC curves to quantitatively evaluate the correlation between intensity-time profile
features with associated interplanetary structures.
ROC curves can be used as metrics to evaluate the relative accuracy of a set of
forecasts with respect to a reference list of observed events. They graphically show
the correlation between a forecast parameter and the occurrence of an event. For
the purposes of this study, we will be using the features of intensity-time profiles of
SEPs as forecast parameters and evaluate their correlation with the occurrence of
interplanetary structures.
ROC curves plot true positive rate (TPR) versus false positive rate (FPR). In the
case of this study, a true positive is when the SEP intensity-time profile feature is
above a certain threshold value when the event is associated with the interplanetary
structure. Then a false positive is when the SEP profile feature is above the threshold
when the event is not associated with the interplanetary structure.
Figure 5.3 is an example of an ROC curve, with a clear positive correlation, which
was used to evaluate the forecast ability of the O7+/O6+ heavy ion charge state ratio
with the occurrence of ICME events. Observations from the Advanced Composition
Explorer Solar Wind Ion Composition Spectrometer from 1998 to 2011 were used
in reference to ICME observations as listed in the Richardson and Cane ICME list
(Richardson and Cane, 2010) and the Jian et al. ICME list (Jian et al., 2011).
Every point along an ROC curve gives the TPR and FPR of a di↵erent threshold
choice. Following the curve, the highest threshold choices fall where TPR and FPR
are close to zero, or the lower-left corner, and the lowest threshold choices are where
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TPR and FPR are near one, or the upper-right corner in ROC space. The stronger the
predictive strength of the selected forecast parameter, the closer the curve will bend
towards the upper-left corner in ROC space, where TPR = 1 and FPR = 0. Therefore,
it is promising when the forecast parameter in question bends clearly towards the
upper-left corner. A straight unity line, (where TPR = FPR,) would indicate no
clear threshold choice. A curve that bends to the lower-right corner, (where TPR =
0 and FPR = 1,) would indicate that the parameter was anti-correlated with event
occurrence.
Youden’s J statistic (TPR + TNR - 1), ranges from zero to one and is a maximum
in the upper-left corner of ROC space, optimizing for maximum TPR and minimum
FPR equally. The maximum J statistic will be used in our study as a quantitative
value related to the maximum correlation strength for each ROC curve.
Classification metrics based in ROC space are not automatically skewed by ex-
treme class imbalance (Ferri et al., 2011). In the case of this study the class imbalance
will vary for each transient evaluated. For example, in the case of ICME observations,
the ratio of ICME observations to non-ICME solar wind observations is about 0.078,
when using the Richardson et al. ICME list (Richardson and Cane, 2010), which is
far from the 0.5 that the ratio would be were the classes balanced. The indepen-
dence of ROC curves to class balance makes ROC curves as described throughout
this section better for evaluating correlation strength as opposed to other forecast
skill metrics, which often are skewed by class imbalance (Ferri et al., 2011). We will
be able to compare the ROC curves for each interplanetary structure and use them
to evaluate their correlation strength with each SEP intensity-time profile feature,
without considering the di↵ering occurrence rates for each interplanetary structure.
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Figure 5.3: This Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve gives the ratio of
true positive detection to false detection for the observed heavy ion charge
state ratio O7+/O6+. Blue results are based on the interplanetary coro-
nal mass ejection boundaries given in the Richardson et al. ICME list
(Richardson and Cane, 2010). Green results are based on ICME bound-
aries from the Jian et al. ICME list (Jian et al., 2011). The maximum J
statistic values (TPR + TNR - 1) and the maximum positive predictive
values (TPR / (TPR+FPR)·100) are marked with purple and blue/grey
dots respectively.
5.2.2.5 Expected Results
We expect to produce ROC curves (described in Section 5.2.2.4) for each of fea-
tures of the SEP intensity-time profiles compared to each of the interplanetary struc-
tures described in Section 5.2.2.3. For each intensity-time profile feature and each
interplanetary structure, we will then have a resulting graphical metric and a single
quantitative J statistic value to e↵ectively compare their correlation strengths.
During the first year we intend to publish the results of the correlation analysis for
the association with ICMEs and CIRS in the Journal of Geophysical Research: Space
Physics or Solar Physics. We plan to start with the correlation with ICMEs given
that we expect a positive correlation between associated ICMEs and greater SEP peak
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intensity, Ip, due to the work of Lario et al. (2014) and others. Since this positive
correlation is already known, beginning with the ICME correlation analysis will o↵er
a stronger foundation from which to compare the other less studied interplanetary
structure correlation strengths. While we expect CIRs to cause longitudinal spreading
of SEP events (Richardson, 2004; Laitinen and Dalla, 2017), the impact on the peak
intensity and intensity-time profile has not been directly studied for a survey of SEP
events, making this an optimal comparison to begin with.
During the second year, once the creation of ROC curves for each correlation
comparison is complete, we intend to publish on the structures with the strongest
correlation strengths, and analyze their interplanetary impacts on SEPs. Thus en-
abling further subsequent research into the causes of these correlations.
Due to the nature of this study - that we rank each and every correlation - should
the correlation strengths be lower than expected, we will still have interesting results.
A major outcome of this study will be a ranked list, which will give us the ability to
direct research attention towards interesting or promising correlations, regardless of
their actual quantitative strengths. This simple ranking already enables interesting
follow-on studies, as will be described in the next section.
Some proton intensity-time profiles do not lend themselves well to the character-
ization using the ↵,  , and Ip fit. In a preliminary study we have already classified
24 gradual SEP events observed by GOES as having ”unusual” profiles and if these
events prove themselves unfit for characterization using the ↵,  , and Ip features,
then they will be considered separately as an additional SEP intensity-time profile
feature, and may be removed from the statistical analysis of the larger data set.
5.2.2.6 Significance and Application
Once the creation of ROC curves for each correlation comparison is complete, we
will have a set of ROC curves to compare to one another, giving us the ability to
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rank each interplanetary structure for its correlation strength to each intensity-time
profile feature.
E↵orts are already being made to modify and improve SEP forecasting at the
Air Force Research Laboratory, for example with the use of the Proton Prediction
System (Kahler et al., 2017; Kahler and Ling , 2018a). The set of ranked correlation
comparisons resulting from this study will be able to be used by the Air Force Research
Laboratory to direct subsequent research to the characterization of the impacts of
those interplanetary structures with the greatest correlation strengths to improve SEP
forecasting. For example, say our study finds that increased  , or a longer duration
of the intensity-time profile, is highly correlated with CIRs, then investigation into
the impacts of CIRs, which are recurring events which can last through multiple solar
rotations, see Figure 5.1 (Richardson, 2004), could lead to a feature which can be
characterized well before SEP eruptions, thus if incorporated into forecast modeling,
could thereby enable better forecasting of SEP duration.
In order to calculate the energy flux budget of SEP events, the integration of
the entire I(t) intensity-time profile over both time and energy is necessary(Kahler
and Ling , 2018b). Knowledge of the energies of SEP events allows for comparison to
the entire energy flux budget of the solar eruptive events (e.g. Chollet et al., 2010;
Aschwanden et al., 2017) and with CMEs directly (e.g., Mewaldt et al., 2008; Kahler
and Vourlidas , 2013; Aschwanden et al., 2017). Our analysis in this study of the ↵
and   parameters of the Weibull function which fits I(t), then enables further analysis
to compare how estimates of the energy budget of SEP events is actually impacted
by interplanetary propagation e↵ects as opposed to the solar eruptive acceleration
mechanisms to which they are so often compared.
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5.2.3 Counterstreaming Suprathermal Electrons and ICME Substructure
In continuation of the study presented in Chapter IV, we intend to further eval-
uate the occurrence of the various SSE and CSE widths, scattering coe cients and
asymmetry indices with relation to ICME substructure. We intend to conduct a
survey to quantify the occurrence of the CSE and SSE PAD properties defined and
discussed in Section 4.4.2 with respect to ICME features and plasma properties, such
as magnetic structure, filament plasma, heavy ion charge state distributions of Fe, C
and O, plasma temperature, density and velocity.
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APPENDIX A
Supplemental Figures for Chapter II
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Figure A.1: This Receiver Operating Curve (ROC) gives the ratio of true positive
detection to false detection for the charge state parameter < QFe >. Blue
results are based on the interplanetary coronal mass ejection boundaries
given in the C&R ICME list (Richardson and Cane, 2010). Green results
are based on ICME boundaries from the LJ et al. ICME list (Jian et al.,
2011).
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Figure A.2: This Receiver Operating Curve (ROC) gives the ratio of true positive
detection to false detection for the charge state parameter O8+/O6+. Blue
results are based on the interplanetary coronal mass ejection boundaries
given in the C&R ICME list (Richardson and Cane, 2010). Green results
are based on ICME boundaries from the LJ et al. ICME list (Jian et al.,
2011).
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Figure A.3: This Receiver Operating Curve (ROC) gives the ratio of true positive
detection to false detection for the charge state parameter C6+/C5+. Blue
results are based on the interplanetary coronal mass ejection boundaries
given in the C&R ICME list (Richardson and Cane, 2010). Green results
are based on ICME boundaries from the LJ et al. ICME list (Jian et al.,
2011).
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Figure A.4: This Receiver Operating Curve (ROC) gives the ratio of true positive
detection to false detection for the charge state parameter C6+/C4+. Blue
results are based on the interplanetary coronal mass ejection boundaries
given in the C&R ICME list (Richardson and Cane, 2010). Green results
are based on ICME boundaries from the LJ et al. ICME list (Jian et al.,
2011).
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Figure A.5: This figure shows how the detection rate of < QFe > varies with threshold
choice. Vertical lines represent threshold choices that optimize for HSS
and ROC. Solid lined results are based on the ICME boundaries from
the C&R ICME list (Richardson and Cane, 2010). Dotted results are
based on the ICME boundaries from the LJ et al. ICME list (Jian et al.,
2011). Navy results are based on the set of all non-event times binned
by 2 hour intervals. Green results are based on the set of all ICME event
times binned in 2 hour intervals.
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Figure A.6: This figure shows how the detection rate of O8+/O6+ varies with thresh-
old choice. Vertical lines represent threshold choices that optimize for
HSS and ROC. Solid lined results are based on the ICME boundaries
from the C&R ICME list (Richardson and Cane, 2010). Dotted results
are based on the ICME boundaries from the LJ et al. ICME list (Jian
et al., 2011). Navy results are based on the set of all non-event times
binned by 2 hour intervals. Green results are based on the set of all
ICME event times binned in 2 hour intervals.
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Figure A.7: This figure shows how the detection rate of C6+/C5+ varies with threshold
choice. Vertical lines represent threshold choices that optimize for HSS
and ROC. Solid lined results are based on the ICME boundaries from
the C&R ICME list (Richardson and Cane, 2010). Dotted results are
based on the ICME boundaries from the LJ et al. ICME list (Jian et al.,
2011). Navy results are based on the set of all non-event times binned
by 2 hour intervals. Green results are based on the set of all ICME event
times binned in 2 hour intervals.
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Figure A.8: This figure shows how the detection rate of C6+/C4+ varies with threshold
choice. Vertical lines represent threshold choices that optimize for HSS
and ROC. Solid lined results are based on the ICME boundaries from
the C&R ICME list (Richardson and Cane, 2010). Dotted results are
based on the ICME boundaries from the LJ et al. ICME list (Jian et al.,
2011). Navy results are based on the set of all non-event times binned
by 2 hour intervals. Green results are based on the set of all ICME event
times binned in 2 hour intervals.
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APPENDIX B
Supplemental Figures for Chapter III
Figure B.1: Map of the relative STEREO A, STEREO B and Earth locations in the
heliocentric earth ecliptic plane. Coordinates are given in Heliocentric
Earth Ecliptic (HEE). The spacecraft and planetary locations are shown
at the time of Event 2 on February 25th, 2014 when the STEREO A and
STEREO B angular separation was 47 .
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Figure B.2: Map of the relative STEREO A, STEREO B and Earth locations in
the heliocentric earth ecliptic plane. Coordinates are given in HEE. The
spacecraft and planetary locations are shown at the time of Event 3 on
May 2nd, 2014 when the STEREO A and STEREO B angular separation
was 38 .
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Figure B.3: Map of the relative STEREO A, STEREO B and Earth locations in
the heliocentric earth ecliptic plane. Coordinates are given in HEE. The
spacecraft and planetary locations are shown at the time of Events 5 and
6 on August 1st, 2014 when the STEREO A and STEREO B angular
separation was 34 .
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Table B.1: Table of extracted magnetic footpoints modeled using ADAPT-WSA for
SEP Event 1 on 11 October 2013. Each subtable presents the connectivity
results for each of the observing spacecraft, STEREO A, STEREO B and
ACE. Column 1: The selected forecast window and modeling realization.
Column 2: The range of angular separations between the location of the
associated solar flare and the modeled footpoints. Column 3: The set of
extracted ADAPT-WSA modeled magnetic footpoints. Column 4: The
number of footpoints comprising the extracted set for each forecast window
and realization.
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Table B.2: Table of extracted magnetic footpoints modeled using ADAPT-WSA for
SEP Event 3 on 02 May 2014. Each subtable presents the connectivity
results for each of the observing spacecraft, STEREO A, STEREO B and
ACE. Column 1: The selected forecast window and modeling realization.
Column 2: The range of angular separations between the location of the
associated solar flare and the modeled footpoints. Column 3: The set of
extracted ADAPT-WSA modeled magnetic footpoints. Column 4: The
number of footpoints comprising the extracted set for each forecast window
and realization.
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Table B.3: Table of extracted magnetic footpoints modeled using ADAPT-WSA for
SEP Event 4 on 17 July 2014. Each subtable presents the connectivity
results for each of the observing spacecraft, STEREO A, STEREO B and
ACE. Column 1: The selected forecast window and modeling realization.
Column 2: The range of angular separations between the location of the
associated solar flare and the modeled footpoints. Column 3: The set of
extracted ADAPT-WSA modeled magnetic footpoints. Column 4: The
number of footpoints comprising the extracted set for each forecast window
and realization.
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Table B.4: Table of extracted magnetic footpoints modeled using ADAPT-WSA for
SEP Event 5 on 01 August 2014. Each subtable presents the connectivity
results for each of the observing spacecraft, STEREO A, STEREO B and
ACE. Column 1: The selected forecast window and modeling realization.
Column 2: The range of angular separations between the location of the
associated solar flare and the modeled footpoints. Column 3: The set of
extracted ADAPT-WSA modeled magnetic footpoints. Column 4: The
number of footpoints comprising the extracted set for each forecast window
and realization.
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Table B.5: Table of extracted magnetic footpoints modeled using ADAPT-WSA for
SEP Event 6 on 01 August 2014. Each subtable presents the connectivity
results for each of the observing spacecraft, STEREO A, STEREO B and
ACE. Column 1: The selected forecast window and modeling realization.
Column 2: The range of angular separations between the location of the
associated solar flare and the modeled footpoints. Column 3: The set of
extracted ADAPT-WSA modeled magnetic footpoints. Column 4: The
number of footpoints comprising the extracted set for each forecast window
and realization.
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Table B.6: Table of ADAPT-WSA modeled photospheric footpoints for SEP Events
1 - 6 observed by STEREO A and B in 2013-2014 compared to the
Klassen et al. magnetic connectivity using the Parker spiral approxima-
tion 2015; 2016; 2018. Column 1: Observing spacecraft. Column 2: Mean
ADAPT-WSA footpoint location at the photosphere. Column 3: Range
of ADAPT-WSA footpoint locations at the photosphere. Column 4: The
number of modeled footpoints that comprised the range of ADAPT-WSA
results for the set of extracted modeled footpoints for that spacecraft.
Column 5: Klassen at al. modeled footpoints at the 2.5 RS PFSS using
the Parker spiral approximation 2015; 2016; 2018. Column 6: Longitude
di↵erence between the ADAPT-WSA mean 5 RS footpoints and the cor-
responding Klassen et al. 2.5 RS footpoints.
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Table B.7: Table of ADAPT-WSA modeled 5 RS PFSS footpoints for SEP Events
1 - 6 compared to the associated Solar flare locations and the Klassen
et al. magnetic connectivity using the Parker spiral approximation 2015;
2016; 2018. Column 1: Observing spacecraft. Column 2: Photospheric
longitude and latitude of the associated solar flare Klassen et al. (2015,
2016, 2018). Column 3: Mean ADAPT-WSA footpoint location at the
5 RS PFSS. Column 4: Longitude di↵erence and total angular di↵erence
between the flare location and the ADAPT-WSA modeled 5 RS PFSS
footpoint. Column 5: Klassen et al. 2.5 RS footpoint locations Klassen
et al. (2015, 2016, 2018). Column 6: Longitude di↵erence and total angu-
lar di↵erence between the flare location and the Klassen et al. modeled 2.5
RS PFSS footpoint. Column 7: Arrival time of associated observed EUV
solar flare. Column 8: Observed electron event arrival time at the ob-
serving spacecraft. Column 9: Di↵erence in EUV solar flare and electron
event arrival times.
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Figure B.4: Map of SEP Event 1 ADAPT-WSA modeled photospheric footpoints
and Klassen et al. 2.5 RS footpoints 2016. These modeled footpoints
are overlaid on a photospheric synoptic magnetic field map from ground-
based GONG magnetograms. Coordinates are in heliospheric latitude
and Carrington longitude. The solar equator is at 0  latitude and the
Earth ecliptic plane is marked by red plus symbols. Vertical red lines
mark the central meridians, labeled with the corresponding observational
dates, of the GONG magnetograms that form the composite synoptic
map.
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Figure B.5: Map of SEP Event 2 ADAPT-WSA modeled photospheric footpoints
and Klassen et al. 2.5 RS footpoints 2016. These modeled footpoints
are overlaid on a photospheric synoptic magnetic field map from ground-
based GONG magnetograms. Coordinates are in heliospheric latitude
and Carrington longitude. The solar equator is at 0  latitude and the
Earth ecliptic plane is marked by red plus symbols. Vertical red lines
mark the central meridians, labeled with the corresponding observational
dates, of the GONG magnetograms that form the composite synoptic
map.
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Figure B.6: Map of SEP Event 3 ADAPT-WSA modeled photospheric footpoints
and Klassen et al. 2.5 RS footpoints 2016. These modeled footpoints
are overlaid on a photospheric synoptic magnetic field map from ground-
based GONG magnetograms. Coordinates are in heliospheric latitude
and Carrington longitude. The solar equator is at 0  latitude and the
Earth ecliptic plane is marked by red plus symbols. Vertical red lines
mark the central meridians, labeled with the corresponding observational
dates, of the GONG magnetograms that form the composite synoptic
map.
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Figure B.7: Map of SEP Event 4 ADAPT-WSA modeled photospheric footpoints
and Klassen et al. 2.5 RS footpoints 2016. These modeled footpoints
are overlaid on a photospheric synoptic magnetic field map from ground-
based GONG magnetograms. Coordinates are in heliospheric latitude
and Carrington longitude. The solar equator is at 0  latitude and the
Earth ecliptic plane is marked by red plus symbols. Vertical red lines
mark the central meridians, labeled with the corresponding observational
dates, of the GONG magnetograms that form the composite synoptic
map.
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Figure B.8: Map of SEP Event 5 ADAPT-WSA modeled photospheric footpoints
and Klassen et al. 2.5 RS footpoints 2016. These modeled footpoints
are overlaid on a photospheric synoptic magnetic field map from ground-
based GONG magnetograms. Coordinates are in heliospheric latitude
and Carrington longitude. The solar equator is at 0  latitude and the
Earth ecliptic plane is marked by red plus symbols. Vertical red lines
mark the central meridians, labeled with the corresponding observational
dates, of the GONG magnetograms that form the composite synoptic
map.
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Figure B.9: Map of SEP Event 6 ADAPT-WSA modeled photospheric footpoints
and Klassen et al. 2.5 RS footpoints 2016. These modeled footpoints
are overlaid on a photospheric synoptic magnetic field map from ground-
based GONG magnetograms. Coordinates are in heliospheric latitude
and Carrington longitude. The solar equator is at 0  latitude and the
Earth ecliptic plane is marked by red plus symbols. Vertical red lines
mark the central meridians, labeled with the corresponding observational
dates, of the GONG magnetograms that form the composite synoptic
map.
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